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The aim of the current study was to assess mothers‟ co-construction of narratives with 

their preschool children in different contexts, and the impact these narratives have on children‟s 

emergent literacy skills. Emergent literacy refers to the skills that are developmental precursors 

to conventional forms of reading and writing and the environments that support these 

developments. Understanding what facilitates these skills is important to understand because 

children‟s initial literacy skill levels are predictive of their reading performance and oral 

language skills in later grade school years.  

37 mother-child dyads created narratives using a wordless storybook as well as 

autobiographical memory (AM) narratives. Mothers‟ narratives were measured in several ways 

including style (e.g., elaborations, repetitions); cohesion, (i.e., interclausal connectives such as 

because); narrative coherence (e.g., utterances about orientations and internal states); episodic 

coherence (i.e. utterances regarding goals, obstacles, and repairs); and global ratings of 

narratives, which included ratings of focus, clarity, logic, and talkativeness. Additionally, 

children‟s emergent literacy skills were assessed by story comprehension, picture sequencing, 

and narratives using a wordless storybook, which were coded in the same way as mothers‟ 

narratives with children. In addition, several control variables were considered including 
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children‟s age and language, socioeconomic status (i.e., mothers‟ education and family income), 

children‟s home literacy environment (assessed by parent questionnaire), and mothers‟ affective 

quality during mother-child narratives. 

Hierarchical regressions were performed predicting children‟s emergent literacy outcomes 

controlling for factors that were related to predictor and outcome variables. Several independent 

relations were found between mothers‟ narrative variables and children‟s emergent literacy 

outcomes. Mothers‟ AM elaborative statements and elaborative tag-questions predicted 

children‟s story comprehension; and mothers‟ repetitive wh-questions in the book context were 

negatively related to children‟s story comprehension. Mothers‟ AM causal comments and 

mothers‟ obstacle comments in the book context predicted children‟s picture sequencing scores. 

Mothers‟ AM goal comments predicted global ratings of children‟s story generation; and global 

ratings of mothers‟ AM narratives predicted children‟s episodic coherence in their story 

generations. These findings have important implications for the environments that support 

children‟s early literacy before they begin formal schooling. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The overarching aim of this study was to examine the role that mother-child co-

construction of narratives plays in preschoolers‟ emergent literacy. Many researchers have 

focused on children‟s literacy in the context of formal schooling, but children begin acquiring 

skills that prepare them for reading long before they enter kindergarten. Preschoolers are the 

focus of the current study because as Lonigan (2006) asserts, “the developmental and 

environmental antecedents of the skills that underlie the acquisition of reading are found early 

and prior to the onset of formal schooling.” Furthermore, children‟s early differences in 

emergent literacy skills are stable over time, and predict their later literacy skills (Dickinson & 

McCabe, 2001). Thus, it is important to understand what promotes children‟s emergent literacy 

skills before they enter school.  

Emergent literacy refers to the skills, knowledge, and attitudes that are developmental 

precursors to conventional forms of reading and writing and the environments that support these 

developments (Whitehurst and Lonigan, 1998). Emergent literacy includes code-related skills 

(e.g., alphabet knowledge), as well as oral language skills (e.g., vocabulary, narrative discourse). 

The concept of emergent literacy has been around since the 1980s, and was proposed as an 

alternative to the reading readiness approach (Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998). The latter approach 

implied a dichotomy between readers in which children were either ready for reading instruction 

or were not. On the other hand, the concept of emergent literacy recognizes that the development 

of literacy encompasses a continuum of skills that build upon one another and that begin to 

develop well before formal schooling begins. Thus, emergent literacy describes children in the 

process of becoming readers and writers, and stresses the continuous nature of literacy 

development.  
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There is a rich body of research on young children‟s emergent literacy. As just 

mentioned, emergent literacy encompasses a wide range of skills including code-related skills, 

such as knowledge of the alphabet, phonological awareness, letter-sound knowledge, and print 

concepts; as well as oral language skills, such as vocabulary skills, syntactic knowledge, 

narrative, and emergent reading (i.e., pretending to read) (Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998). 

Researchers have examined both code-related and oral language emergent literacy skills in many 

ways. Some have focused on identifying how the different components of emergent literacy are 

related to one another; how these skills develop over time; and how different aspects of emergent 

literacy may change in their relations with one another over time (Lonigan, Burgess, & Anthony, 

2000; Paris & Paris, 2003; Sénéchal, LeFevre, Smith-Chant, & Colton, 2001; Speece, Roth, 

Cooper, & De La Paz, 1999; Trabasso & Stein, 1997; Ukrainetz, Justice, Kaderaveck, Eisenberg, 

Gillam, & Harm, 2005; Wigglesworth, 1997). These researchers have largely been interested in 

emergent literacy skills in their own right without focusing on the antecedents of these skills.  

However, as Whitehurst and Lonigan (1998) argue, not all emergent literacy skills are 

products of the same experiences. Thus, it is also important to understand what environmental 

factors promote children‟s emergent literacy skills. Researchers have examined the predictors of 

various components of children‟s emergent literacy skills in a variety of ways. Some have 

focused on aspects of the child‟s home environment such as children‟s exposure to print; parental 

modeling of literacy behaviors; parental beliefs about literacy; and literacy-related activities, 

such as trips to the library, which are most often assessed through parental report (e.g., Burgess 

Hecht, & Lonigan, 2002; Deckner, Adamson, & Bakeman, 2006; Dickinson & DeTemple, 1998; 

Frijters, Barron, & Brunello, 2000; Sénéchal & LeFevre, 2002; Weigel, Martin, & Bennett, 2005, 

2006). Others have focused on how socioeconomic status impacts children‟s literacy skills (e.g., 
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Foster, Lambert, Abbott-Shim, McCarty, & Franze, 2005; Smith & Dixon, 1995; Washington, 

2001). Researchers have also focused on the specific behaviors that parents engage in when 

reading books with children, such as directly teaching children about print; linking the text to 

children‟s own experiences, asking comprehension questions; and providing explanations (e.g., 

Baker, Mackler, Sonnenschein, & Serpell, 2001; Deckner et al., 2006; Hammett, van Kleeck, & 

Huberty, 2003; McArthur, Adamson, & Deckner, 2005; Reese & Cox, 1999). Researchers have 

also focused on parents‟ affective quality of book reading interactions with children (Baker et al., 

2001; Bus & van Ijzendorn, 1995; Frosch, Cox, & Goldman, 2001; Sonnenschein & 

Munsterman, 2002).  

Another way in which researchers have examined the role parents play in young 

children‟s emergent literacy skills is through parent-child narrative interactions. Broadly 

speaking, parent-child narratives are any conversational exchanges that involve a story structure. 

Thus, storybook interactions are considered a narrative activity. However, researchers have also 

examined parent-child narrative interactions other than storybook contexts. In one large-scale 

study, the Home-School Study of Language and Literacy Development, researchers examined 

parent-child narratives in different contexts, including mealtime conversations and play 

interactions. Researchers found that these narrative interactions predicted children‟s language 

and literacy outcomes (Beals & DeTemple, 1993; Dickinson & Tabors, 2001; Snow, Tabors, 

Nicholson, & Kurland, 1995). For example, talk about past and present events and explanatory 

talk during meal times predicted children‟s literacy outcomes.  

Thus, there is already a great deal of evidence that parental support of literacy-related 

activities is very influential in predicting children‟s emergent literacy skills. With all of the 

potential literacy skills to examine, why are narrative skills the focus of the current study rather 
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than some other skill? Many researchers have argued that code related skills (e.g., phonological 

processing skills) are important in the process of learning to read (e.g., Burgess & Lonigan, 

1998; Storch & Whitehurst, 2002); however, others have argued that narrative competence is 

also important in the process of learning to read because narrative competence is a fundamental 

aspect of children‟s comprehension before they begin to read, which helps children map their 

understanding onto texts (e.g., Griffin, Hemphill, Camp, & Wolf, 2004; Paris & Paris, 2003).  

As just mentioned, many researchers have examined how parents‟ promote children‟s 

emergent literacy through reading traditional storybooks with children. The current study aimed 

to examine mother-child narratives in two contexts that are not often studied in relation to 

children‟s emergent literacy skills. These included mother-child autobiographical memory (AM) 

narratives and mother-child narratives using a wordless storybook. Mother-child AM narratives, 

or narratives about personally meaningful past events, are a useful context to examine because 

they are a naturally, and frequently occurring, context that mothers and children engage in. Thus, 

AM talk provide a particularly relevant way parents can model narratives for children. The other 

context, wordless storybooks, has been used extensively to assess children‟s independent 

narrative skills (e.g., Lysaker, 2006; Paris & Paris, 2003; Purcell-Gates, 1996). Fewer studies 

have taken advantage of such books for eliciting mother-scaffolded narratives of young children. 

However, the use of wordless storybooks provides a very useful examination of mother-child 

narratives. As just mentioned, mothers‟ narratives with children are related to children‟s literacy 

skills. Traditional storybooks with text cannot truly assess mothers‟ narrative production, 

because there is a heavy reliance on the story that has already been written. Thus, wordless 

storybooks provide a good opportunity to determine how mothers co-construct a narrative with 
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children using a book, and how these narratives are related to children‟s emergent literacy skills 

independent of mothers. 

The aim of this study was to examine how mothers‟ narratives with children in two 

contexts (AM and a wordless storybook) relate to children‟s independent assessment of emergent 

literacy skills. This study contributes to the current literature on children‟s emergent literacy in 

several ways. First, although researchers have argued that mother-child narratives are important 

for emergent literacy (Beals & DeTemple, 1993; Snow et al., 1995; Wareham & Salmon, 2006), 

only a few studies have directly examined mother-child AM narratives in relation to children‟s 

emergent literacy outcomes (Beals, 2001; Reese, 1995). Similarly, to my knowledge, no studies 

have examined how mothers‟ narratives with children using a wordless storybook are related to 

children‟s independent emergent literacy outcomes. Thus, this study aims to replicate and extend 

previous research that suggests that mothers‟ narrative interactions with children are related to 

children‟s emergent literacy outcomes. 

A second related question issue in this study was that previous researchers have not 

always taken into account other factors that may underlie the relationship between mothers‟ 

narratives with children‟s and children‟s outcomes, such as socioeconomic status, mothers‟ 

affect, the home literacy environment of the child, or the child‟s own language skills. Thus, the 

current study aimed to control for factors that have been shown to be related to children‟s 

literacy in order to provide evidence for a specific and unique relationship between mothers‟ 

narratives with children and their emergent literacy skills.  

Third, both mother-child AM narratives and wordless storybook narratives were used to 

assess mother-child interaction in order to examine the relative influence of these contexts using 

consistent coding schemes between contexts. This comparison was made in order to determine 
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whether there were unique influences of either context on children‟s emergent literacy skills 

rather than a more general interactional style used consistently between contexts. Thus, AM and 

wordless storybook narratives were assessed in terms of whether mothers are consistent between 

contexts, whether mothers show differences between contexts, and how these two contexts relate 

to children‟s emergent literacy outcomes. 

Fourth, several studies of mother-child book interactions have examined how mothers‟ 

behaviors affect children‟s behaviors within the mother-child interaction of reading a book. 

However, these studies do not always assess how mothers‟ behaviors affect children‟s literacy 

abilities independently of mothers (i.e., as assessed by an experimenter). This is important to 

determining how mothers‟ interactions impact children‟s independent skills, which has important 

implications for how mothers‟ behaviors may affect children‟s performance in the classroom. 

Thus, the fourth aim of this study was to independently assess children‟s emergent literacy skills 

in three ways, including children‟s comprehension of a story as it is read to them, the ability to 

sequence pictures, and the ability to generate a narrative independently.  

Fifth, although print concepts are not of central importance for the current study, print 

concepts will also be assessed. Researchers have provided evidence that oral language skills are 

distinct from print concepts as measures of these skills load onto different factors (Lonigan, 

Burgess, & Anthony, 2000; Whitehurst, Epstein et al., 1994). Additionally, researchers have also 

found that parent-child storybook reading was not related to children‟s print concepts (e.g., 

Sénéchal, LeFevre, Thomas, & Daley, 1998). Thus, there is reason to believe that mother-child 

narratives would not be related to children‟s print concepts. 

To summarize, the questions of this study are: 
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1. How do mothers‟ AM and wordless storybook narratives with their preschoolers 

relate to children‟s emergent literacy outcomes as assessed be an experimenter? 

2. Do the relationships between mothers‟ narratives with children and children‟s 

emergent literacy skills still exist after controlling for a number of other factors 

known to be related to children‟s emergent literacy skills? 

3. Are there similarities and differences between mothers‟ narrative interactions with 

children in these two contexts? 

4. What are the relative influences of these two contexts for children‟s emergent 

literacy? That is, is one context more important for children‟s emergent literacy? 

5. Are mothers‟ AM and storybook narratives with preschoolers related to children‟s 

print concepts as assessed by an experimenter? 

To further elucidate why the goals of this study are important to understanding how 

mothers facilitate children‟s emergent literacy skills, the remaining introduction will focus first 

on the theoretical background of the current study. Next, this theoretical background will be 

applied to the two narrative contexts examined in the current study—mother-child AM narratives 

and mother-child wordless storybook narratives. Then, the ways in which mother-child 

narratives will be assessed will be described in detail. Next, the importance of understanding the 

relationship between mothers‟ behaviors and children‟s emergent literacy will be discussed. 

Finally, the specific emergent literacy outcomes will be described. 

Theoretical Background 

A major theoretical impetus for narrative development has been the work of Lev 

Vygotsky (1978), who asserted that individual development can only be understood in its 

sociocultural context. That is, children‟s understanding is learned through social interaction and 

communication with those around them. Vygotsky believed that children‟s learning takes place 
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within the zone of proximal development, a range of tasks too difficult for the child to do alone 

but which are possible with the help of adults and more skilled peers. Vygotsky labeled this type 

of support scaffolding, in which the adult adjusts the support offered during an activity to fit the 

child‟s current level of performance. Initially, adults provide extensive scaffolding of the task; 

however, as the child‟s skill develops, he or she begins to take on more responsibility for 

carrying out the task. A key aspect of Vygotskian theory is that through these social interactions, 

children come to internalize the particular ability being demonstrated; and that children 

eventually can accomplish the task independently. 

According to Vygotskian theory, several cognitive abilities have a social interactive 

origin, such as problem solving, memory development, and communication skills (Peterson & 

McCabe, 1994); thus, this theory is not specific to narrative development. However, several 

researchers have used this theoretical framework to understand narrative development. Children 

develop narrative skills over time, and initially need the support of parents. According to a 

Vygotskian approach to narrative development, the narrative interactions that parents engage in 

with children play a key role in facilitating children‟s narrative development. In this view, 

individual differences in the quality of these narrative interactions predict child outcomes. 

Through narrative interactions, parents can model that these conversations are an important and 

valued activity. In addition, parent can model what kind of information should be included in 

narratives. In the current study, the narrative contexts of mother-child AM and wordless 

storybook interactions were of primary interest; and how children may internalize the narrative 

skills modeled in these interactions and display their competence in independent assessments of 

their emergent literacy skills.  
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Autobiographical Memory Narratives 

Researchers have proposed a Vygotskian approach (also referred to as social 

interactionist or sociocultural approach) to understanding how parents support children‟s early 

AM narratives, or personally meaningful events (Fivush, Reese, & Haden, 2006; Hudson, 1990; 

Nelson & Fivush, 2004; Peterson & McCabe, 1994). They argue that children gradually learn 

how to talk about their own past experiences through participating in parent-guided memory talk, 

in which parents model what is considered important to remember and emphasize that talking 

about the past is a desirable activity. By co-constructing their own narratives, young children are 

socialized to represent and express their experiences in certain ways that are socially appropriate, 

particularly the forms and functions of memory talk. In the earliest stages of memory talk 

(around ages 2 to 3), parents scaffold their children‟s narratives by asking questions and 

providing feedback in an attempt to help them remember an event. Initially children rely on these 

cues to recall information as adults provide most of the information of the event. As children get 

older, they begin to rely less on parents‟ scaffolding, and become competent at narrating their 

own personal memories (Farrant & Reese, 2000; Fivush & Fromhoff, 1998; Peterson & McCabe, 

1992; Reese, Haden, & Fivush, 1993). 

Book Narratives 

Several researchers have also argued for the importance of parents‟ scaffolding during 

parent-child joint book reading in the preschool years. Bus (2003) asserts that because children 

are initially unfamiliar with the structure of storybooks and how they are communicated, that 

children need parents to help them bridge this gap. Researchers have found that adults do a great 

deal of discussion when reading books to younger children (Vigil & van Kleeck, 1996; van 

Kleeck & BeckleyMcCall, 2002); and that the nature of this discussion is related to children‟s 

participation. For example, adult questions elicit more information than adult comments; and 
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children‟s responses are more complex in response to mothers‟ wh-questions (van Kleeck, 2004). 

In the context of book reading, parents can help children to make sense of the text by pointing 

out what is significant, matching their requests for children‟s participation to the child‟s own 

abilities, and making connections between the text and the child‟s own experiences (e.g., Phillips 

& McNaughton, 1990; van Kleeck, 2004). As children get older, or as they are repeatedly 

exposed to familiar storybooks, children gradually take over more of the responsibility of 

storytelling.  

Measuring Mothers’ Narratives with Children 

There are several ways in which parents scaffold children‟s understanding of narratives in 

the preschool years; and researchers have focused on a variety of these processes. However, two 

common ways of examining mother-child narratives has been in terms of mothers‟ style, or 

“how” parents talk to children in narrative contexts; and mothers‟ structure or “what” parents 

talk about in narrative contexts with children. 

Mothers’ Narrative Style 

Researchers of parent-child AM narratives have identified two types of discourse styles 

(Fivush & Fromhoff, 1988; Haden, 1998; Reese & Fivush 1993). High-elaborative parents 

involve their children in long conversations about past events, presenting rich and embellished 

details about the event. Although their children might not always recall information about the 

event, the parent maintains a coherent story by continuing to share information with the child. 

On the other hand, low-elaborative parents‟ conversations with their children are short, 

redundant, and lack a story structure. They probe for expected answers from their children and 

when information is given that does not answer the parent‟s question, the parent does not 

incorporate the information into the narrative and does not embellish (Fivush, 1994). 
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Consequently, elaborative parents give their children more unique information and provide more 

descriptive information than do repetitive parents (Fivush, 1994).  

The significance of these differences in mothers‟ style is that children whose parents 

engage in a high-elaborative style remember more information and also remember different types 

of information than do children of parents who engage in a low-elaborative style (McCabe & 

Peterson, 1991; Reese et al., 1993). Longitudinal studies have shown that these styles of talk 

about the past are consistent across time (Reese et al., 1993). Additionally, researchers have 

found a direct relationship between maternal elaborations early on and children‟s memory 

responses at later ages, suggesting that maternal elaborations early in development are important 

for children‟s later ability to recall memories (Reese et al., 1993; Farrant & Reese, 2000).  

Like AM talk, parents differ in qualitative ways when reading books with children. 

Researchers have examined parents‟ reading style in terms of their interactive style. A particular 

approach to interactive adult-child reading—dialogical reading—has been used in several 

intervention studies. This approach, first implemented by Whitehurst, Falco, Lonigan, Fischel, 

DeBaryshe, and Valdez-Menchaca (1988), focuses on ways to elicit children‟s participation 

during parent-child book reading, including asking the child open-ended questions, encouraging 

the child to play an active role in storytelling, following in on what the child says, and linking the 

story to child‟s own experiences. Other parents use a lower level interactive style that primarily 

consists of labeling and describing pictures, and engage only in verbatim reading of the text 

(Heath, 1982). Several intervention studies using dialogic reading as well as naturalistic 

observations of parents‟ reading style have demonstrated the importance of high level 

interactions in increasing children‟s language skills and participation during parent-child book 

reading (e.g., Haden, Reese, & Fivush, 1996; Huebner & Meltzoff, 2005; Reese, Cox, & Harte, 
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2003; Sénéchal, Thomas, & Monker, 1995; Sénéchal, 1997; Whitehurst, Arnold et al., 1994; 

Whitehurst, Epstein, et al., 1994). Thus, in these two narrative contexts, maternal conversational 

style emerges as an important predictor of children‟s outcomes.  

These studies of mother-child book interactions have used traditional children‟s 

storybooks with text, and have focused on what mothers‟ say in addition to the text (i.e., extra-

textual comments), such as asking children to relate what was just spoken to the child‟s own 

experience. However, in the current study wordless storybooks were used in order to assess how 

mother co-constructed a narrative with their children independent of text. This is important 

because Hammett, van Kleeck, and Huberty (2003) found that when mothers were asked to share 

a storybook with their children that 63% of mothers focused primarily on reading the story rather 

than providing extra-textual talk. Thus, using a traditional storybook may not adequately assess 

how mothers create a story independent of the text used to tell the story. In one of a few studies 

to do so, Melzi and Caspe (2005) found that mothers could be characterized as either 

storybuilders, who actively elicited children‟s participation; or storytellers, who narrated the 

story without requesting the child‟s input, which is similar to how narrative style has been 

conceptualized in previous studies. Not surprisingly, they found that children of storybuilders 

produced more information about events and descriptions than did children of storytellers. The 

results of this study suggest that mothers who are more interactive with children during 

narrations of wordless storybooks may not only have children who participate more in these 

interactions with mothers—these children may also display better emergent literacy skills as 

assessed independently of mothers.   

Mothers’ Narrative Structure 

A second common way of assessing mother-child narratives is by examining the content 

or structure of the narrative. Several components contribute to making for a whole and 
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sophisticated narrative. In the current study, narrative structure was assessed in terms of 

cohesion, narrative coherence, episodic coherence, and global ratings of coherence. Cohesion 

refers to conjunctions used to join propositions in the narrative. This is accomplished by using 

linguistic devices such as connectives (e.g., and, then, because). Cohesion is important because 

in narrating an event, one has to organize story elements and link meaning across several 

sentences by creating causal and temporal relations (Pearce, McCormack, & James, 2003; 

Shapiro & Hudson, 1991).  

Narrative coherence was also examined, which refers to the elements that are essential to 

making a narrative meaningful, such as orienting the listener to the temporal context of the event. 

Several researchers have examined this apsect of mother-child narratives, and categories vary 

from study to study. However, common aspects of narrative coherence that are measured include 

actions, spatial and temporal orientations, characters, and internal states. A coherent story is one 

in which all parts of the story are structured so that the entire sequence of events is interrelated in 

a meaningful way (Shapiro & Hudson, 1991). Sophisticated narratives move beyond simply 

reporting what happened, to include information that places the event in a spatial and temporal 

context (Fivush et al., 2006). One also has to include information on who was there, the internal 

reactions of those characters, and what happened. Understanding of intentional action and 

causation leads to highly organized, episodic representations of what was experienced.  

Additionally, episodic coherence was examined, which is similar to narrative coherence, 

but includes the goals, obstacles, and repairs of a narrative sequence. These aspects of narratives 

are argued to be essential for plot development (e.g., Shapiro & Hudson, 1991). Finally, mother-

child narratives as well as children‟s independent narratives were also examined based on global 

ratings of logic, clarity, focus, and talkativeness as narrative components such as global 
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organization develops throughout a narrative, and may be lost when narratives are analyzed at 

the level of the single utterance.  

Examining how mothers scaffold children‟ narrative structure is important because 

preschoolers‟ narratives tend to be more descriptive, without reference to motivations or causal 

and temporal relations (Trabasso & Nickels, 1992). Between the ages of 3 and 9, the proportion 

of children‟s narratives that provide a spatial and temporal context steadily increases (Peterson & 

McCabe, 1983). A major source for increasing narrative competency before formal schooling 

begins is through narrative interactions with parents. Although young children typically have 

only grasped the basic outline of a story, they can fill in information if scaffolding is provided 

(Trabasso & Rodkin, 1994).  

Several studies of mother-child AM interactions have examined how mothers and 

children‟s narrative coherence is related within in the same conversation. Mothers‟ use of 

narrative coherence in terms of evaluations (e.g., internal states) and orientations (e.g., when, 

where) is related to children‟s use of the same types of narrative coherence within the same 

conversation (Fivush, 1991; McCabe & Peterson, 1991; Newcombe & Reese, 2004). Researchers 

have also shown a causal relationship between mothers‟ use of narrative coherence during AM 

narratives with children and children‟s later use of those same types of narrative coherence 

(Haden, Haine, & Fivush, 1997; Newcombe & Reese, 2004; Peterson & McCabe, 1994). To my 

knowledge, researchers have not assessed the relationship between mothers‟ cohesion or episodic 

coherence and children‟s use of those types of comments in the context of AM narratives, 

although researchers have examined children‟s cohesion and episodic coherence in their 

independent AM narratives (e.g., Buckner & Fivush, 1998; Fivush, Haden, & Adam, 1995). 
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The role of mothers‟ provision of narrative structure during mother-child book reading 

has not typically been focused on. This is not surprising given that researchers have typically 

used traditional storybooks with text. These books provide the content of the story in the text; 

thus mothers‟ provision of the structure of the story may not be as relevant. However, in the 

current study, the aim was to examine how mothers co-construct a story with their children from 

a wordless picture book in order to assess how mothers create the structure of a story when text 

is absent. In one study of mothers‟ scaffolding of wordless storybooks with their 1 ½- to 3-year-

old, Trabasso et al., (1992) found that mothers with younger children focused more on labeling 

of pictures, whereas mothers of older children focused more on comprehending the story. 

Likewise, older children were less likely to label pictures, and more likely to answer questions 

with goals, outcomes, and other questions. Although this study was descriptive and cross-

sectional, and did not directly examine how mothers‟ utterances were related to children‟s 

responses, it did suggest that as children get older mothers increasingly help children to 

comprehend the story rather than simply describing the pictures.  

Importance for Emergent Literacy 

In thinking about children‟s early experiences with literacy, the most relevant context is 

parent-guided storytelling with traditional children‟s book with text. In fact, Bus, van Ijzendoorn, 

and Pellegrini (1995) asserted that book reading seems to be one of the most influential and 

naturally occurring ways parents promote literacy. So why might these other contexts—parent-

guided AM narratives and wordless storybooks—be related to children‟s emergent literacy? 

(Recall, that the emergent literacy skills of interest in the current study are children‟s story 

comprehension, picture sequencing, and narrative production independent of mothers.) Generally 

speaking, because these are all narrative contexts, they share important characteristics. One 

common characteristic is that they all require understanding of decontextualized language, which 
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is discourse that conveys novel information to others who are physically removed from the 

things or events being described or who share only a limited amount of background knowledge 

with the speaker; thus, the words have to communicate meaning with minimal dependence on 

contextual cues (Dickinson & McCabe, 2001). During AM talk, parents engage their children in 

talk about internal representations of a past event rather than concrete objects or an ongoing 

event (Fivush et al., 2006). During book reading (whether traditional or wordless), parents often 

deviate from pictorial representations to conversations about concepts not directly represented in 

pictures and text (DeTemple & Snow, 2003). This is important because in order to comprehend a 

narrative, children must learn to go beyond the literal information provided (e.g., pictures in a 

book) in order to represent and make sense of the story being presented. Thus, similar to AM and 

wordless storybook narratives, during reading of traditional storybooks with text, children must 

also be able to reason about events that are not physically present (e.g., recalling information 

from previous pages, predicting what will happen next).  

A second reason to believe that AM and wordless storybook narratives would be related 

to children‟s emergent literacy skills is because these contexts provide parents an opportunity to 

model what narrative elements are important to include in a narrative and how to organize a set 

of events in a specific sequence to get the narrative told clearly (Beals, 2001). Through 

experiences with different types of oral discourse, children gain knowledge about the 

macrostructure of different narrative genres. Initially, parents support children‟s narratives by 

filling in the structural elements and by asking questions (Griffin et al., 2004). Griffin et al. 

(2004) argue that with this foundation, when children encounter narrative macrostructures in 

written text, knowledge about these discourse forms can support the ability to recognize crucial 

information and to relate this information within the form of the particular discourse they are 
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reading. As mentioned above, the type of information that has been argued to be essential for a 

good narrative are elements such as placing the event within a spatial and temporal context; 

orienting the listener to who was there and what happened; identifying the goals, obstacles, and 

outcomes; and creating a cohesive narrative by linking events temporally and causally.  

Not much empirical support exists yet for a direct link between these two narrative 

contexts and children‟s independent emergent literacy skills. In terms of AM narratives, Beals 

(2001) found that the amount of parents‟ talk about past and future events during meal times was 

related to children‟s story comprehension. However, past and future talk was not distinguished, 

making it difficult to conclude whether this relationship was specific to past events. Reese (1995) 

examined mother-child AM narratives and mother-child book narratives when children were 40, 

46, and 58 months old, as well as literacy outcomes at 70 months. She found that mothers‟ 

change in use of elaborations during AM talk over time significantly predicted children‟s story 

comprehension, even after controlling for children‟s own changing participation in AM 

narratives.  

As mentioned above, few researchers have examined mother-child book narratives of 

wordless storybooks; and to my knowledge, none have examined how mothers‟ scaffolding in 

these narratives related to children‟s independent literacy skills. However, some researchers have 

examined mothers‟ scaffolding during traditional storybook interactions in relation to children‟s 

independent literacy skills. Researchers have found that a higher level interaction style is related 

to preschoolers‟ story comprehension skills (Haden et al., 1996); as well as better cued recall for 

story narratives (Nelson, 1996). Additionally, Reese (1995) found that mothers‟ use of 

predictions and inference during mother-child book reading was predictive of children‟s later 

story comprehension and story retelling abilities. Thus, there is some evidence that mother-child 
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narrative interactions promote children‟s independent literacy skills However, the current study 

extends these findings by providing further support for the role of mother-child AM narratives 

and wordless storybook narratives in children‟s emergent literacy skills. 

Emergent Literacy Outcomes 

Given the argument that mothers‟ book reading interactions with children are important 

for children‟s entrance into school, and the theoretical argument that parents help children to 

internalize the structure of stories, it is important to examine mothers‟ influence on children‟s 

independent literacy skills. Many of the studies of parents‟ role in children‟s literacy outcomes, 

however, focus on children‟s performance within the parent-child book reading interaction.  

Thus, in the current study, children‟ emergent literacy skills will be assessed in several ways, 

including story comprehension, picture sequencing, and story generation.  

Story Comprehension 

Before children learn to decode print, they must be able to comprehend narrative as it is 

spoken to them. Therefore, one literacy outcome measure for the proposed study will be a 

measure of children‟s independent story comprehension. Whether the narrative context is AM or 

book reading, children must construct meaning from these narratives through making inferences, 

identifying main ideas, and predicting future outcomes. As mentioned above, from a Vygotskian 

perspective, parents support this comprehension by asking questions during narrative talk, 

identifying relevant elements, and linking the story to the child‟s own experiences. Vygotskian 

theory also proposes that children then internalize these skills. Thus, parents who elucidate these 

ways of making meaning from narrative are helping their children internalize these abilities and 

use them independently when comprehending stories on their own.  

Story comprehension is also important because the ability to comprehend and integrate 

novel information is important for success in school. Young children acquire knowledge of 
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narrative scripts for sequences of routine activities, such as attending a birthday party (Hudson & 

Nelson, 1986). Previous research suggests that parents can facilitate children‟s discourse skills 

through familiar routinized event sequences (Nelson, 1996). However, Paris and Paris (2003) 

argue that in order to comprehend the information encountered in the classroom setting, children 

must be able to have a grasp of narrative skills in a broader sense so that they can understand the 

novel experiences they encounter even before they begin to read. Narrative ability is related to 

early reading ability in that the ability to construct stories from picture books before children are 

decoding print predicts later standardized reading test scores (Van Kraayenoord & Paris, 1996). 

Scott Paris and his colleagues do not typically examine how parents facilitate this understanding 

of narrative. However, based on Vygotskian theory, it is reasonable to assume that parents who 

elucidate these ways of making meaning from narratives in all sorts of contexts are helping their 

children to internalize these abilities and use them independently in both spoken and written 

language contexts.  

Another reason that story comprehension is important to consider is that the ability to 

comprehend text not only follows text decoding, but also precedes text decoding, and both are 

dependent on one another. Paris and Paris (2003) point out that many studies have examined 

young children‟s decoding skills, whereas less attention has been given to comprehension skills. 

They argue that assessing children‟s comprehension of pictorial narratives is important because it 

allows for the assessment of children‟s understanding of narrative elements such as how children 

analyze, infer, and summarize event sequences independent of their decoding abilities. These 

skills are also important when children‟s reading difficulties extend beyond decoding. Paris and 

Paris (2003) argue that children‟s narrative understanding is fundamental to their early reading 

comprehension, and that early assessments of children‟s narrative abilities can identify their 
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strengths and weaknesses in terms of story comprehension even before they begin to decode 

print. 

State guidelines are in accordance with these arguments. According to Florida Sunshine 

State Standards (2007), children in kindergarten are expected to demonstrate the following 

abilities: 

 Make predictions about text content using pictures, background knowledge, and text 

features (e.g., title, sub-heading, captions illustrations). 

 Use background knowledge, supporting details from text, or another source to determine 

whether a reading selection is fact or fiction. 

 Retell the main idea or essential message, identifying supporting details (e.g., who, what, 

when, where, why, how), and arranging events in sequence. 

 Identify the author‟s purpose as stated in the text. 

Thus, even in Kindergarten when children are just in the beginning stages of learning to 

decode print, there are expectations regarding their story comprehension abilities. Despite the 

abundance of measurements designed to examine emergent literacy skills such as phonological 

awareness, letter knowledge, and print concepts, there is no standard measurement to assess 

preschool children‟s story comprehension skills. However, some researchers have developed 

standardized assessments of kindergartner‟s narrative skills (e.g., Gillam & Nils, 2004). 

Researchers have also adapted story comprehension measurements from existing children‟s story 

books. A common approach involves an experimenter reading a storybook to the child, and 

asking the child comprehension questions during the reading, and sometimes after the 

completion of the story as well (e.g., Dickinson & DeTemple, 1998; Reese & Cox, 1999; Reese, 

1995; Sonnenschein & Munsterman, 2002).  
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Picture Sequencing 

Another related aspect of children‟s emergent literacy that was examined was children‟s 

ability to sequence pictures into the correct order. Several researchers have examined children‟s 

picture sequencing skills (Fivush & Mandler, 1985; Glaubman, Glaubman, & Ofir, 2001; Zalla, 

Labruyere, & Georgieff, 2006); however, to my knowledge no studies have examined how 

mothers‟ narrative interactions may facilitate children‟s ability to sequence pictures in a story 

correctly. As mentioned above, this is a skill that children are expected to have in kindergarten. 

Thus, it is important to understand what specific behaviors might facilitate children‟s ability to 

sequence picture into the correct order. This task requires understanding of the causal nature of 

events, temporal relations between different events; and the underlying episodic structure. It is 

therefore reasonable to expect that parents‟ narratives with their children may help children to 

understand that these are important aspects of narratives. 

Story Generation 

Another approach to assessing young children‟s independent narrative development 

involves presenting the child with a wordless picture book and asking the child to construct the 

story on their own (e.g., Isbell, Sobol, Lindauer, & Lowrance, 2004; Lysaker, 2006; Melzi & 

Caspi, 2005; Paris & Paris, 2003; Van Kraayenoord & Paris, 1996). Some researchers have also 

examined pre-literate children‟s “readings” of traditional storybooks with text, which is referred 

to as emergent readings (Sulzby, 1985). However, in the current study, the first approach will be 

used to ensure that children‟s “readings” are not influenced by their word recognition. A book 

with no print also relieves children of any concerns about decoding, and allows them to focus 

solely on narrating the story (Lysaker, 2006).  

Children‟s narration of wordless picture books is relevant to early literacy because, as 

Lysaker (2006) pointed out, children‟s “reading” of storybooks prior to conventional reading 
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abilities can demonstrate children‟s knowledge of a wide variety of literacy concepts that are 

independent of print knowledge, including knowledge of story structure and story 

comprehension. Parent-child interactions are important for this development in that parents‟ 

encouragement of children‟s participation during shared reading facilitates children‟s early 

understanding about books (Martin & Reutzel, 1996; Zevenbergen & Whitehurst, 2003). As 

children‟s cognitive and social abilities grow, they become better at taking the listener‟s 

perspective and predicting what information listeners need (Uccelli, Hemphill, Pan, & Snow, 

2003). Several studies have examined children‟s independent narratives (e.g., Berman et al., 

1994). However, fewer studies have directly examined how children may emulate narrative 

structures modeled by parents directly, although some AM researchers have (Haden et al., 1997; 

Newcombe & Reese, 2004; Peterson & McCabe, 1994). Thus, the focus here is on how mothers‟ 

scaffolding of their children‟s narratives affects the child‟s narrative production independent of 

mothers‟ support. Nelson (1996) argues that children internalize parents‟ narrative frames, which 

form the foundation for children‟s ability to understand, retrieve, and use these salient 

dimensions of narratives in their own stories. 

Previous research has shown that young children have difficulty narrating wordless 

picture books on their own. In particular, Dan Slobin and Ruth Berman have conducted several 

studies of children‟s narration of the picture book, Frog, Where Are You? (Mayer, 1969), which 

was used in the current study as the picture sequencing task (Berman & Slobin, 1994). The story 

generation task used in the current study was a very similar book, Frog Goes to Dinner (Mayer, 

1992), which was written by the same author. Trabasso and his colleagues have also extensively 

analyzed the data from this group of studies (Trabasso & Nickels, 1992; Trabasso & Rodkin, 

1994; Trabasso & Stein, 1994). Taken together, this body of research shows that 3- and 4-year-
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olds tended to engage in naming and describing of the pictures, with little mention of temporal or 

causal relations between events. Five-year-olds, on the other hand, increased their inclusion of 

episodic structure, including mention of goals, attempts to achieve those goals, and outcomes. 

However, at age 5, about half of children included goals and causally structured sequences. By 

age 9, children included many more episodic structures in their narratives. Thus, there are clearly 

development patterns of change in children‟s ability to create narratives from wordless picture 

books. It is reasonable to assume, however, that there may be individual differences in these 

abilities based on children‟s exposure to narrative structure within the context of mother-child 

narratives. This has not often been the focus of research; thus, one aim of the current study was 

to examine how mothers‟ scaffolding of narratives using a wordless storybook may influence 

how children can tell a story independently of mothers. 

Control Measurements 

The second question of this study was whether any relationships between mothers‟ 

narratives with children and children‟s emergent literacy skills still existed after controlling for a 

variety of control factors. Thus, the specific control variables used in this study will be 

described; these included children‟s age and language, socioeconomic status (SES), home 

literacy environment, and mothers‟ affect. The current study was guided by Urie 

Bronfenbrenner‟s ecological systems theory, which views the child as developing within a 

complex system of relationships affected by multiple levels of the surrounding environment 

(Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 1998). This approach has been particularly relevant to emergent 

literacy in that it acknowledges that children‟s home environment (e.g., availability of literacy 

materials, parents‟ own literacy activities, affective quality of shared reading); as well as SES 

(e.g., parents‟ educations, family income, parents‟ occupational status) influence how children 

become readers.  
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Child Language 

 Children‟s language skills are often measured as an outcome of parental behaviors; 

however, children‟s language skills also influence parents‟ speech to children in that parents 

adjust the complexity of their speech to children based on children‟s language skills (e.g., 

Bornstein, Vibbert, Tal, & O‟Donnell, 1992, Farrant & Reese, 2000). Regardless of the direction 

of this relationship, children‟s language skills were controlled in the current study as researchers 

have found that children‟s language skills are related to mothers‟ behaviors in both AM and book 

reading contexts. In terms of the AM literature, for example, researchers have found that young 

children with higher vocabulary skills have mothers who are more elaborative (Farrant & Reese, 

2000; Newcombe & Reese, 2004). In terms of mother-child book reading, Deckner et al., (2006) 

found that children‟ vocabulary was related to how often mothers diverged from reading text to 

ask children questions about the story.  

Socioeconomic Status 

Several researchers have found relationships between children‟s literacy skills and  

socioeconomic status (Huttenlocher, Haight, Bryk, Seltzer, & Lyons, 1991; Smith & Dixon, 

1995; Washington, 2001), although Dickinson and McCabe (2001) qualify this relationship by 

asserting that SES is less important in predicting literacy outcomes than are children‟s specific 

home experiences. Thus, both SES and children‟s home literacy environment will be assessed in 

the current study.  

Home Literacy Environment 

 Home literacy environment has been measured in several ways, and often multiple 

aspects of the home environment are measured together. Researchers have found that children‟s 

language and literacy outcomes are related to parent-child book reading, literacy-related 

activities such as trips to the library, and provision of reading materials in the home (e.g., Bus et 
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al.,  1995; de Jong & Leseman, 2001; Deckner et al., 2006; DeTemple, 2001; Tabors, Roach, & 

Snow, 2001) to an engaging home environment, such as trips to museums, parks, and zoos (e.g., 

Foster et al., 2005; Snow, Barnes, Chandler, Goodman, & Hemphill, 1991); to parental modeling 

of literacy behaviors (e.g., Burgess et al., 2002); and to age of initial exposure to reading (e.g, 

Frijters et al., 2000). In the current study, mothers were given a questionnaire that assessed 

multiple aspects of the child‟s home literacy environment. 

Affective Quality of Mother-Child Interactions 

 Another aspect of mother-child narrative interactions that has received considerable 

attention is the affective quality of these interactions. For example, researchers have been 

interested in how sensitive parents are to their children‟s own interests during conversations, and 

how much physical and emotional warmth parents show towards their children. In terms of book 

reading interactions, affective quality is related to children‟s vocabulary (de Jong & Leseman, 

2001); children‟s interest and motivation for reading (Bus & van Ijzendorn, 1997; Sonnenschein 

& Munsterman, 2002); children‟s ability to focus during book reading (Frosch et al., 2001); and 

frequency of parent-child book reading (Bus & van Ijzendorn, 1995). In terms of AM talk, 

researchers do not typically measure the affect quality of the actual interaction; however, several 

researchers have shown that children who are classified as securely attached have mothers who 

are more elaborative (Fivush & Vasudeva, 2002; Reese & Farrant, 2003). Specifically, mothers 

of securely attached children tend to provide more elaborations regarding emotional and 

evaluative aspects of past events (Farrar, Fasig, & Welch-Ross, 1997; Newcombe & Reese, 

2004). Considering that the affective quality of mother-child interactions may impact how 

mothers interact with children, it was important to control for the influence of mothers‟ affective 

quality in the current study.  
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Comparisons Between Contexts 

The first and second questions of this study addressed how mothers‟ AM and storybook 

narratives were related to children‟s emergent literacy outcomes; and whether these relationships 

existed after controlling for a number of factors. Thus, the predictor variables (mothers‟ narrative 

scaffolding); outcome variables (children‟s story comprehension, picture sequencing, and story 

generation); and control variables (e.g., home literacy environment) have been discussed in 

detail. However, there are some other considerations of the current study that need mentioning. 

Recall that the third question of this study was whether there would be similarities and 

differences between mothers‟ narrative interactions with children between the two contexts. 

Mothers’ Consistency Between Contexts 

Despite the similarities in the conceptualization and measurement of the quality of 

interactions in different narrative contexts, little research has directly examined how mothers‟ 

conversational styles are related across contexts. Thus, the narrative contexts of interest were 

compared in order to determine whether mothers were consistent in terms of narrative style and 

structure between contexts. Consistency in mothers‟ style or structure across these narrative 

contexts would indicate that there is a more general narrative mode that mothers use regardless 

of narrative context. Inconsistency in mothers‟ style or structure would indicate that mothers‟ 

talk in different narrative contexts is more task-specific. As mentioned above, these narrative 

contexts share some similarities, such as the type of information that is important to include (e.g., 

spatial and temporal orientation). However, they are also different in important ways. For 

example, during AM narratives, the narrators do not have a pictorial representation of the event; 

rather they must rely on their own memory of the event. During wordless storybooks, however, 

the pictures in the story are available to facilitate narration. Additionally, when discussing AM 
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events, it may be more salient to simply report what happened rather than creating episodic 

structure with goals, obstacles, and repairs like one does when creating a story from a book.  

Given these similarities and differences, it is unclear whether mothers would be 

consistent in terms of style and structure between contexts. In the only study to examine 

consistency between these two contexts, Laible (2004) found that mothers‟ elaborations during 

AM talk and book-reading were not consistent. However, her methodology differed from typical 

AM studies in that she examined elaborations on a 5-point scale rather than in terms of 

frequency. Additionally, mothers were asked to discuss with their children two events from the 

previous week—one in which the child misbehaved and one in which the child behaved well. 

Typically, mothers are given more open-ended instructions for recall in order to elicit personally 

meaningful events in which they participated with their children (e.g., Fivush & Fromhoff 1988; 

Reese et al., 1993). An important difference in the current study is that a wordless storybook will 

be used to assess mother-child book interactions. To my knowledge, AM and wordless book 

narratives have not been examined in terms of mothers‟ consistency in narrative structure (i.e., 

cohesion, coherence). 

Differences in Mothers’ Narratives Between Contexts 

 In the question above, mother-child narratives were examined for consistency; for 

example, are mothers who are more elaborative in the AM context also more elaborative in the 

wordless storybook context? Mother-child narratives were also examined in terms of differences 

between contexts in mothers‟ style and structure. This question refers to the absolute differences 

between contexts for each of the variables. Note, that to control for talkativeness between 

contexts, all variables were examined in terms of proportions, which represents the percentage of 

the conversation that mothers‟ utterances were coded as each narrative variable. This question 

refers to assessing whether certain types of utterances were more prevalent in certain contexts. 
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For example, as mentioned above, mothers may be more likely to discuss episodic coherence in 

the book context. To my knowledge, Crain-Thoreson, Dahlin, & Powell (2001) have conducted 

the only study comparing parents‟ narrative style in AM and traditional storybook contexts. They 

found that mothers‟ produced more elaborative language in the book context compared to the 

AM context. However, the contexts were presented in a fixed order with book reading always 

occurring first; thus, parents may have been more elaborative during book reading because it 

occurred first. In the current study, these contexts were counterbalanced to rule out order effects 

in mothers‟ narratives with children. Additionally, Crain-Thoreson et al. (2001) used a traditional 

storybook; thus, it is not surprising that mothers were less elaborative in the context for which 

the story was already provided by text.  

Print Concepts 

 Finally, the fifth question of this study was whether mothers‟ AM and storybook 

narratives would be related to children‟s print concepts. Many researchers have focused on the 

development of print concepts first, and the development of story comprehension later. For 

example, Tunmer, Herriman, & Nesdale (1988) found that children‟s print concepts at the 

beginning of first grade predicted their reading comprehension and decoding at the end of second 

grade. Fewer researchers have acknowledged that reading comprehension is also important 

before children are decoding print. Whitehurst and Lonigan (1998), however, asserted that both 

translating print into words (what they call inside-out skills) and making meaning out of text by 

using world knowledge, semantic knowledge, and the context of the text (what they call outside-

in skills) are essential for reading.  

 Researchers have started to acknowledge that children‟s literacy environment is multi-

faceted, and have begun to separate different types of emergent literacy outcomes. Consequently, 

researchers have moved away from single measures of emergent literacy experience (e.g., 
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amount of shared reading) (Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998). Researchers have demonstrated that 

oral language and print concepts are distinct abilities as measures of these skills load onto 

different factors (Lonigan et al., 2000; Whitehurst, Epstein et al., 1994). Researchers have also 

begun to determine which experiences are related to which outcomes (Sénéchal et al., 1998; 

Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998). For example, Sénéchal et al. (1998) found that storybook reading 

was related to children‟s language but not print concepts; and that parents‟ explicit teaching 

about reading was related to children‟s print concepts but not language. These findings highlight 

the importance of clearly defining what aspect of literacy is being measured and the theoretical 

support for the relation between that particular aspect and the child‟s environment.  
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CHAPTER 2 

CURRENT STUDY 

The aim of the current study was to assess mothers‟ co-construction of AM and wordless 

storybook narratives with their children, and what impact these conversations have on children‟s 

emergent literacy skills (i.e., story comprehension, picture sequencing, and story generation) 

independent of the mother-child context much like children will be asked to do upon entrance 

into formal schooling.  

To my knowledge, Reese (1995) conducted the only study that examined these two 

narrative contexts as well as emergent literacy outcomes (i.e., story comprehension, story 

generation, print concepts). However, a traditional storybook with text was used by Reese 

(1995). The current study extends Reese‟s study in several ways. First, Reese (1995) examined 

mother-child book interactions with a traditional storybook; whereas the current study examined 

book interactions with a wordless storybook. This task ensured that mothers and children truly 

created a narrative rather than relying on the text to generate a story. It also allows for a more 

direct comparison of the narrative structure between tasks (e.g., number of elaborations), which 

is not easily done with a traditional storybook with text. Second, although Reese (1995) assessed 

mother-child AM talk and book reading in relation to children‟s literacy skills, she did not assess 

any environmental or parental factors (e.g., access to books, parental engagement). Reese (1995) 

acknowledged that narrative style may be indicative of a more general style of maternal 

engagement, and that this quality is what relates to children‟s literacy outcomes. Thus, the 

current study aimed to directly examine the role of mothers‟ narrative discourse (in terms of style 

and structure) and children‟s literacy outcomes controlling for a variety of environmental factors 

to determine whether parent-scaffolded narratives play a unique role in children‟s literacy 
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outcomes. Below, the questions of this study are provided again and include specific hypotheses 

where relevant. 

1. How do mothers‟ AM and storybook narratives with their preschoolers relate to 

children‟s emergent literacy outcomes as assessed be an experimenter? 

Hypothesis 1: Mothers’ narrative style (i.e., elaborativeness) in their co-

constructed narratives with children was expected to be related to children’s 

independent emergent literacy skills.  

Hypothesis 2: Mothers’ cohesion (i.e., temporal connectives) in their co-

constructed narratives with children was expected to be related to children’s 

independent emergent literacy skills. 

Hypothesis 3: Mothers’ coherence (i.e., narrative coherence, episodic 

coherence, and global ratings) in their co-constructed narratives with 

children was expected to be related to children’s independent emergent 

literacy skills. 

2. Do the relationships between mothers‟ narratives with children and children‟s 

emergent literacy skills still exist after controlling for a number of other factors 

known to be related to children‟s emergent literacy skills? 

Hypothesis 4: Any relationships between mothers’ narrative variables and 

children’s emergent literacy outcomes were expected to exist even after 

controlling for home literacy environment, socioeconomic status, child age 

and language skills, and mother-child affective quality.  

3. Are there similarities and differences between mothers‟ narrative interactions with 

children in these two contexts? 
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Considering that these two contexts have not been compared, there is no 

specific hypothesis for this question. 

4. What are the relative influences of these two contexts for children‟s emergent 

literacy? That is, is one context more important for children‟s emergent literacy? 

Considering that these two contexts have not been compared, there is no 

specific hypothesis for this question. 

5. Are mothers‟ AM and storybook narratives with preschoolers related to children‟s 

print concepts? 

Hypothesis 5: Mothers’ narrative style and structure was predicted to be 

unrelated to children’s print concepts.  
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Table 2-1. Study Variables 

Control Variables Predictor Variables Outcome Variables 

Children‟s age 

 

Mother narrative style during AM  

    and book-reading contexts 

Children‟s story generation:  

    elaborations 

Child language skills Mother narrative cohesion during  

    AM and book-reading contexts 

Children‟s story generation:  

    cohesion 

Socioeconomic status Mother narrative coherence during      

    AM and book-reading contexts 

Children‟s story generation:  

    coherence 

Affective quality of  

    mother-child interaction 

Global ratings of mothers‟ AM  

    and book narratives 

Children‟s story generation:  

    global ratings 

Child‟s appearance of  

    involvement in narrative 

 Story comprehension 

Home literacy  

    environment 

 Picture sequencing 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHOD 

Participants 

Forty-six mothers and their children were recruited for this study. Families were 

compensated with a ten dollar gift card for their participation. One child was dropped from the 

study because she had completed kindergarten; six children were dropped because their parents 

did not speak English to children at home; and two children were dropped because they were 

unable to participate in the data collection. Thus, 37 children remained. Children ranged in age 

from 3;10 to 5;8 (M = 4;8). There were 18 male and 19 female children. Thirty-two of the 

children were Caucasian, 3 children were African American, and 2 children were of mixed race.  

Control Measurements 

Language 

Language was measured using standardized assessments of receptive and expressive 

vocabulary. The PPVT-4 (Dunn & Dunn, 2007) measures receptive vocabulary, and is normed 

on samples ranging from 2 ½ years of age to adults. Children were asked to point to a target 

word out of four possible pictures on a page. The test is broken down into sets of 12 pages, and 

each child begins with the set that corresponds to their age group. Testing stops when the child 

has made 8 or more errors in a set. The test takes 10 to 15 minutes to administer.  

The EVT-2 (Williams, 2006) measures expressive vocabulary, and is also normed on 

samples ranging from 2 ½ years of age to adults. Children were asked to label pictures and to 

provide synonyms for words. The test consists of pages with single pictures, and each child 

begins with the set that corresponds to his or her age group. Testing stops when the child has 

made 5 consecutive errors. The test takes 10 to 15 minutes to administer. The PPVT-4 and the 

EVT-2 are normed on the same sample. These assessment produce both a raw score (i.e., total 
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number of items correct) as well as a standardized score based on norms for the child‟s age 

group. A standardized score of 100 is considered average for that age group. 

Socioeconomic Status  

Socioeconomic Status (SES) was assessed in terms of mothers‟ education and family 

income, which was ascertained on the parent questionnaire described below. These variables 

were kept separate in the analyses as other researchers have argued that multiple, separate, 

indicators of SES are more powerful predictors of child outcomes than single SES variables 

(Arnold & Doctoroff, 2003; Bradley & Corwyn, 2002; Caughy, 1996). In order to correct for the 

size of the family in assessing family income, an income to needs ratio for each family was 

calculated. This is calculated by dividing family income by the poverty threshold provided by the 

U.S. Census Bureau from the year when the data was collected, which takes into account the 

number of adults and children living in a household (U.S. Census Bureau, 2008). Thus, a family 

with a ratio of 1.00 would be at the poverty line; whereas a family with a ratio below 1.00 is 

living below the poverty line. Occupational status was also ascertained in the questionnaire for 

descriptive purposes. The Hollingshead Occupational Scale was used, which places individuals 

in a category ranging from 1 to 9, with 9 indicating a more prestigious occupational status 

(Hollingshead, 1975). 

Home Literacy Environment  

Mothers were asked several questions regarding children‟s home literacy environment in 

a self-report questionnaire format. The questionnaire was adapted primarily from Weigel et al., 

(2005) and Foster et al. (2005), and is intended to cover a wide range of home literacy-related 

practices. Rather than using a global score as Foster et al. (2005) did, several scores were created 

because of the variety of questions that were asked; and because individual factors may be 

masked if all questions are summed to create one score. Additionally, as mentioned above, 
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several other studies have identified the categories used in the current study as independent 

predictors of children‟s literacy. These categories and the questions that represent each category 

are given in Table 3-1. They include a Home Interaction score, which asked how frequently 

mothers engaged in activities with children at home, such as playing together or telling stories; 

an Outside Activities score, which asked whether mothers had engaged in activities with children 

outside of the home in the past month, such as going to the zoo or the library; a Classroom 

Involvement score, which asked mothers about their involvement in their child‟s classroom, such 

as helping with special events; a Child’s Enjoyment of Reading score, which asked mothers how 

often children ask to be read to and how often they look at books by themselves; a Home 

Literacy History score, which asked mothers questions about the child‟s literacy environment, 

such as how often they watch educational television and at what age children were first read to; 

and finally a Mothers’ Reading Behavior score, which asked mothers how often they read and 

how much they enjoy reading. Where relevant, mothers were given a forced choice (e.g., hardly 

ever, once or twice a month, once or twice a week, almost daily); these responses were assigned 

points with higher points indicating greater frequency. 

Mothers were also asked to comment on fathers‟ and siblings‟ interactions with the child 

in the study where relevant. This included Home Interaction and Outside Activities for fathers, 

and Home Interaction for older siblings. These scores were used for descriptive purposes only, as 

mothers were the focus of this study; and because not all children in the study lived with their 

father or had an older sibling. As part of the questionnaire, mothers were also asked to describe 

their family characteristics, including whether they were divorced, single, or married; whether 

they worked and if so, whether they worked full-time or part-time; the number and ages of 
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children living in the household; and the other family members living in the home (e.g., fathers, 

siblings). This information was used mostly for descriptive purposes. 

Affective Quality 

Mothers‟ and children‟s affective quality of each narrative interaction was rated using a 

measure created by Sonnenschein and Munsterman (2002), which was designed to measure 

mother-child book interactions. This measure was also used to assess mothers‟ and children‟s 

affective quality during the AM narrative. This rating scale, which is given in Appendix A, 

assessed four aspects of mothers‟ affect: mothers‟ narrative expression, contact with child, 

mothers‟ appearance of involvement, and mothers‟ sensitivity to child‟s engagement. These 

aspects were rated on a scale of 1 to 3 with a higher score indicating a more positive interaction. 

Scores for each category were summed to create a composite score, which ranged from 3 to 12 

points. This scale also assessed children‟s appearance of involvement in the task with one 

question rated on a scale of 1 to 3.  

Narrative Measurements 

Mothers participated in conversations with their children in three narrative contexts: AM, 

book reading, and fantasy play, which were counter-balanced in terms of narrative context. This 

resulted in a possible of six orders of narrative context. The mother-child play context will not be 

discussed further. Because the mother-child dyads‟ play narratives were not limited in terms of 

their length, some of them were quite long. In fact, the majority of these interactions were 20 to 

30 minutes in length. Thus, the analysis of these narratives is not appropriate for the scope of this 

project.  

The wordless storybooks for both mother-child and experimenter-child tasks were 

carefully chosen according to the guidelines suggest by Paris and Paris (2003) for choosing a 

“good” wordless storybook. The pictures clearly represented an obvious sequence of actions; the 
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book had a clear problem, goal, and resolution to enhance the likelihood that participants would 

create a narrative rather than simply describing pictures. Additionally, the pictures contained the 

main elements of stories (e.g., settings, characters). The traditional storybook with text that was 

chosen for the story comprehension task had a clear sequence of events; offered opportunities to 

ask the same questions asked by Paris and Paris (2003) (e.g., What do you think happens next?); 

and contained the main elements of stories.  

Book Narratives 

Mothers were asked to share a wordless storybook with their child called Pancakes for 

Breakfast (dePaola, 1978). As already mentioned, a wordless storybook was chosen rather than a 

book with text to ensure that mothers co-construct a story with children rather than simply 

reading text. Pancakes for Breakfast was chosen because it has a clear story structure. The book 

is about a woman who wishes to make pancakes for breakfast. However, she encounters many 

obstacles that she must overcome. At the end of the story, there is a clear resolution to her goal 

of making pancakes. Mothers were asked to preview the book before constructing the story with 

their children as White and Low (2002) found that previewing a wordless storybook helped 

mothers to tell more elaborative and coherent stories compared to mothers who did not preview 

the same wordless storybook.  

Autobiographical Memory Narratives  

Mothers were asked to think of three events that they had participated in with their 

children. They were instructed to remember unique events, excluding memories such as 

birthdays or holidays as children may already have a schema for these activities as suggested by 

other researchers (e.g., Reese et al., 1993). Other than this restriction, mothers were free to 

choose any events to discuss rather than limiting them to a particular type of event (e.g., family 

vacation) in the hopes that mothers would choose events that were salient to the child. The 
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longest AM narrative was chosen for analysis rather than using all three events as some mother-

child dyads did not produce three AM narratives.  

Narrative Coding 

 All narratives were transcribed verbatim using the CHILDES system (MacWhinney, 

2000); and coded based on the following coding schemes.  

Style coding. All on-topic talk was coded for style, which was assessed in terms of four 

mutually exclusive categories: elaborations, repetitions, evaluations; and prompts based on 

previous AM research (Farrant & Reese, 2000; Reese & Brown, 2000; Appendix B). 

Elaborations were further classified as wh-questions, tag-questions, and statements; and 

repetitions were further classified as wh-questions and statements. This distinction is important 

because research on both mother-child AM and book interactions suggest that elaborative 

questions and statements play different roles in children‟s outcomes (e.g., Farrant and Reese, 

2000; Haden et al., 1996). Regardless of the context, elaborations are important because the 

provision of unique information to the narrative indicates an active processing of the event; thus, 

the same coding scheme was used for both narrative contexts.  

Mothers‟ and children‟s narratives were coded for each independent clause (i.e., subject + 

verb + complement structures). Proportions of codes for each category were used instead of total 

frequency as different narrative contexts will be compared. Proportions are more appropriate 

than frequencies when comparing contexts as different contexts may present different demands. 

Additionally, proportions give a measure of the percentage of clauses that are given a particular 

code, and thus control for mothers‟ overall talkativeness.  

Structure coding. Mother-child narratives were also coded for cohesion and coherence 

(Appendix C). Cohesion is a measure of interclausal connectives such as and, now, and then. 

Narrative coherence is a measure of basic narrative components such as orientation to the 
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characters and the setting of the story. Episodic coherence is a measure of the episodic 

components of a narrative including goals, obstacles, and repairs. Similar to style coding, 

cohesion and coherence is a measure of the frequency of occurrence; and mothers‟ and children‟s 

narratives were coded for each independent clause (i.e., subject + verb + complement structures).  

These scores were also converted to proportional measures. 

Unlike style coding, these categories are not mutually exclusive; that is, each utterance 

does not necessarily get coded for structure (i.e., content). For example, “Yeah, you’re right” 

would not receive a code for structure. Additionally, one independent clause could potentially 

receive more than one code. For example, “We went to Disney World last summer” would 

receive a code for spatial orientation (Disney World) as well as temporal orientation (last 

summer). 

Ratings of global narrative quality. In addition to coding for style and structure on a 

line-by-line basis, mothers were also rated based on their global narrative quality during their 

AM and book narratives with children; and children were rated based on their global narrative 

quality during the story generation task. Although the AM and book narratives involved both 

mothers and children, raters were asked to focus solely on the mothers‟ contribution to the 

narratives as mothers‟ behaviors during narratives with children were of interest in the current 

study. Narratives were rated based on four categories including focus, logic, clarity, and 

talkativeness. The first three categories were chosen because they represent aspects of narratives 

that have been argued to indicate a well-formed autobiographical story as told by adults (e.g., 

Trunk & Abrams, 2009). Additionally, AM researchers have argued that level of detail (or 

talkativeness) is an important part of making a narrative interesting, and have used rating scales 

to assess talkativeness (e.g., Laible, 2004). Each category was rated on a scale of 1 to 7 with a 
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higher number indicating a higher level of quality. These four ratings were combined to create a 

composite score that could range from 4 to 28 points. Two coders independently rated each of 

these narratives; thus, an average score of the two raters were used in the analyses. 

Narrative Coding Reliability 

Affective quality. Two researchers independently coded mothers‟ affect and child‟s 

appearance of involvement for each mother-child dyad by watching videotapes of mother-child 

narrative interactions. For each pair of ratings, a difference score was calculated. Then, the 

average of these scores was calculated to determine the average dissonance in agreement for 

each scale. Pearson product moment correlations were not used to assess reliability as this does 

not take into account the magnitude of differences in ratings. For the AM narrative, the mean 

difference in ratings of mothers‟ affect was 1.28; and the mean difference in ratings of children‟s 

involvement was 0.47. For the book narrative, the mean difference in ratings of mothers‟ affect 

was 0.86; and the mean difference in ratings of children‟s involvement was 0.16. These means 

indicated that on average, the two raters had a difference in ratings of less than two points for 

each rating scale. For analyses, an average of the two raters‟ scores was used.  

Narrative style and structure. For mother-child AM and book narratives, and children‟s 

story generation narratives, approximately 25% of the narratives were coded for reliability in 

terms of style, cohesion, and coherence. In terms of mothers‟ narrative style, the reliability was 

90%; for narrative cohesion, the reliability was 91%; and for narrative coherence, the reliability 

was 87%. In terms of children‟s narrative style in the story generation task, the reliability was 

95%; for narrative cohesion, the reliability was 94%; and for narrative coherence, the reliability 

was 89%.  

Global ratings of narrative quality. Two researchers independently coded global 

ratings of narrative quality for each mother-child narrative and each story generation by reading 
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transcripts of the narratives. For each pair of ratings, a difference score was calculated. Then, the 

average of these scores was calculated to determine the average dissonance in agreement for 

each scale. As with the affect ratings, Pearson product moment correlations were not used to 

assess reliability as this does not take into account the magnitude of differences in ratings. Recall 

that the total possible points for global ratings was 27. For the AM narrative, the mean difference 

in global ratings of mothers‟ narratives was 4.94. For the book narrative, the mean difference in 

global ratings of mothers‟ narratives was 4.73. For children‟s story generations, the average 

difference was 4.00. These disparities in ratings are greater than they were for the affective 

ratings; however, this scale had a higher number of possible points (27). For analyses, an average 

of the two raters‟ scores were used.  

Children’s Emergent Literacy Outcome Measures 

Story Comprehension 

Children‟s emergent literacy skills were measured using three tasks. The first task, 

adapted from Paris and Paris (2003), assessed story comprehension by asking children a set of 10 

questions. An experimenter read the story Sergio Makes a Splash (Rodriguez, 2008), which is 

about a penguin who is afraid to learn how to swim, and his experience trying to overcome his 

fear. This book was chosen because it represented a “good” story; and because it was published 

in the same month in which testing began. Thus it was expected that children would be 

unfamiliar with the book. The experimenter stopped at seven different points in the story to ask 

comprehension questions, including questions about explicit information, as well as questions 

that require children to make inferences about implicit information, such as causal relationships. 

At the end of the story, the experimenter also asked three questions to assess children‟s 

understanding of the story. Similar protocols have been used by other researchers (e.g., Reese, 

1995; Beals & DeTemple, 1993; Reese & Cox, 1999). The story comprehension questions are 
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listed in Appendix D. For each question, children received a score of 0 for an incorrect answer, a 

score of 1 for a partially correct answer, and a score of 2 for a correct answer for a total of 20 

possible points. Approximately 25% of the story comprehension tasks were coded a second time 

to achieve reliability, which was measured as the proportion of questions that were given the 

same score (0-2). Reliability was 94%.  

Picture Sequencing 

The second task required children to reconstruct an unfamiliar story sequence by 

arranging five pictures depicting key events in a narrative. The pictures were chosen from the 

book Frog, Where are You? (Mayer, 1969). This protocol has also been used for children of this 

age by other authors (e.g., Glaubman et al., 2001). An initial picture in the sequence was always 

given in the correct placement. The remaining five pictures were lined up in front of each child 

in a scrambled order, which remained fixed across participants. The pictures used for this task 

are given in Appendix E. Children were asked to rearrange the pictures to represent the story‟s 

sequence. Children were given 2 points for each correct placement, for a total of 10 possible 

points. Children were given 1 point each for pictures that were placed in the correct sequence, 

but not in the correct placement. For example, if cards four and five were placed in slots two and 

three, children received 1 point each for cards four and five rather than 2 points for each card. 

Additionally, children were asked to narrate the story once they sequenced the pictures. As with 

the other narratives in this study, children‟s picture sequencing narratives were coded for style 

and structure. Reliability was not assessed for this measure as it was scored objectively.  

Story Generation 

The third task assessed children‟s ability to narrate a book independent of any adult 

support. The book chosen was Frog Goes to Dinner (Mayer, 1992), which is a wordless 

storybook about a boy and his mischievous frog who tags along with the boys‟ family to a fancy 
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restaurant. The style coding was applied to children‟s independent narratives to assess the 

amount of unique information they provide. The coding for structure was also applied to 

children‟s narratives to assess cohesion and coherence. In addition, children‟s narratives were 

coded based on overall story structure in terms of focus, logic, clarity, and talkativeness. These 

aspects are rated on 5-point scales, with scores of 5 represented a better narrative. Reliability for 

this measure was discussed above. 

Print Concepts 

The Test of Early Reading Ability (TERA-3; Reid, Hresko, & Hammill, 2001) was used 

to assess children‟s print concepts. This standardized assessment is normed on participants 

ranging in age from 3;6 to 8;6. It includes three subtests: alphabet knowledge, conventions of 

print, and construction of meaning from print. This assessment takes approximately 15 to 20 

minutes to administer. For each subtest, the testing stops when children have provided 3 

consecutive incorrect responses. Like the PPVT and EVT, the TERA provides both a raw score 

and a standardized score. A score of 100 corresponds to the 50
th

 percentile and represents and 

average score. 

General Procedures 

 Most of the children in this study were recruited from local preschools through flyers sent 

home to parents as well as personally greeting parents as they picked up or dropped off children 

at their preschool. An additional four children were recruited by word of mouth. The child 

assessments were given to all children in the following order: Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, 

Expressive Vocabulary Test, Test of Early Reading Ability, story comprehension, picture 

sequencing, and story generation. The assessments were given in this order because it represents 

a progression of tasks that are least to most demanding on children. For example, the Peabody 

Picture Vocabulary Test requires that children simply point to the picture that corresponds to the 
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word spoken by the experimenter. The story generation task, on the other hand, requires the child 

to narrate an entire storybook. Thus, this task was placed last to ensure that children were 

comfortable with the experimenter before they were asked to do this task. In general, children 

completed these tasks over two to three visits, which lasted approximately 20 to 30 minutes each 

depending on the child‟s attention span.  

The mother-child narrative interactions took place either at the child‟s home or a 

laboratory space on campus depending on the mother‟s preference. These sessions lasted 

approximately one hour. Mothers and children were video and audio taped engaging in the three 

narrative tasks: mother-child AM talk, mother-child book reading, and mother-child play. These 

tasks were counterbalanced to ensure that differences across contexts did not affect the nature of 

any particular narrative context. After the mother-child interactions were completed, mothers 

were asked to complete the parent questionnaire. As mentioned above, the mother-child play 

context will not be discussed further.  

With the exception of the four children recruited by word of mouth, all assessments that 

required only the child‟s participation were conducted at the child‟s preschool. For the four 

children not recruited through preschools, three children were given all assessments in their 

homes. The fourth child was given the child-only assessments at her preschool, whereas the 

mother-child interaction was conducted at the child‟s home. Finally, of the total sample, 29 

mother-child dyads were visited in their homes for the mother-child interaction; the remaining 

eight chose to come to the laboratory space for the mother-child interaction. 
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Table 3-1. Home Literacy Environment Questionnaire 

Category Questions Included  

Home Interaction How often do you… Tell stories with your child? 

  Teach your child letters, words, or 

numbers? 

  Teach your child songs or music? 

  Recite rhymes with your child? 

  Work on arts and crafts with your child? 

  Play games with your child indoors? 

  Engage in free play with your child? 

  Play a sport or exercise together? 

  Take your child along while doing 

errands? 

  Involve your child in household chores? 

  Talk with your child about what 

happened in preschool that day? 

  Talk with your child about TV programs 

or videos? 

  Play counting games like singing songs 

with numbers or reading books with 

numbers? 

  Read a picture book with your child? 

Outside Activities In the past month, which of the 

following have you done with 

your child? 

Visited a library? 

  Gone to a movie? 

  Gone to a play, concert, or other live 

show? 

  Gone to a mall? 

  Visited an art gallery, museum, or 

historical site? 

  Visited a playground, park, or gone on a 

picnic? 

  Visited a zoo or acquarium? 

  Talked with your child about his or her 

family history? 

  Attended an event sponsored by a 

community, ethnic, or religious group? 

  Attended an athletic or sporting event in 

which your child was not a player? 
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Table 3-1 continued. Home Literacy Environment Questionnaire 

Category Questions Included  

Classroom Involvement How often have 

you… 

Volunteered or helped out in your child‟s 

classroom? 

  Observed your child‟s classroom for at least 

30 minutes? 

  Prepared food or materials for special 

events such as a holiday celebration or 

special event? 

  Helped with field trips or other special 

events? 

Child‟s Enjoyment of 

Reading 

 How often does your child ask to be read 

to? 

  How often does your child look at books by 

himself or herself? 

Home Literacy History Which of the 

following do you 

have in your home? 

Children‟s books, comic books, magazines 

for children, magazines for adults (e.g., 

Newsweek, Sports Illustrated), newspapers, 

catalogs, religious books, dictionaries or 

encyclopedias, other books (e.g., novels, 

non-fiction), a computer 

  How many minutes did you or another 

family member read to your child 

yesterday? 

  Approximately how many picture books do 

you have in your home for your child‟s use? 

  How often does your child watch 

educational television programs like Sesame 

Street? 

  At what age did you or another family 

member begin to read to your child? 

  Talk with your child about TV programs or 

videos? 

  Play counting games like singing songs with 

numbers or reading books with numbers? 

  Read a picture book with your child? 

Mothers‟ Reading Behavior  How many minutes per day do you spend 

reading (not counting time spent reading 

with your child/children)? 

  How much do you enjoy reading? 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

General Considerations 

As stated above, this study aimed to address the relative role that mothers‟ quality of 

narrative interaction with their children in two contexts (AM and wordless storybook) plays in 

children‟s emergent literacy skills as measured by children‟s independent story comprehension, 

picture sequencing, and story generation. Because of the volume of data, analyses will be 

outlined prior to reporting the findings. For each variable, it was determined whether the variable 

was normally distributed. With the exception of the picture sequencing scores, all variables were 

normally distributed as determined by Shapiro-Wilk tests of normality. Examining the 

descriptive statistics from the picture sequencing scores revealed a skewness statistic of .915, 

which should be near 0 in normally distributed data; and a kurtosis statistic of .506, which should 

be near 3 in normally distributed data. Thus, picture sequencing scores were positively skewed, 

meaning that many children performed poorly on this task. In fact, only two children sequenced 

the pictures correctly. Additionally, picture sequencing scores had a low kurtosis, meaning that 

the mean scores were flattened rather than peaked. Thus, picture sequencing scores were 

transformed by calculating the square root of the raw data. Examining the descriptive statistics 

for the resulting transformed scores revealed a skewness statistics of -.401; and a kurtosis 

statistic of .954. Although the picture sequencing variable was improved by this transformation 

as evidenced in the improved skewness and kurtosis statistics, as well as examining the data 

graphically, the transformed picture sequencing scores were not normally distributed based on 

the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality. Thus, results involving the picture sequencing scores will be 

presented with both raw data as well as transformed picture sequencing scores.  
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Next, one-way ANOVAs were used to test for order effects for narrative context in terms 

of mothers‟ narrative style, cohesion, and coherence. Because there were three narrative 

contexts, mothers and children engaged in these three narrative tasks in one of six possible 

orders. There were no order effects for mothers‟ style, cohesion, coherence, or global ratings in 

either the AM or the book context. Additionally, independent samples t-tests were used to test 

for the effect of location (home or laboratory) on mother-child narrative variables. There were no 

significant differences in location. Thus, mother-child narratives did not differ depending on 

whether they took place at their homes or in the laboratory. Finally, independent samples t-tests 

were used to test for the effect of child‟s gender on mothers‟ narrative style, cohesion, coherence, 

and global ratings in both narrative contexts as well as the emergent literacy outcomes. There 

were no gender differences in any of these variables.  

Descriptive Data 

As mentioned above, descriptive information regarding children‟s families was 

ascertained on the questionnaire that mothers filled out. Their responses indicated that in terms 

of family characteristics, the average family size was 3.68 (SD = .92). In terms of siblings, 11 of 

the 37 children were only children; 21 children had one sibling, four children had two siblings, 

and one child had three siblings. None of the children in this sample lived with individuals other 

than their parents and siblings. In terms of mothers‟ characteristics, thirty-two mothers were 

married, four were single, and one was divorced.  Mothers ranged in age from 24 to 43 (M = 

35.49, SD = 4.69). Additionally, 28 mothers worked full time, seven mothers worked part time, 

and two mothers did not work. Of the working mothers, four mothers were graduate students.  

Next, descriptive data were analyzed for control, predictor, and outcome variables. Table 

4-1 provides descriptive information regarding the control variables, including children‟s scores 

on receptive vocabulary and expressive vocabulary; mothers‟ education and family income; 
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mothers‟ affect; and mothers‟ responses on the questionnaire. For these latter two categories, the 

total possible score is also shown in the table.  

In terms of child language scores, children‟s mean standardized scores on both receptive 

vocabulary and expressive vocabulary were above 100, indicating that children in this study had 

above average language skills in general. Next, mothers‟ socioeconomic status was examined. 

Mothers‟ education averaged 16 years indicating that on average, mothers in this sample had a 

Bachelors degree. This was a highly educated sample as 25% of mothers had a Bachelors degree 

and another 35% had a graduate degree. The family income of these families ranged from 15,000 

to over 300,000 (M = 92, 111, SD = 57, 442); and as shown in Table 4-1, the average income to 

needs ratio was 4.54 which is well above the poverty threshold. Mothers were also categorized 

based on the 9 point Hollingshead Occupational Scale (Hollingshead, 1975). This variable was 

not used in further analyses as mothers‟ occupational status and education were highly related, r 

(37) = .58, p = .001. Thus, information regarding mothers‟ occupational status is provided here 

for descriptive purposes only. Seven mothers were classified as category 6 (Semiprofessionals; 

e.g., Sales Managers, Dieticians). Thirteen mothers were classified as category 7 (Minor 

Professionals; e.g., Social Workers, Reporters). Six mothers were classified as category 8 (Lesser 

Professionals; e.g., Nurses, Teachers). Finally, seven mothers were classified as category 9 

(Major Professionals; e.g., Physicians, Scientists). Thus, as a group, mothers in this sample were 

highly educated and were employed in professional occupations that are considered prestigious. 

Table 4-1 also shows that in terms of affect, mothers were rated positively for the most part in 

both the AM and the book context. 

Table 4-1 also shows the descriptive data regarding mothers‟ responses on the 

questionnaire. Mothers responded with high scores in the Mother-Child Home Interaction 
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portion, indicating that mothers frequently spent time engaging children in interactions such as 

telling stories, reading books, and playing games. Ratings of Father-Child Home Interaction as 

well as Sibling-Child Home Interaction indicated that when either a father (n = 30) or an older 

sibling (n = 16) was present in the home, mothers reported that these individuals do not engage 

in these activities as frequently as mothers. Paired samples t-tests confirmed that mothers 

reported spending significantly more time engaging in these activities compared to mothers‟ 

reports of fathers‟ time spend engaging in these activities, t(29) = 5.17, p < .001; as well as 

mothers‟ reports of older siblings‟ time spent engaging in these activities, t(15) = 5.82, p < .001. 

However, mothers‟ reports of siblings‟ and fathers‟ time spent engaging in these activities was 

not significantly different, t(14) = 1.69, p = .11.  

In terms of Outside Activities, which included activities such as going to the library, a 

park, or a museum, mothers reported that they engaged in slightly less than half of the activities 

listed within the past month; and mothers and fathers did not differ in this regard, t(29) = 0.63, p 

= .53. In terms of Classroom Involvement, which included items such as time spent volunteering 

in the child‟s classroom or observing the child in his or classroom, mothers‟ responses averaged 

4.97 out of 20. Thus, mothers reported relatively little involvement with children‟s preschool 

classroom. Mothers‟ perceptions of Children’s Enjoyment of Reading was high, with most 

mothers indicating that children frequently ask to be read to and look at books by themselves. In 

terms of Home Literacy History, which included items such as number of children‟s books in the 

home and the amount of time spent reading to children, mothers‟ responses were high on 

average, indicating a rich literacy environment. Finally, in terms of Mothers’ Reading Behaviors, 

mothers reported on average that they enjoyed reading and that they read frequently. Thus, in 

terms of children‟s literacy environment, this sample reported a rich environment. With the 
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exception of Classroom Involvement, mothers indicated a high level of activities that promote 

children‟s literacy development. Also, looking at the standard deviations in Table 4-1indicates 

that there was not much variability in this sample regarding mothers‟ behaviors, which suggests 

that most mothers reported a high level of these activities.  

Table 4-2 shows the descriptive data for mothers‟ narrative style in terms of frequency to 

give a sense of what the mother-child AM narratives were like, as well as proportions of these 

variables as these will be used in all further analyses. The descriptive data for cohesion is 

presented in Table 4-3; and mothers‟ narrative coherence and episodic coherence is presented in 

Table 4-4. There appears to be considerable variability in terms of mothers‟ narrative variables in 

the AM and book context both in terms of frequencies and proportions. In fact, in many cases, 

the standard deviations are close to the same value as the mean.  

The descriptive data for the emergent literacy outcomes of story comprehension, picture 

sequencing, and story generation are given in Table 4-5. On average, children answered correctly 

to over half of the story comprehension questions; however, children did not perform well on the 

picture sequencing task on average. The narratives produced by children in the picture 

sequencing were analyzed based on the style and structure coding used for other narratives in 

this study; however, relations between mothers‟ narrative variables and picture sequencing 

narratives were not examined as children produced relatively little information in this task. As 

shown in Table 4-5, for several of the narrative variables, the mean was less than 1 occurrence 

per picture sequencing narrative. Thus, these narratives will be used for descriptive purposes 

only.  

Finally, Table 4-6 shows the descriptive data for the story generation task. There was also 

considerable variability in terms of children‟s style, cohesion, and coherence in the story 
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generation task; and children were able to provide a good deal of information as the mean 

number of elaborations in this task was 30.57. Additionally, ratings of children‟s global narrative 

quality during the story generation task were 14.54 out of 28 points on average. 

Consistency Between Contexts 

Before addressing the first and central question of this study (i.e., the relationship 

between mothers‟ narratives with children and children‟s emergent literacy outcomes), 

comparisons between contexts will be examined to provide a sense of whether mothers‟ narrative 

interactions with children represented a general way of co-constructing narratives. For all 

correlations, proportional measures were used for narrative variables to adjust for the length of 

narratives. To determine consistency in style, Pearson product moment correlations were 

examined between contexts for each style variable. As shown in Table 4-7, mothers showed 

some consistency in style between the AM and book context in terms of evaluations, repetitive 

statements, and repetitive wh-questions. However, elaborations are the key variable of interest in 

examining narrative style, and they were not related between contexts.  

Next, Pearson product moment correlations were examined between contexts for each 

structure variable (i.e., cohesion, coherence). As shown in Table 4-8, mothers were not 

consistent in terms of particular cohesive devices (e.g., causal comments); however total 

cohesion was related between narrative contexts. Finally, Pearson product moment correlations 

were examined between contexts for each structure variable (e.g., comments about internal 

states, dialogue, etc.). As shown in Table 4-9, mothers were not consistent in their use of 

narrative or episodic coherence in their AM and book narratives. Thus, in terms of the third 

question of this study which asked whether there were similarities in mothers‟ narratives 

between contexts, these results suggest that for the most part mothers do display different ways 

of talking to children depending on the narrative context. 
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Differences in Mothers’ Narratives Between Contexts 

Also of interest was whether mothers differed between contexts in terms of proportional 

use of style, cohesion, and coherence. Paired samples t-tests were performed for mothers‟ 

proportions of style variables, which are summarized in Table 4-10. There were several variables 

for which mother provided significantly more utterances in the AM context compared to the 

book context. These included elaborative yes-no questions, evaluations, repetitive yes-no 

questions, and prompts. However, mothers provided more elaborative statements in the book 

context. Paired samples t-tests were also performed for mothers‟ proportions of cohesion and 

coherence variables, which are summarized in Table 4-11. Variables for which mothers provided 

significantly more utterances in the AM context included comments about characters, spatial 

orientations, and goals. Variables for which mothers provided significantly more utterances in 

the book context included causal and temporal comments, and comments about dialogue, internal 

states, obstacles, and repairs. Thus, in terms of the third question of this study which asked 

whether there were differences in mothers‟ narratives between contexts, these results suggest that 

mothers did not consistently provide more information in either context. Rather, the AM and 

book contexts clearly presented different demands depending on what aspect of narrative 

production was examined. For example, the finding that mothers provided proportionally more 

elaborative statements in the book context is likely due to the expectation that mothers “read” the 

story to children rather than asking questions. For the AM context, mothers‟ spatial orientations 

may have been more frequent because it may be more important to provide the orienting context 

for children in the AM task which relies on the child‟s memory compared to the book context, 

which has pictures.  
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Control Measures 

 Relations among the emergent literacy outcomes and the control variables using Pearson 

product moment correlations were examined in order to determine what control variables were 

controlled for in further analyses. As shown in Table 4-12, story comprehension scores were 

significantly related to age, receptive vocabulary, and expressive vocabulary. Picture sequencing 

scores were significantly related to receptive vocabulary, expressive vocabulary, mothers‟ 

education, and family income. However, when using the transformed picture sequencing score, 

only receptive and expressive vocabulary were significantly related to picture sequencing. 

Finally global ratings of children‟s story generation narratives were significantly negatively 

related to children‟s age. Additionally, Table 4-13 shows the relations among the emergent 

literacy outcomes and the items from the parent questionnaire. None of children‟s emergent 

literacy outcomes were related to any of the parent questionnaire items. The significant 

correlations that were found will be used to determine which variables will be used as control 

factors in future analyses with the emergent literacy outcomes. 

Key Analyses: The Role of Mothers in Children’s Emergent Literacy 

 The key analyses of the current study involved examining the relations between mothers‟ 

narrative style and structure in the mother-child AM and book contexts and children‟s 

independent emergent literacy outcomes. Children‟s style and structure in the mother-child 

narratives are not of direct importance for the current study, as several studies have examined 

how mothers influence children‟s narratives during joint conversations. Rather, of interest is how 

mothers‟ scaffolding in these joint narratives related to children‟s independent emergent literacy. 

However, to ensure that children‟s participation in mother-child narratives is not responsible for 

any relations between mothers‟ narrative participation and children‟s emergent literacy 

outcomes, Pearson product moment correlations were first examined between children‟s 
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emergent literacy outcomes and children‟s narrative variables; any significant relationships were 

controlled for in subsequent analyses.  

For all subsequent analyses, Pearson product moment correlations were first examined 

between children‟s emergent literacy outcomes and mothers‟ style, cohesion, and coherence for 

both AM and book narratives. For any significant correlations, Pearson product moment 

correlations were then examined between mothers‟ narrative variables and the control variables. 

Because of the sample size, the number of variables entered into regression analyses needs to be 

limited. Thus, only the control variables that were significantly related to mothers‟ narrative 

variables or children‟s outcome variables were controlled for. Next, hierarchical linear regression 

analyses were conducted predicting the emergent literacy outcome of interest controlling for any 

significant control factors or children‟s narrative variables, and with the mothers‟ narrative 

variable of interest (i.e., style, cohesion, or coherence) as the predictor variable. 

Mothers’ AM Narrative Style and Children’s Emergent Literacy 

As shown in Table 4-14, mothers‟ AM style was not related to children‟s picture 

sequencing scores or children‟s elaborations in the story generation task. However, mothers‟ 

elaborative statements as well as elaborative tag questions were significantly related to children‟s 

story comprehension scores. These types of utterances are functionally very similar. Elaborative 

statements provide children with unique information about the event without eliciting 

information (e.g., We went to Grandma’s house). Elaborative tag-questions provide children with 

a statement with a tag question that requests confirmation without asking for the child to 

contribute unique information (e.g., We went to Grandma’s house, didn’t we?). These results 

suggest then that children‟s story comprehension is related to mothers‟ provision of information 

that presents little demand on children‟s participation during AM narratives.   
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 Before examining these significant relationships between mothers‟ AM style and 

emergent literacy outcomes in regression analyses, mothers‟ style was examined in relation to 

the control variables in order to determine if any other variables should be controlled for. Table 

4-15 shows the correlations between the control variables and the mothers‟ AM elaborative 

statements and tag-questions. Mothers‟ elaborative statements were significantly related to 

mothers‟ affect; and mothers‟ elaborative tag-questions were significantly related to children‟s 

expressive vocabulary and enjoyment of reading. Thus, these variables were controlled for in the 

regression analyses. Next, children‟s elaborations during the mother-child AM narrative were 

examined in relation to story comprehension. This relationship was not significant; thus, 

children‟s elaborations were not controlled for.  

The next step in examining the role of mothers‟ AM narrative style in children‟s 

emergent literacy outcomes was to conduct hierarchical linear regressions with mothers‟ AM 

style predicting children‟s emergent literacy outcomes controlling for factors that are related to 

the predictor and outcome variables. First, mothers‟ AM style in terms of elaborative statements 

were examined in relation to children story comprehension scores as this was the only emergent 

literacy outcome related to mothers‟ style. Recall that children‟s age and language were related 

to children‟s story comprehension. Thus, these variables will be controlled for in the regression. 

Although both receptive and expressive vocabulary were related to children‟s story 

comprehension, only receptive vocabulary was controlled for as these two measures are highly 

related, r (37) = .77, p < .001; and to reduce the number of variables entered into regression 

analyses. Table 4-16 shows the results of the hierarchical regression predicting children‟s story 

comprehension scores, with mothers‟ elaborative statements as the predictor variable. After 

controlling for children‟s age, children‟s receptive vocabulary, and mothers‟ affect, mothers‟ 
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elaborative statements still significantly predicted children‟s story comprehension scores, and 

explained an additional 9% of the variance in children‟s story comprehension scores.  

Next, mothers‟ AM style in terms of elaborative tag-questions were examined in relation 

to children story comprehension scores. As shown in Table 4-17, after controlling for children‟s 

age, receptive vocabulary, and enjoyment of reading, mothers‟ elaborative tag-questions still 

significantly predicted children‟s story comprehension, and explained an additional 8% of the 

variance in children‟s story comprehension scores. These results highlight the importance of 

distinguishing between different types of elaborations (i.e., statements, tag-questions, wh-

questions, and yes-no questions). AM researchers do not always make these distinctions, 

however (e.g., Reese et al., 1993; Reese, 1995). In this study, the correlation between mothers‟ 

total number of elaborations in the AM context and children‟s story comprehension was r (37) = 

.20, p = .23. Thus, without distinguishing between types of elaborations, the conclusion might be 

that elaborations were not important for children‟s story comprehension. However, both 

statement elaborations and tag-question elaborations uniquely predicted children‟s story 

comprehension scores. These results suggest that mothers who elaborated on stories about the 

past by providing much of the story for the child (as opposed to asking open-ended questions) 

facilitated their children‟s understanding of a story as it is read to them as these types of 

utterances predicted children‟s story comprehension scores. 

The following is an example of a mother-child AM narrative in which they are discussing 

a family vacation at the Buzz Lightyear Hotel. This mother used many elaborative statements 

and tag-questions in her narrative. Utterances coded as elaborative statements are indicated 

below with the code S-ELAB; and utterances coded as elaborative tag-questions are indicated 

with the code T-ELAB. 
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MOT: We saw Woody and Buzz, remember? [T-ELAB] 

MOT: We went in our room. [S-ELAB] 

MOT: And we went to check in. [S-ELAB] 

MOT: And they gave you a balloon! [S-ELAB] 

CHI: It was not all that! 

CHI: There was Jiminey Cricket, Mickey, and stuff. 

MOT: And Woody. [S-ELAB] 

MOT: And remember our hotel room?  

MOT: When we walked down the stairs we went into Andy‟s room, remember? [T-

ELAB] 

MOT: And there was that BIG statue of Buzz Lightyear! [S-ELAB] 

MOT: And then across, and in the middle, there was the checker board, right? [T-ELAB] 

CHI: Oh yea, and remember Woody?! 

MOT: And we took a picture of him. [S-ELAB] 

In this interaction, the mother provides much of the narrative for the child without 

requesting much information from him. These types of utterances that place little demand on 

children and provide them with the structure of the event were predictive of children‟s story 

comprehension scores.  

Mothers’ Book Narrative Style and Children’s Emergent Literacy 

Next, correlations between mothers‟ style variables in the book context and children‟s 

emergent literacy outcomes were examined. As shown in Table 4-18, the only significant 

relationship was a negative correlation between mothers‟ repetitive wh-questions in the book 

context and children‟s story comprehension scores. That is, the fewer repetitive wh-questions 
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mothers asked in the mother-child book narratives, the better children performed on the story 

comprehension task. 

Before examining these significant relationships between mothers‟ book style and 

emergent literacy outcomes in regression analyses, mothers‟ style was examined in relation to 

the control variables in order to determine if any other variables should be controlled for. As 

shown in Table 4-19, mothers‟ repetitive wh-questions were significantly negatively related to 

children‟s age, receptive vocabulary, and expressive vocabulary. That is, mothers asked fewer 

repetitive wh-questions of older children, and children with better language skills. Additionally, 

children‟s repetitions in the mother-child book narratives were examined in relation to story 

generation. This relationship was not significant, and will not be used as a control variable. 

The next step in examining the role of mothers‟ book narrative style in children‟s 

emergent literacy outcomes was to examine mothers‟ book style and children‟s emergent literacy 

outcomes controlling for factors that are related to the predictor and outcome variables. Mothers‟ 

book style was examined in relation to children‟s story comprehension scores as this was the 

only emergent literacy outcome related to mothers‟ book style. Because children‟s age and 

language were related to both story comprehension and mothers‟ repetitive wh-questions, these 

were controlled for. As mentioned above, only children‟s receptive vocabulary scores will be 

used as receptive vocabulary and expressive vocabulary were highly correlated. As shown in 

Table 4-20, after controlling for age and receptive vocabulary, mothers‟ repetitive wh-questions 

in the book context were significantly related to children‟s story comprehension scores, and 

explained an additional 18% of the variance in children‟s story comprehension scores. Recall 

from the correlation between mothers‟ repetitive wh-questions and children‟s story 

comprehension that this is a negative relationship. Thus, the regression analyses further 
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confirmed that even after controlling for age and language, mothers who asked fewer repetitive 

wh-questions in the book context had children with better story comprehension scores.  

The following is an example of a mother-child book narrative interaction. On this 

particular page of Pancakes for Breakfast, the character has just returned home to find that her 

dog and cat have made a mess of her kitchen. This mother asked repetitive wh-questions in an 

attempt to get the child to contribute to the story. Utterances coded in this way are indicated 

below with the code REPET. 

MOT: What did they do when she was gone? 

MOT: What did they do? [REPET] 

MOT: The kitty cat and puppy? 

MOT: What did they do? [REPET] 

CHI: They spilled her milk. 

CHI: And ate all the things. 

This example differs from the previous example in which the mother provided details of 

an AM event. In this example, the mother probes for a correct response rather than providing the 

information for the child. Mothers who asked fewer of these types of questions in the book 

context had children with better story comprehension scores.  

Thus, the first hypothesis of this study, which stated that mothers‟ narrative style in terms 

of elaborativeness would be related to children‟s emergent literacy skills, was supported in the 

AM context, but not in the wordless storybook context. However, one could argue that the 

finding from the book context is consistent with this hypothesis in that mothers‟ repetitiveness 

was negatively related to children‟s emergent literacy. Additionally, the fourth hypothesis was 

supported in that these relationships remained even after accounting for several control variables. 
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Also relevant is the fourth question of this study, which asked what the relative influences of 

these contexts are, it seems that in terms of narrative style, mothers‟ AM narratives may exert a 

stronger influence on children‟s emergent literacy skills in terms of story comprehension.  

Mothers’ AM Narrative Cohesion and Children’s Emergent Literacy 

The next aspect of mother-child narratives that was of interest was mothers‟ use of 

cohesion during mother-child AM narratives. Cohesion refers to interclausal connectives used to 

join clauses and includes additive comments (e.g., add), causal comments (e.g., because), and 

temporal comments (e.g., then). Correlations between mothers‟ cohesion variables and children‟s 

story comprehension, picture sequencing, and story generation cohesion were examined. As 

shown in Table 4-21, mothers‟ causal comments in the AM context were significantly related to 

children‟s picture sequencing scores. Using the transformed picture sequencing scores also 

resulted in a significant relationship with mothers‟ causal comments, r (37) = .46, p < .01. 

Mothers‟ cohesion was not related to children‟s story comprehension or story generation 

cohesion. 

Before examining this significant relationship between mothers‟ AM causal comments 

and picture sequencing in regression analyses, mothers‟ causal comments was examined in 

relation to the control variables in order to determine if any other variables should be controlled 

for. As shown in Table 4-22, mothers‟ causal comments in the AM context were significantly 

related to children‟s receptive vocabulary, expressive vocabulary, mothers‟ education, and 

family income. As mentioned above, picture sequencing scores were also significantly related to 

these variables with the exception of expressive vocabulary. Children‟s cohesion variables in the 

mother-child AM narrative were also examined in relation to picture sequencing scores. 

Children‟s cohesion in the mother-child AM narratives were not related to picture sequencing. It 
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was not the case that children who used more causal utterances (or other types of cohesion) had 

better picture sequencing scores. Thus children‟s cohesion was not controlled for.  

Next a hierarchical regression was conducted with mothers‟ AM causal comments 

predicting children‟s picture sequencing scores. As shown in Table 4-23, after controlling for 

age, receptive vocabulary, mothers‟ education, and family income, mothers‟ causal comments in 

the AM context contributed independently to children‟s picture sequencing scores, and explained 

an additional 17% of the variance in children‟s picture sequencing scores. When picture 

sequencing scores were substituted for the outcome variable in an additional hierarchical 

regression with the same predictor variables, very similar results were found, ΔR² = .11, p < .05.  

The following is an example from an AM narrative in which the mother was drawing 

attention to causal relations in her conversation with her child about having to leave a water park. 

Utterances that were coded as causal relations are indicated below with the code [CAUS]. 

CHI: And then we had to leave. 

MOT: We did have to leave, you're right. 

MOT: Cause it was getting dark. [CAUS] 

MOT: It was getting dark. 

MOT: And getting cold. 

CHI: Everybody was leaving.  

MOT: Cause it gets cold in the water park when it gets dark. [CAUS] 

Mothers who provided more causal statements in their AM narratives had children with 

better picture sequencing scores. This suggests that parents who draw attention to causal 

relations in their AM narratives have children who are better able to recognize those types of 

relations independent of mothers. As summarized in Table 4-3, mothers‟ proportions of these 
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types of utterances were relatively low in this context (M = 1.57). Thus, mothers did not discuss 

causal relationships very often; nevertheless, they were still predictive of children‟s picture 

sequencing.  

As mentioned above, only two children placed all pictures in the correct sequence. Below 

is an example of a picture sequencing narrative produced by one of these children. The pictures 

used in this task are provided in Appendix E. 

CHI: Dog and boy are looking in the jar.  

EXP: Uh, huh. 

CHI: With the frog in it. 

EXP: Yeah. Then what? 

CHI: The boy went to sleep and the frog walked out of the jar. 

EXP: Yeah. 

CHI: And the boy was looking for the frog. 

EXP: Yep. Now what? 

CHI: I don‟t know. 

EXP: What's going on?  

CHI: Telling his dog to be quiet. 

EXP: Yeah. And then what? 

CHI: They found the frogs on the other side of the log. 

EXP: Yep. And then what? 

CHI: He's waving goodbye. 
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This child was able to express many key elements to understanding the causal sequence 

of the events. He recognized the initiating event—that the frog escaped the jar while the boy was 

asleep; the goal—looking for the frog; as well as the outcome—he found the frog. 

In contrast, the following is an example of a child who received a score of 2 out of 10 on 

the picture sequencing task. 

CHI: The frog. 

EXP: What happens? 

CHI: And the frog then ribbits. 

EXP: Mm, hmm. 

CHI: And now they are on the log.  

CHI: And he got his hair cut, um for school. 

EXP: Yeah. What else? 

CHI: He said he was trying to whistle then he said shh. 

EXP: Uh, huh. 

CHI: And then he is calling for his puppy. 

CHI: And the puppy has this on his face. 

EXP: Yeah. 

CHI: And he's trying to reach the snow. 

CHI: And he went to sleep. 

CHI: And he laid down.  

CHI: And it was morning time and it was snowing. 

In this example, it is clear that the child is not attuned to the key episodic elements of the 

story. Rather, her story is more descriptive and her utterances are not causally linked. 
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Interestingly, the differences in children who correctly sequenced pictures are not based on age 

as picture sequencing scores were not correlated with age. Furthermore, the child in the first 

example was 5;4 whereas the child in the second example was 5;5. Thus, factors other than 

general maturation predicted children‟s picture sequencing scores. In fact, was shown in Table 4-

23, 60% of the variance in children‟s picture sequencing was accounted for when receptive 

vocabulary, mothers‟ education, family income, and mothers‟ AM causal comments were 

entered into a hierarchical regression.  

Mothers’ Book Narrative Cohesion and Children’s Emergent Literacy 

As with the AM narratives, Pearson product moment correlations were examined 

between mothers‟ cohesion variables in the book context and children‟s story comprehension, 

picture sequencing, and story generation. As shown in Table 4-24, none of the cohesion variables 

were related to children‟s emergent literacy outcomes. This differs from the results for mothers‟ 

AM narratives, in which mothers‟ causal comments were related to children‟s picture 

sequencing.  

Thus, in terms of the second hypothesis of this study, which stated that mothers‟ narrative 

cohesion would be related to children‟s emergent literacy outcomes, this was supported by 

mothers‟ narratives in the AM context. Additionally, the fourth hypothesis was supported in that 

these relationships remained even after accounting for several control variables. Again, in terms 

of the fourth question of this study, it appears that mothers‟ AM narratives were better predictors 

of children‟s emergent literacy than mothers‟ book narratives in terms of narrative cohesion.  

Mothers’ AM Coherence and Children’s Emergent Literacy 

The next aspect of mother-child narratives that was examined was mothers‟ use of 

coherence during mother-child AM narratives. Coherence was measured in several ways, 

including comments about actions, characters, dialogue, internal states, spatial orientations, and 
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temporal orientations. Correlations were examined among mothers‟ coherence variables and 

children‟s story comprehension, picture sequencing, and story generation. As shown in Table 4-

25, mothers‟ temporal orientations were related to children‟s story comprehension scores. 

However, none of mothers‟ coherence comments were related to those same types of comments 

in children‟s story generation narratives.  

Before examining this significant relationship between mothers‟ temporal orientations in 

the AM context and children‟s story comprehension, mothers‟ temporal orientations were 

examined in relation to the control variables in order to determine if any other variables should 

be controlled for. As shown in Table 4-26, mothers‟ temporal orientations in the AM context 

were significantly related to children‟s receptive vocabulary. As mentioned above, story 

comprehension scores were significantly related to children‟s age, receptive vocabulary, and 

expressive vocabulary. Additionally, children‟s temporal orientations in the AM narratives were 

related to story comprehension, r (37) = .36, p = .04. Thus, these factors were controlled for in a 

hierarchical regression predicting children‟s story comprehension scores. As shown in Table 4-

27, after controlling for age, receptive vocabulary, and children‟s temporal orientations, mothers‟ 

temporal orientations did not contribute significantly to children‟s story comprehension scores. 

Thus, it appears that mothers‟ temporal orientations during AM narratives did not contribute 

independently to children‟s story comprehension above and beyond children‟s own use of those 

types of comments. In fact, as shown in Table 4-27, children‟s temporal orientations during 

mother-child AM narratives were the only independent contributor to their story comprehension. 

This finding highlights the importance of taking into account children‟s own participation in 

their literacy development. 
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The following is an example of a mother-child AM narrative interaction in which the 

child mentioned temporal orientations in her conversation about a family trip. Utterances coded 

as temporal comments are indicated with the code [TEMP]. 

CHI: Yeah, and then we had to leave. [TEMP] 

CHI: But we tried every one we want. 

MOT: Didn't we go play in the castle too? 

CHI: YES! 

CHI: And then we go get ice-cream! [TEMP] 

MOT: We did get ice-cream! 

This child‟s mention of temporal relations demonstrates how understanding of the timing 

of events is important to comprehending the event. This type of talk was significantly related to 

children‟s story comprehension scores, which suggests that children‟s ability to temporally 

sequence events within the mother-child context relates to their ability to comprehend a story as 

it is read to them. In fact, one of the story comprehension questions is about the understanding of 

temporal relations (i.e., What do you think will happen next?). 

Narrative coherence was also examined in terms of episodic components, which included 

utterances regarding goals, obstacles, and repairs. As shown in Table 4-28, mothers‟ episodic 

coherence during AM narratives was not related to children‟s story comprehension, picture 

sequencing scores, or to children‟s episodic coherence during the story generation task. 

However, mothers‟ comments about goals in the AM context were significantly related to global 

ratings of children‟s story generations. Before examining this significant relationship between 

mothers‟ comments about goals in the AM context and children‟s story generation, mothers‟ goal 

comments were examined in relation to the control variables in order to determine if any other 
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variables should be controlled for. As shown in Table 4-29, mothers‟ goal comments in the AM 

context were significantly related to mothers‟ affect. As mentioned above, ratings of children‟s 

story generation were significantly related to children‟s age. Additionally, children‟s own 

comments about goals in the AM narratives were examined in relation to ratings of their story 

generations, which was not significant. Thus, the only factors that were controlled for were 

children‟s age and mothers‟ affect.  

Table 4-30 shows the results of the hierarchical regression predicting global ratings of 

children‟s story generations. After controlling for age and mothers‟ affect during the AM 

narratives, mothers‟ comments about goals in the AM narratives independently contributed to 

global ratings of children‟s story generations; and accounted for an additional 13% of the 

variance in those ratings. Although mothers did not tend to provide many goals in their narratives 

with children (as was shown in Table 4-4), these results suggest that mothers who did mention 

goals in the AM context had children who told independent stories that were rated as higher in 

quality. An example of explicit mention of goals during an AM narrative comes from one 

mother-child conversation in which the dyad discussed a recent trip to the mall. This mother 

included many goals of the trip including picking out soap, buying new clothes for school, going 

to Build-a-Bear workshop, and eating lunch.  

Below is an example of a child who was given one of the highest global ratings for the 

story generation task. In this example, the child is discussing the end of the book, which involved 

the frog jumping from person to person, an attempt to catch the frog, and the final resolution of 

the boy taking the frog back home. 

CHI: And she sees the frog. 

CHI: Then she cried out, "get this frog away from me." 
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CHI: Then the frog hopped into some wine.  

CHI: Then the lady says, "why did you make your frog go into my dinner?" 

CHI: And the frog came up and kissed the man who had his wine.   

CHI: Then the men and the lady left.  

CHI: And the frog kissed the guy. 

CHI: Then someone tries to tackle the frog but it was too fast. 

CHI: Then he kisses the frog and puts it in the outside. 

CHI: And then the boy cries out, "that's my frog." 

CHI: Then the man says, "Why did you bring your frog?" 

CHI: Then the boy says, "Because I wanted him to know what it was like." 

CHI: Then the boy takes the frog in his hand. 

CHI: And they drive home. 

CHI: The frog shouldn't have gone with him.   

CHI: The frog just hopped out when they were in restaurant. 

CHI: Then the boy took the frog upstairs in his house. 

CHI: Then the boy gets into his pajamas. 

CHI: Then he goes to bed.  

In this particular story generation, the child was very talkative, providing many details. 

The story was also presented in a very focused, clear, and logical way. There were no deviations 

from the plot of the story, and the events discussed were causally and temporally well organized. 

These are the characteristics that were included in the global ratings of narratives. This excerpt is 

a good example of why it is important to assess global ratings of narratives. Assessing narratives 

using the structure coding scheme provides a frequency of how many times different elements of 
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a narrative were mentioned. However, it is only when narratives are examined globally that one 

can rate how well the narrator linked these different elements together in a cohesive and coherent 

way. For example, the child took the perspective of multiple characters by narrating the man‟s 

question “Why did you bring your frog?” and the boy‟s subsequent response, “Because I wanted 

him to know what it was like.” Mothers who provided proportionally more goals in their AM 

narratives had children who produced story generations with higher global ratings. This suggests 

that when mothers talk about the goals of shared past events, children have a better 

understanding of what goes into telling a “good” story. 

The final component of mothers‟ coherence that was examined was the global ratings of 

mothers‟ contribution to the mother-child AM narratives. Table 4-31 shows the relations among 

these ratings and children‟s emergent literacy outcomes. Global ratings of mothers‟ AM 

narratives were positively related to children‟s total episodic coherence in the story generation 

task and negatively related to children‟s total narrative coherence in the story generation task. 

Because this negative relation was unexpected, the relationship between children episodic 

coherence and narrative coherence was examined. These variables were negatively related, r (37) 

= -.66, p < .001. One possible explanation for this negative relationship is that mothers‟ influence 

on children‟s narrative coherence may be an indirect one whereby mothers who were given 

higher ratings had children who included more episodic components in their story generations, 

but also included fewer narrative components. It may be that it is difficult for children to focus 

on both types of narrative components; thus, children who included more narrative coherence 

(e.g., comments about action, orientations, etc.) included less information regarding episodic 

coherence (i.e., goals, obstacles, and repairs).  
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Next, hierarchical regressions were examined with ratings of mothers‟ AM narratives 

predicting children‟s story generation coherence. Before examining this significant relationship 

between global ratings of mothers‟ AM narratives and children‟s story generation coherence, 

AM global ratings and children‟s story generation coherence were examined in relation to the 

control variables. As shown in Table 4-32, AM global ratings were significantly related to 

expressive vocabulary, children‟s AM involvement, and children‟s enjoyment of reading. As 

shown in Table 4-33, children‟s story generation narrative coherence was not related to any 

control variables, and episodic coherence was related to receptive vocabulary, expressive 

vocabulary, and mothers‟ education. Thus, these variables were controlled for.  

Table 4-34 shows the results of the first regression predicting children‟s story generation 

narrative coherence. After controlling for expressive vocabulary, mothers‟ AM affect, and 

children‟s AM involvement, global ratings of mothers‟ AM narrative quality did not contribute 

independently to children‟s story generation narrative coherence. These results suggest that 

higher global ratings of mothers‟ AM narratives did not contribute uniquely to children‟s lower 

proportion of story generation narrative coherence comments once other factors were controlled.  

Table 4-35 shows the results of the second regression predicting children‟s story 

generation episodic coherence. After controlling for receptive vocabulary, mothers‟ education, 

child‟s enjoyment of reading, mothers‟ AM affect, and children‟s AM involvement, ratings of 

mothers‟ AM narrative quality still independently predicted children‟s episodic coherence in the 

story generation task and accounted for an additional 12% of the variance in children‟s episodic 

coherence.  

The story generation task, which involved children narrating the book Frog Goes to 

Dinner, offered children many opportunities to mention episodic components as the book 
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presented a series of goals, obstacles, and repairs. These types of comments were related to 

global ratings of mothers‟ AM narratives, which included ratings based on focus, logic, clarity, 

and talkativeness. Although mothers‟ episodic comments were not related to children‟s 

independent use of those types of comments, the results do suggest that mothers‟ quality of 

narrative production in a more general sense impacts how much episodic information children 

provide when they narrate a story on their own. Below are two examples of mother-child AM 

narratives. In the first example, the mother was given a lower global rating score.  

MOT: Oh, what did we see when we were on the boat? 

MOT: Remember what was swimming in the water? 

CHI: A shark! 

MOT: Oh yeah. 

MOT: Did he bite you? 

CHI: No. 

MOT: What else did we do at Dog Island? 

In this narrative, the mother did not add much embellishment to the events of the 

narrative. In this particular exchange, she asked a question about an event that didn‟t occur 

(being bitten by a shark); and rather than expanding on the sighting of the shark, she quickly 

moved to a new aspect of the event. Narratives such as these were rated as lower in quality. This 

narrative contrasts with the next narrative, which was rated more positively.  

MOT: What did you do right after lunch with Mary? 

MOT: You and Mary did something by yourselves. 

MOT: Do you remember? 

CHI: Um, going in the tank! 
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MOT: That's right. 

CHI: And seeing all the sharks like the sand shark. 

MOT: Yep. 

MOT: I was nervous. 

MOT: I was nervous when you did that. 

MOT: You know why? 

CHI: Did you see us? 

MOT: No, but I was nervous. 

MOT: You know why? 

CHI: Why? 

MOT: Because I had never let you go by yourself with another kid in a group of strange 

people away from me. 

MOT: So I was nervous until you came back. 

MOT: Then I was happy. 

MOT: You came back. 

MOT: And I was happy I let you go. 

MOT: Because it was an adventure. 

CHI: Yeah. 

MOT: And Mary was very helpful. 

MOT: She held your hand the whole time. 

CHI: Yes, she did. 

 In this narrative, the mother provided a great deal of embellishment of the events in the 

narrative. She provided details of the event in a logical way, provided explanations of her own 
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mental states, and maintained focus by talking about a particular aspect of the event in detail. 

Mothers whose narratives were rated as higher in quality, such as the above example, had 

children who included more episodic components in their story generations. 

The next example is of a child‟s story generation. This child mentioned several episodic 

components, including goals (e.g., the boy wants to take the frog to dinner, the guy tried to get 

the frog); obstacles (e.g., the guy couldn‟t blow his horn, the frog jumps in the lady‟s drink); as 

well as repairs (e.g., the boy retrieves his frog and takes it home). 

CHI: Um the little boy wanted the frog to go dinner.  

CHI: Then the little boy brought him to dinner. 

CHI: Then the little boy says bye to the dog and the turtle 

CHI: Then the little boy puts on his jacket. 

CHI: And the frog goes in it. 

CHI: Then they hopped into the car. 

CHI: And they went to dinner. 

CHI: And then they read something. 

CHI: And then the frog hopped into the music thing. 

CHI: And then the frog wasn't in his seat. 

CHI: So that was the family that forgot the frog. 

CHI: And the guy couldn't blow his horn because there was a frog in it. 

CHI: And then he tries to see what was in it. 

CHI: And then he got mad „cause he blew really funny. 

CHI: And they said, "Holy smoke!" „cause there was a frog in it. 

CHI: And they notice that there was a frog in it. 
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CHI: And that's what happened. 

CHI: And it jumped on his face. 

CHI: Then the frog jumped into his dinner. 

CHI: Then he went away. 

CHI: Then the person was going to eat a frog. 

CHI: And then they gave it to the lady. 

CHI: And she was going to eat a frog. 

CHI: Then she looked at the frog. 

CHI: And she saw it. 

CHI: And she hopped away. 

CHI: And the old lady fell out of her chair. 

CHI: And it popped into her drink. 

CHI: Then the frog scared the man. 

CHI: And the lady didn't want to drink it like that. 

CHI: And then it hopped into the table. 

CHI: And the guy tried to get it. 

CHI: And then lady tried to walk away. 

CHI: And then, they went away. 

CHI: And they put it in the closet. 

CHI: And the little boy tried to get it. 

CHI: And then they said, "hey that's my frog!" 

CHI: And they walked away. 

CHI: And then they were grounded that he took his frog to dinner. 
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CHI: Then he took it to his room. 

CHI: And then they had so much fun. 

This child provided a clear goal of the story from the beginning; she also pointed out 

several of the obstacles resulting from the frog jumping around the restaurant; and she provided a 

clear resolution and conclusion to the story. Mothers whose AM narratives with children were 

given higher ratings of overall quality in terms of focus, logic, clarity, and talkativeness had 

children who provided more of these episodic components in their story generations. 

Mothers’ Book Coherence and Children’s Emergent Literacy 

As with the AM narratives, correlations were examined between mothers‟ coherence 

variables in the book context and children‟s story comprehension, picture sequencing, and story 

generation. As shown in Table 4-36, mothers‟ coherence variables were not related to story 

comprehension, those same types of comments in children‟s story generation narratives, or to 

global ratings of children‟s story generations. Mothers‟ comments about characters in the book 

context were related to picture sequencing scores; however, this relationship was no longer 

significant when examining the transformed picture sequencing scores. Thus, this relationship 

will not be examined further.  

Table 4-37 shows the relations between mothers‟ utterances regarding episodic 

components in the book context and children‟s emergent literacy outcomes. Mothers‟ episodic 

utterances during book narratives were not related to children‟s story comprehension, to 

children‟s episodic coherence during the story generation task, or to ratings of children‟s 

narrative quality during the story generation task. However, mothers‟ comments about obstacles 

in the book context were significantly related to picture sequencing scores. This relationship was 

also significant when examining the transformed picture sequencing scores, r (37) = .40, p = .02. 

Before examining this significant relationship between mothers‟ comments about obstacles in the 
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AM context and children‟s picture sequencing, mothers‟ obstacle comments were examined in 

relation to the control variables in order to determine if any other variables should be controlled 

for. As shown in Table 4-38, mothers‟ obstacle comments in the book context were significantly 

related to children‟s age. As mentioned above, picture sequencing scores were significantly 

related to receptive vocabulary, mothers‟ education, and family income. Thus, these factors will 

be controlled for. Additionally, children‟s own comments about obstacles in the book narratives 

were examined in relation to ratings of their story generations, which was not significant.  

Table 4-39 shows the results of the hierarchical regression predicting global ratings of 

children‟s story generations. After controlling for age, receptive vocabulary, mothers‟ education, 

and family income, mothers‟ comments about obstacles in the book narrative still independently 

predicted ratings of children‟s story generation, and explained an additional 13% of the variance 

in ratings of story generation. The book chosen for the mother-child book interaction, Pancakes 

for Breakfast, provided several opportunities for mothers to discuss obstacles. Specifically, in the 

woman‟s attempt to make pancakes for breakfast she encounters obstacles including running out 

of eggs, running out of milk, running out of syrup, and coming home to find her pets had ruined 

her pancake ingredients. Mothers who included more comments about these obstacles had 

children who were rated as producing higher quality narratives on their own.  

The following examples demonstrate how mothers differed in how they discussed the 

same obstacle in the book context. In the first example, the mother does not draw attention the 

obstacle of being out of eggs, although she discusses the subsequent action of getting eggs from 

the chicken.  

MOT: Ah, look at this! 

CHI: What? 
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MOT: Where'd she go? 

CHI: She's going to get cherries. 

MOT: Cherries? 

CHI: Yeah. 

MOT: Chickens don't lay cherries. 

MOT: What do they lay? 

CHI: Eggs. 

CHI: But I said she's gonna get cherries. 

MOT: Yeah, what's she getting now? 

CHI: Eggs. 

MOT: Is she putting cherries in her pancakes? 

MOT: What kind of pancakes is she making? 

CHI: Blueberry. 

 The next example differs in that this mother explicitly mentioned the obstacle of being 

out of eggs by explaining that the egg carton is empty and that the character needs more eggs. 

She also prompted the child to discuss how she resolves the situation. 

MOT: And then she gets her, this is a container. 

MOT: And it says E-G-G-S. 

MOT: But it's empty.  

MOT: Do you know what E-G-G-S spells? 

CHI: No. 

MOT: Mrs. Tackingill needs some eggs. 

MOT: She doesn't have any eggs.  
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MOT: So what do you think she's gonna do to get eggs? 

MOT: Where do you think she's gonna go to look for eggs? 

CHI: She went to her farm, to her chicken farm. 

Despite the fact that both of these mothers produced 8 utterances revolving around 

getting eggs, they differed qualitatively in how they made sense of this action for their children. 

It was this explicit mention of obstacles in the book context that predicted how well children 

could sequence the events in the picture sequencing task which was initiated by the obstacle of 

the frog escaping the jar.  

Finally, global ratings of mothers‟ book narratives were examined in relation to 

children‟s emergent literacy outcomes. As shown in Table 4-40, these variables were unrelated. 

Thus, the third hypothesis of this study, which stated that mothers‟ narrative coherence 

would be related to children‟s emergent literacy outcomes, was partially supported. Surprisingly 

mothers‟ narrative coherence was unrelated to children‟s emergent literacy. However, mothers‟ 

episodic coherence and global ratings of narratives were related to children‟s emergent literacy 

outcomes. Additionally, the fourth hypothesis was supported in that these relationships remained 

even after accounting for several control variables with the exception of the relationship between 

mothers‟ temporal orientations and story comprehension, which did not remain after controlling 

for children‟s own temporal orientations. Again, in terms of the fourth question of this study 

regarding the relative role of the AM and book contexts, it appears that both mothers‟ AM 

episodic coherence and book episodic coherence predicted children‟s emergent literacy. 

However, only global ratings of mothers‟ AM narratives predicted children‟s emergent literacy 

outcomes. 
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Mothers’ AM Style in Relation to AM Cohesion and Coherence 

 Because mothers‟ style (i.e., elaborativeness) and structure (i.e., cohesion and coherence) 

have been kept separate in all analyses thus far, relations between these variables were examined. 

Although AM researchers do not typically examine this relationship, it may be that mothers who 

are more elaborative are also telling more cohesive or coherent narratives as well. As shown in 

Table 4-41, for the AM context, the only positive relations were between mothers‟ elaborative 

statements and additive comments; and between mothers‟ elaborative tag-questions and temporal 

comments. As shown in Table 4-42, in terms of AM narrative coherence, mothers‟ elaborative 

statements were significantly related to internal state comments; mothers‟ elaborative tag-

questions were significantly related to dialogue comments; and elaborative wh-questions were 

significantly related to character comments. As shown in Table 4-43, in terms of AM episodic 

coherence, mothers‟ elaborative statements and elaborative yes-no questions were related to goal 

comments; and repetitive statements were related to repairs. Thus, there was some evidence that 

mothers‟ elaborativeness was related to their narrative structure; however, this was not found 

consistently for all categories of elaborativeness and narrative structure.  

Mothers’ Book Style in Relation to Book Cohesion and Coherence 

As shown in Table 4-44, for the book context, there were positive relations were between 

mothers‟ elaborative statements and additive, causal, and temporal comments; and between 

mothers‟ evaluations and additive comments. Additionally, for the book context, mothers‟ 

elaborative statements were positively related to all coherence variables, including comments 

about action, characters, dialogue, internal states, spatial orientations, and temporal orientations 

as shown in Table 4-45. Finally, as shown it Table 4-46, mothers‟ elaborative statements in the 

book context were related to comments about obstacles and repairs. These results suggest that 
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unlike the AM context, mothers‟ narrative structure seems to be particularly related to mothers‟ 

elaborative statements in the book context. 

Mothers’ Narratives and Children’s Print Concepts 

 Finally, the relations among mothers‟ narrative variables and children‟s print concepts as 

assessed by the Test of Early Reading Ability (TERA) were examined. As shown in Tables 4-47 

through 4-49, mothers‟ narratives in terms of style and structure (i.e., cohesion and coherence) 

were unrelated to children‟s TERA scores, which included three subtests: alphabet knowledge, 

conventions of print, and construction of meaning from print. Thus, these results support the fifth 

hypothesis of this study, which stated that mothers‟ narratives were not expected to be related to 

print concepts as they are considered to represent a different type of literacy skill from oral 

language skills. 

Multiple Predictors of Children’s Emergent Literacy 

Because there were multiple predictors of both children‟s story comprehension and 

picture sequencing scores, hierarchical regressions were examined with all predictors in the same 

model. Table 4-50 shows the results of a hierarchical regression predicting children‟s story 

comprehension scores with mothers‟ AM elaborative statements, elaborative tag-questions, and 

mothers‟ book repetitive wh-questions as predictors. Because these three predictor variables 

were related to different control variables, only the control variables that were related to the 

outcome variable (i.e., age and receptive vocabulary) were entered into the first step of the 

regression to reduce the number of variables. The overall model was significant, and mothers‟ 

style variables explained an additional 29% of the variance in children‟s story comprehension. 

Additionally, mothers‟ AM elaborative tag-questions and repetitive book wh-questions made an 

independent contribution to children‟s story comprehension scores; however, mothers‟ AM 

elaborative statements did not. This suggests that mothers who asked more elaborative tag-
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questions in the AM context and fewer repetitive wh-questions in the book context had children 

with the highest story comprehension scores.  

 Next, a hierarchical regression was examined with both mothers‟ AM causal comments 

and mothers‟ book obstacle comments as predictors of children‟s picture sequencing scores. 

Again, to reduce the number of variables, only the control variables that were related to picture 

sequencing scores were entered in step 1. These included receptive vocabulary, mothers‟ 

education, and family income. As shown in Table 4-51, after controlling for these factors, 

mothers‟ AM causal comments and mothers‟ book obstacle comments both independently 

predicted picture sequencing scores; and explained an additional 24% of the variance in picture 

sequencing scores. Examining the same regression with the transformed picture sequencing 

scores as the dependent variable resulted in the same findings; and the overall model added an 

additional 15% of the variance in picture sequencing scores. Thus, mothers‟ causal comments in 

the AM context and mothers‟ goal comments in the book context were both uniquely predictive 

of children‟s picture sequencing scores.  

Summary of Relations between Mothers’ Narratives and Children’s Emergent Literacy 

 The results of this study are summarized in Figure 4-1. Mothers‟ elaborative statements 

and elaborative tag-questions during AM narratives and mothers‟ repetitive wh-questions during 

book narratives were independently related to children‟s story comprehension scores in separate 

regressions. However, when all three predictors were examined simultaneously, mothers‟ AM 

elaborative tag-questions and book repetitive wh-questions were better predictors than mothers‟ 

AM elaborative statements. Mothers‟ temporal orientations during AM narratives were also 

related to children‟s story comprehension; however, after entering the control variables 

(including children‟s own contribution to mother-child narratives), mothers‟ temporal 

orientations were not uniquely predictive of story comprehension.  
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Mothers‟ causal comments in the AM context and mothers‟ obstacle comments in the 

book context were independently related to children‟s picture sequencing scores in separate 

regressions; and, when examining both variables, both mothers‟ causal comments in the AM 

context uniquely predicted children‟s picture sequencing scores. These relationships were 

significant using both raw scores and transformed scores.  

Finally, mothers‟ goal comments in the AM context made an independent contribution to 

global ratings of children‟s story generations; and global ratings of mothers‟ AM narratives with 

children made an independent contribution to children‟s episodic coherence in their story 

generations. Taken together, these results supported the hypotheses that mothers‟ narrative style 

and structure in two contexts would be related to children‟s emergent literacy skills. Although 

not every style or structure variable contributed to children‟s emergent literacy, for each of the 

emergent literacy outcomes examined—story comprehension, picture sequencing, and story 

generation—some aspect of mothers‟ contribution to mother-child narratives uniquely predicted 

children‟s outcomes. These relationships remained even after controlling for many other factors, 

including children‟s age, language ability, SES, home literacy environment, mothers‟ affect, and 

children‟s own contribution to mother-child narratives, which are summarized in Figure 4-2. 

Additionally, the fifth hypothesis of this study was supported in that children‟s print concepts as 

measured by the TERA were unrelated to mothers‟ narrative interactions with children. 
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Table 4-1. Descriptive data for control variables 

Variable M SD Range Possible 

Points 

Children‟s Age in Months    56.62   6.15 46-70  

Children‟s Standardized PPVT Scores  106.30 13.01 79-133  

Children‟s Standardized EVT Scores 112.62 11.51 97-135  

Mothers‟ Education in Years   16.42   2.19 13-20  

Family Income to Needs Ratio     4.54   2.85 1.01-13.74  

Mothers‟ Affect during AM Narrative     8.72   1.80 5-12 12 

Mothers‟ Affect during Book Narrative     9.84   1.29 5.50-12 12 

Mother-Child Home Interaction    47.30   4.20 38-56 56 

Father-Child Home Interaction   37.60   9.87 4-51 56 

Sibling-Child Home Interaction   29.06 11.35 12-45 56 

Mother-Child Outside Activities     4.58   2.01 0-9 10 

Father-Child Outside Activities     4.33   1.67 2-8 10 

Classroom Involvement     4.97   2.46 1-12 20 

Child‟s Enjoyment of Reading     7.51   0.80 5-8 8 

Home Literacy History   21.78   3.38 10-27 27 

Mothers‟ Reading Behavior     7.17   1.65 3-9 9 

Note. PPVT = Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test; EVT = Expressive Vocabulary Test.
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Table 4-2. Descriptive data for predictor variables (narrative style) 

 Frequency  Proportions 

        

Variable M SD Range  M  SD Range 

Mothers‟ AM Total Propositions  39.89 22.80 10-107     

Mothers‟ AM Statement Elaborations      9.19   8.83 1-48  .23 .15 .05-.67 

Mothers‟ AM Tag-Question Elaborations     1.08   1.94 0-10  .02 .02 .00-.09 

Mothers‟ AM Wh-Question Elaborations     5.95   3.74 0-14  .16 .11 .00-.47 

Mothers‟ AM Yes/No Question Elaborations     5.89   3.79 1-16  .16 .09 .04-.41 

Mothers‟ AM Evaluations     5.14   4.36 0-18  .12 .08 .00-.37 

Mothers‟ AM Statement Repetitions     2.70   2.92 0-11  .06 .05 .00-.20 

Mothers‟ AM Wh-Question Repetitions     0.86   1.60  0-6  .02 .04 .00-.14 

Mothers‟ AM Yes/No Question Repetitions     2.59   2.39 0-10  .06 .05 .00-.16 

Mothers‟ AM Prompts     1.62   1.52 0-5  .05 .05 .00-.23 

Mothers‟ Book Total Propositions  116.08 56.06 1-246     

Mothers‟ Book Statement Elaborations    45.92 25.08 0-96  .40 .20 .00-.83 

Mothers‟ Book Tag-Question Elaborations     1.62   1.89 0-7  .01 .01 .00-.04 

Mothers‟ Book Wh-Question Elaborations   15.27   9.44 0-33  .13 .06  .00-.28 

Mothers‟ Book Yes/No QuestionElaborations     5.24   5.37 0-25  .04 .04 .00-.17 

Mothers‟ Book Evaluations     9.16   7.59 0-39  .08 .06 .00-.27 

Mothers‟ Book Statement Repetitions     6.84   5.31 0-22  .06 .03 .00-.13 

Mothers‟ Book Wh-Question Repetitions     1.81   2.40 0-9  .01 .02 .00-.06 

Mothers‟ Book Yes/No Question Repetitions     2.78   3.05 0-11  .02 .03 .00-.14 

Mothers‟ Book Prompts     2.59   2.15 0-7  .02 .02 .00-.06 

Note. AM = Autobiographical Memory 
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Table 4-3. Descriptive data for predictor variables (narrative cohesion) 

 Frequency  Proportions 

Variable M SD Range  M  SD Range 

Mothers‟ AM Additive Comments    3.62   5.00 0-26  .08 .08 .00-.42 

Mothers‟ AM Causal Comments   1.57   1.95 0-8  .04 .05 .00-.20 

Mothers‟ AM Temporal Comments   0.49   0.77 0-3  .01 .02 .00-.07 

Mothers‟ AM Total Cohesion Comments   5.68   6.19 0-30  .13 .10 .00-.47 

Mothers‟ Book Additive Comments 10.89   8.02 0-29  .10 .07 .00-.30 

Mothers‟ Book Causal Comments   6.89   5.08 0-23  .06 .04 .00-.16 

Mothers‟ Book Temporal Comments   2.00   1.73 0-6  .02 .02 .00-.06 

Mothers‟ Book Total Cohesion Comments 19.78 12.86 0-57  .17 .10 .00-.47 

Note. AM = Autobiographical Memory 
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Table 4-4. Descriptive data for predictor variables (narrative coherence) 

 Frequency  Proportions 

Variable M SD Range  M  SD Range 

Mothers‟ AM Action Comments   8.84   7.33 0-29  .22 .14 .00-.68 

Mothers‟ AM Character Comments    2.62   2.51 0-11  .08 .09 .00-.33 

Mothers‟ AM Dialogue Comments    0.11   0.52 0-3  .00 .01 .00-.03 

Mothers‟ AM Internal States Comments   0.84   2.27 0-12  .02 .05 .00-.24 

Mothers‟ AM Spatial Orientations   7.73   5.86 1-27  .21 .11 .03-.43 

Mothers‟ AM Temporal Orientations   2.41   4.21 0-21  .06 .08 .00-.42 

Mothers‟ AM Total Narrative Coherence  22.54 15.22 5-72  .59 .22 .15-1.05 

Mothers‟ AM Goal Comments   2.97   1.46 1-6  .09 .05 .03-.25 

Mothers‟ AM Obstacle Comments   0.89   1.54 0-5  .02 .05 .00-.19 

Mothers‟ AM Repair Comments   0.46   0.84 0-3  .01 .02 .00-.06 

Mothers‟ AM Total Episodic Coherence   4.32   3.01 1-14  .12 .08 .04-.32 

Mothers‟ Book Action Comments 27.08 14.35 0-58  .23 .09 .00-.41 

Mothers„ Book Character Comments    4.30   2.48 0-10  .04 .02 .00-.10 

Mothers‟ Book Dialogue Comments    3.16   5.89 0-34  .03 .05 .00-.27 

Mothers‟ Book Internal States Comments   8.81   6.18 0-23  .07 .05 .00-.18 

Mothers‟ Book Spatial Orientations 12.14   6.22 0-26  .11 .05 .00-.21 

Mothers‟ Book Temporal Orientations   9.27   5.81 0-27  .08 .04 .00-.19 

Mothers‟ Book Total Narrative Coherence  78.24 35.11 0-149  .68 .22 .00-1.21 

Mothers‟ Book Goal Comments   2.22   1.46 0-5  .02 .01 .00-.05 

Mothers‟ Book Obstacle Comments   6.62   3.50 0-18  .06 .03 .00-.15 

Mothers‟ Book Repair Comments   4.57   2.61 0-10  .04 .02 .00-.10 

Mothers‟ Book Total Episodic Coherence 12.46   6.03 0-29  .12 .05 .00-.27 
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Table 4-5. Descriptive data for story comprehension and picture sequencing 

 Frequency  Proportions 

Variable M SD Range  M SD Range Possible 

Points 

Story Comprehension  11.00 3.67 4-19     20 

Picture Sequencing    3.69 2.46 0-10     10 

PS: Total On-Topic Utterances   9.66 3.60 3-19      

PS: Elaborations   8.49 0.74 3-18  .90 .13 .53-1.00  

PS: Additive Comments   0.74 1.07 0-4  .07 .09 .00-.36  

PS: Causal Comments   0.34 0.87 0-4  .03 .06 .00-.27  

PS: Temporal Comments   0.14 0.43 0-2  .01 .04 .00-.17  

PS: Total Cohesion   1.23 1.66 0-6  .11 .14 .00-.55  

PS: Action Comments   2.17 1.76 0-8  .24 .17 .00-.56  

PS: Character Comments   0.83 0.89 0-3  .08 .08 .00-.22  

PS: Dialogue Comments    0.80 0.90 0-3  .08 .09 .00-.38  

PS: Internal States Comments   0.17 0.38 0-1  .02 .04 .00-.20  

PS: Spatial Orientations   1.31 1.71 0-8  .14 .17 .00-.67  

PS: Temporal Orientations   2.89 2.15 0-8  .31 .23 .00-.83  

PS: Total Narrative Coherence   8.17 4.00 2-17  .87 .38 .29-1.83  

PS: Goal Comments   0.31 0.58 0-2  .03 .05 .00-.20  

PS: Obstacle Comments   1.17 1.20 0-4  .12 .12 .00-.40  

PS: Repair Comments   0.54 0.85 0-3  .06 .09 .00-.33  

PS: Total Episodic Coherence   2.03 2.15 0-7  .21 .20 .00-.57  

Note. PS = Picture Sequencing. 
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Table 4-6. Descriptive data for story generation 

 Frequency  Proportions 

Variable M SD Range  M SD Range Possible 

Points 

SG: Total On-Topic Utterances 36.73 12.86 21-66      

SG: Elaborations 30.57 12.03 16-60    .84 .14 .49-.98  

SG: Additive Comments   3.76   3.83 0-17    .09 .08 .00-.32  

SG: Causal Comments   1.41   2.01 0-10    .03 .04 .00-.17  

SG: Temporal Comments   1.43   1.52 0-6    .04 .03 .00-.11  

SG: Total Cohesion   6.59   6.54 0-27    .16 .12 .00-.43  

SG: Action Comments   6.89   3.14 0-16    .14 .09 .00-.44  

SG: Character Comments   2.30   2.15 0-6    .04 .05 .00-.27  

SG: Dialogue Comments    3.14   4.83 0-22    .05 .07 .00-.29  

SG: Internal States Comments   3.76   3.41 0-14    .06 .05 .00-.24  

SG: Spatial Orientations   2.86   1.87 0-8    .05 .03 .00-.17  

SG: Temporal Orientations   7.95   6.87 0-23    .11 .07 .00-.22  

SG: Total Narrative Coherence 61.27 30.76 17-124  1.67 .59 .47-2.94  

SG: Goal Comments   1.62   1.57 0-5    .03 .03 .00-.12  

SG: Obstacle Comments   8.35   5.25 0-21    .14 .08 .00-.35  

SG: Repair Comments   1.51   1.22 0-5    .03 .03 .00-.12  

SG: Total Episodic Coherence 11.49   6.59 1-26    .19 .09 .02-.47  

SG: Global Rating 14.54   5.78 6-27     28 

Note. SG = Story Generation. 
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Table 4-7. Mothers‟ consistency in style between AM and book narrative contexts 

  AM Context 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Book  1. Elaborative Statements .31         

Context 2. Elaborative Tag 

Questions 

 .23        

 3. Elaborative  

Wh-Questions 

  .21       

 4. Elaborative  

Yes-No Questions  

   -.05      

 5. Evaluations     .57**     

 6. Repetitive  

Statements 

     .42**    

 7. Repetitive  

Wh-Questions 

      .60**   

 8. Repetitive  

Yes-No Questions 

       .25  

 9. Prompts         -.05 

Note. AM = Autobiographical Memory.. *p < .05; **p < .01.  

 

Table 4-8. Mothers‟ consistency in cohesion between AM and book narrative contexts 

  AM Context 

  1 2 3 4 

Book Context 1. Additive comments .25    

 2. Causal comments  .05   

 3. Temporal comments   .29  

 4. Total Cohesion    .33* 

Note. AM = Autobiographical Memory; *p < .05; **p < .01.  
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Table 4-9. Mothers‟ consistency in coherence between AM and book narrative contexts 

  AM Context 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  11 

Book Context 1. Action  .29           

 2. Character  .11          

 3. Dialogue   .08         

 4. Internal States    .30        

 5. Spatial Orientations     .22       

 6. Temporal Orientations      .15      

 7. Total Narrative Coherence       .18     

 8. Goals        -.05    

 9. Obstacles         -.13   

 10. Repairs          .03  

 11. Total Episodic Coherence           -.09 

Note. AM = Autobiographical Memory; *p < .05; **p < .01 
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Table 4-10. Summary of paired-samples t-tests examining mothers‟ style variables between 

contexts 

  Comparison t statistic 

Mothers‟ Style Elaborative Statements AM < Book -4.97** 

 Elaborative Tag-Questions AM = Book   1.87 

 Elaborative Wh-Questions AM = Book   2.03 

 Elaborative Yes/No Questions AM > Book   7.11** 

 Evaluations AM > Book   3.66** 

 Repetitive Statements AM = Book   0.89 

 Repetitive Wh-Questions AM = Book   1.20 

 Repetitive Yes/No Questions AM > Book   5.10** 

 Prompts AM > Book   2.60* 

Note. AM = Autobiographical Memory. *p < .05; **p < .01.  

 

Table 4-11. Summary of paired samples t-tests examining mothers‟ structure variables between 

contexts 

  Comparison t statistic 

Mothers‟ Cohesion Additive Comments AM = Book          -1.02 

 Causal Comments AM < Book      -2.27* 

 Temporal Comments AM < Book      -2.17* 

Mothers‟ Narrative Coherence Action Comments AM = Book     0.45 

 Character Comments AM > Book  2.95** 

 Dialogue Comments AM < Book -3.44** 

 Internal State Comments AM < Book -5.42** 

 Spatial Orientations AM > Book  5.25** 

 Temporal Orientations AM = Book    -1.58 

Mothers‟ Episodic Coherence Goal Comments AM > Book     8.49 

 Obstacle Comments AM < Book    -3.90 

 Repair Comments AM < Book    -5.75 

Note. AM = Autobiographical Memory. *p < .05; **p < .01.  
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Table 4-12. Relations among emergent literacy and children‟s age, language, SES, and mothers‟ affect 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

1. Story Comprehension -- .33 .17 .37* .35* .52**  .29   -.12  .04    .15   -.04  .10 

2. Picture Sequencing  -- .21   .27 .35*  .42* .42*  .35* -.20   -.13   -.16 -.10 

3. SG: Global Ratings   -- .37*  .32  .31  .15  .06 -.23   -.07   -.14  .05 

4. Children‟s Age in Months    -- .37* .68**  .11 -.04 -.34*   -.04   -.36*  .04 

5. PPVT Raw Scores     -- .77**  .26 -.03  .04    .24   -.13 -.21 

6. EVT Raw Scores      --  .20  .03 -.11    .21   -.14  .04 

7. Mothers‟ Education       --  .33  .01   -.02    .17 -.21 

8. Income to Needs Ratio        -- -.09   -.20    .16  .05 

9. Mothers‟ AM Affect         --  .45**  .45**  .08 

10. Children‟s AM Involvement          --   -.09 -.03 

11. Mothers‟ Book Affect           --  .03 

12. Children‟s Book Involvement            -- 

Note. SG = Story Generation; PPVT = Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test; EVT = Expressive Vocabulary Test. *p < .05; **p < .0 

 

Table 4-13. Relations among emergent literacy and home literacy environment 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1. Story Comprehension -- .33 .17 -.10  .07 -.06   .11 .08    -.04 

2. Picture Sequencing  -- .21  .28  .02 -.12  -.01   .32 .16 

3. SG: Global Ratings   --  .16 -.08 -.07  -.19 .07 .15 

4. Mother-Child Home Interaction    --  .04  .11   .04 .17    -.01 

5. Mother-Child Outside Activities     -- -.12   .08 .31     .13 

6. Classroom Involvement      --  .34* .20  .15 

7. Child‟s Enjoyment of Reading       -- .28 .13 

8. Home Literacy History        --  .46** 

9. Mothers‟ Reading Behavior         -- 

Note. PPVT = Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test; EVT = Expressive Vocabulary Test. *p < .05; **p < .01.  
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. Table 4-14. Relations among mothers‟ AM style and emergent literacy outcomes 

  Children‟s Emergent Literacy Outcomes 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

1. Story Comprehension --  .33 .17  .35* .42**  -.25  -.07   -.08 -.02 -.21 -.31   -.11 

2. Picture Sequencing  -- .12 -.07  .06  -.11  -.10    .32 -.16 -.10  .32    .02 

3. Story Generation: Elaborations       --  .21  .20  -.25   .19   -.18 -.05 -.10 -.27    .15 

4. Elaborative Statements    -- .46** -.36*  -.15   -.32 -.24 -.32 -.40* -.46** 

5. Elaborative Tag-Questions     --  -.26  -.51**    .07  .09  .12 -.13   -.28 

6. Elaborative Wh-Questions               --  -.17    .01 -.19  .34* -.22    .02 

7. Elaborative Yes-No Questions           -- -.44** -.12 -.34*  .12    .21 

8. Evaluations            -- -.01  .23  .15    .02 

9. Repetitive Statements             --  .29  .15   -.05 

10. Repetitive Wh-Questions              --  .08   -.20 

11. Repetitive Yes-No Questions               --    .11 

12. Prompts            -- 

Note. AM = Autobiographical Memory. *p < .05; **p < .01.  
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Table 4-15. Relations among mothers‟ AM style and control variables 

   Mothers‟ Style 

Control Variables 
  

Elaborative 

Statements 

Elaborative 

Tag-Questions 

Children‟s Age              .30                 .22 

Children‟s Language PPVT Raw Scores              .08                 .28 

 EVT Raw Scores            .19  .38* 

Socioeconomic Status Mothers‟ Education            .18                 .24 

 Income to Needs Ratio            .13                 .15 

Affect Mothers‟ AM Affect .36*                 .26 

 Children‟s AM Involvement           .19                 .23 

Home Literacy Environment Mom-Child Home Interaction            .05               -.28 

 Mother-Child Outside Activities            .01                 .06 

 Classroom Involvement             .19                .14 

 Child‟s Enjoyment of Reading             .22  .39* 

 Home Literacy History             .09                 .25 

 Mom‟s Reading Behavior             .02                 .09 

Note. AM = Autobiographical Memory; PPVT = Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test; EVT = 

Expressive Vocabulary Test. *p < .05; **p < .01.  

 

Table 4-16. Results of hierarchical regression predicting children‟s story comprehension from 

mothers‟ AM statement elaborations 

 Story Comprehension  

Predictor B SE B β ΔR² 

Step 1     

      Children‟s Age in Months            .20          .14         .33  

      Raw PPVT Scores            .03          .04         .15  

      Mothers‟ AM Affect            .31          .38         .15          .17 

Step 2     

      Children‟s Age in Months            .13           .14         .22  

      Raw PPVT Scores            .03           .04         .19  

      Mothers‟ AM Affect            .32             .37         .16  

      Mothers‟ AM Elaborative Statements 7.74*   4.13* .31* .09* 

Note. AM = Autobiographical Memory; PPVT = Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test. *p < .05, 

**p < .01. 
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Table 4-17. Results of hierarchical regression predicting children‟s story comprehension from 

mothers‟ AM tag-question elaborations 

 Story Comprehension  

Predictor B SE B β ΔR² 

Step 1     

      Children‟s Age in Months        .18           .12        .31  

      Raw PPVT Scores        .03         .03        .17  

      Child‟s enjoyment of reading        .80         .74        .18 .19* 

Step 2     

      Children‟s Age in Months        .14         .12        .24  

      Raw PPVT Scores        .02         .03        .12  

      Child‟s enjoyment of reading        .15         .80        .03  

      Mothers‟ AM Elaborative Tag-Questions 48.16* 25.93* .33* .08* 

Note. AM = Autobiographical Memory; PPVT = Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test. *p < .05, 

**p < .01
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Table 4-18. Relations among mothers‟ book style and emergent literacy outcomes 

  Children‟s Emergent Literacy Outcomes 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

1. Story Comprehension --  .33 .17  .28 -.11   -.18   -.01  .09 -.11 -.55**   -.28    .10 

2. Picture Sequencing  -- .12  .17 -.20   -.12   -.18  .10 -.31  -.27   -.11    .14 

3. Story Generation Elaborations       -- -.06  .13    .08    .02 -.03 -.29  -.24    .07   -.01 

4. Elaborative Statements    --  .10 -.56** -.48** -.33* -.15 -.44** -.50**   -.37* 

5. Elaborative Tag-Questions     --   -.05  -.10 -.15   .03   .25    .11    -.28 

6. Elaborative Wh-Questions               --  .47** .44**  .34 *    .40*    .33*  .56** 

7. Elaborative Yes-No Questions           --   .02   .12   .14    .41*    .30 

8. Evaluations            --   .21   .11   -.03  .49** 

9. Repetitive Statements             --   .25    .22   -.06 

10. Repetitive Wh-Questions              --   .52**    .01 

11. Repetitive Yes-No Questions               --   -.02 

12. Prompts            -- 

Note. *p < .05; **p < .01.  
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Table 4-19. Relations among mothers‟ book repetitive wh-questions and control variables 

Control Variables    

Children‟s Age  -.38* 

Children‟s Language PPVT Raw Scores .36* 

 EVT Raw Scores  .41* 

Socioeconomic Status Mothers‟ Education                                 .13 

 Income to Needs Ratio                              .13 

Affect Mothers‟ Book Affect                               .13 

 Children‟s Book Involvement                             -.08 

Home Literacy Environment Mom-Child Home Interaction                             -.06 

 Mother-Child Outside Activities                              .07 

 Classroom Involvement                              .09 

 Child‟s Enjoyment of Reading                              .21 

 Home Literacy History                             -.06 

 Mom‟s Reading Behavior                             -.03 

Note. PPVT = Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test; EVT = Expressive Vocabulary Test. *p < .05; 

**p < .01. 

 

Table 4-20. Results of hierarchical regression predicting children‟s story comprehension from 

mothers‟ book repetitive wh-questions 

 Story Comprehension  

Predictor B SE B β ΔR² 

Step 1     

      Children‟s Age in Months          .15     .11     .25  

      Raw PPVT Scores          .04     .03     .20 .16 

Step 2     

      Children‟s Age in Months          .08     .11     .13  

      Raw PPVT Scores      .02     .03     .10  

      Mothers‟ Book Repetive Wh-Questions 108.35** 36.54** -.46** .18** 

Note. PPVT = Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test. *p < .05, **p < .01. 
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Table 4-21. Relations among mothers‟ AM cohesion and emergent literacy outcomes 

  Children‟s Emergent Literacy Outcomes 

 Story 

Comp 

Picture 

Seq 

SG 

Global 

Rating 

SG 

Additive  

SG 

Causal  

SG 

Temporal  

SG 

Total 

Cohesion 

Mothers‟ Cohesion        

Additive comments -.02   -.17  .03 -.01    

Causal comments  .14  .51** -.13          -.17   

Temporal comments  .03   -.05 -.25              .16  

Total cohesion  .05    .09 -.08    .06 

Note. AM = Autobiographical Memory; Story Comp = Story Comprehension; Picture Seq = 

Picture Sequencing; SG = Story Generation. *p < .05; **p < .01.  

 

Table 4-22. Relations among mothers‟ AM causal comments and control variables 

Control Variables    

Children‟s Age                                     .27 

Children‟s Language PPVT Raw Scores  .35* 

 EVT Raw Scores  .42* 

Socioeconomic Status Mothers‟ Education  .42* 

 Income to Needs Ratio  .35* 

Affect Mothers‟ AM Affect                                   -.04 

 Children‟s AM Involvement                                    .12 

Home Literacy Environment Mother-Child Home Interaction                                    .28 

 Mother-Child Outside Activities                                    .08 

 Classroom Involvement                                   -.06 

 Child‟s Enjoyment of Reading                                   -.01 

 Home Literacy History                                    .03 

 Mom‟s Reading Behavior                                   .16 

Note. AM = Autobiographical Memory; PPVT = Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test; EVT = 

Expressive Vocabulary Test. *p < .05; **p < .01.  
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Table 4-23. Results of hierarchical regression predicting children‟s picture sequencing from 

mothers‟ AM causal comments 

 Picture Sequencing  

Predictor B SE B β ΔR² 

Step 1     

      Children‟s Age in Months      .06      .08    .15  

      PPVT Raw Score      .02      .02    .16  

      Mothers‟ Education      .23      .19    .20  

      Family Income       .59*        .21*      .44* .43** 

Step 2     

      Children‟s Age in Months     -.02      .07    -.05  

      PPVT Raw Score      .01       .02     .06  

      Mothers‟ Education      .24       .16     .21  

      Family Income      .63**   .18**  .47**  

      Mothers‟ AM Causal Comments 24.28** 7.57**  .49** .17** 

Note. AM = Autobiographical Memory; PPVT = Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test. *p < .05, 

**p < .01. Using transformed Picture Sequencing scores as the dependent variable resulted in 

ΔR² = .11, p < .05.  

 

Table 4-24. Relations among mothers‟ book cohesion and emergent literacy outcomes 

 Children‟s Emergent Literacy Outcomes 

 Story 

Comp 

Picture 

Seq 

SG 

Global 

Rating 

SG 

Additive  

SG 

Causal  

SG 

Temporal  

SG 

Total 

Cohesion 

Mothers‟ Cohesion        

Additive comments .23 .11 -.02 .24    

Causal comments .27 .01 -.19          .15   

Temporal comments .19 .18 -.19              .18  

Total Cohesion .29 .10 -.11    .28 

Note. Story Comp = Story Comprehension; Picture Seq = Picture Sequencing; SG = Story 

Generation. *p < .05; **p < .01.  
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Table 4-25. Relations among mothers‟ AM coherence and emergent literacy outcomes 

 Children‟s Emergent Literacy Outcomes  

 Story 

Comp 

Pictur

e Seq 

SG 

Global 

Rating 

SG  

Action  

SG 

Character  

SG 

Dialogue  

SG 

Internal 

State  

SG  

Spatial 

Orientation  

SG  

Temporal 

Orientation 

SG Total 

Narrative 

Coherence 

 

Mothers‟ AM 

Coherence  

          

Action Comments   .15 -.04  .12 -.01       

Character Comments   -.07  .15 -.01  .18      

Dialogue Comments   .10 -.12 -.06   -.13     

Internal States    .02 -.12  .06    .12    

Spatial Orientations   -.08  .26  .26     -.10   

Temporal Orientations  .34*  .17 -.11      .20  

Total Narrative 

Coherence 

  .17  .21  .18       .01 

Note. AM = Autobiographical Memory; Story Comp = Story Comprehension; Picture Seq = Picture Sequencing. *p < .05; **p < .01.  
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Table 4-26. Relations among mothers‟ AM temporal orientations and control variables 

Control Variables    

Children‟s Age                                   .14 

Children‟s Language PPVT Raw Scores  .33* 

 EVT Raw Scores                                   .21 

Socioeconomic Status Mothers‟ Education                                   .34 

 Income to Needs Ratio                                   .02 

Affect Mothers‟ AM Affect                                   .20 

 Children‟s AM Involvement                                  -.02 

Home Literacy Environment Mother-Child Home Interaction                                  -.01 

 Mother-Child Outside Activities                                   .28 

 Classroom Involvement                                   .04 

 Child‟s Enjoyment of Reading                                  -.16 

 Home Literacy History  .37* 

 Mom‟s Reading Behavior                                  .10 

Note. AM = Autobiographical Memory; PPVT = Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test; EVT = 

Expressive Vocabulary Test. *p < .05; **p < .01.  

 

Table 4-27. Results of hiearchical regression predicting children‟s story comprehension from 

mothers‟ AM temporal orientations 

 Story Comprehension  

Predictor B SE B β ΔR² 

Step 1     

      Children‟s Age in Months          .25           .13           .41  

      Raw PPVT Scores        .01            .04           .05  

      Home Literacy History        .13            .18           .12  

      Children‟s AM Temporal Orientations 9.75* 4.12* .37* .31* 

Step 2     

      Children‟s Age in Months          .24            .13          .40  

      Raw PPVT Scores        .01            .04          .03  

      Home Literacy History        .10           .20          .09  

      Children‟s AM Temporal Orientations      8.78         4.71          .33  

      Mothers‟ AM Temporal Orientations      3.87         8.74          .09          .01 

Note. AM = Autobiographical Memory; PPVT = Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test. *p < .05; 

**p < .01.  
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Table 4-28. Relations among mothers‟ AM episodic coherence and emergent literacy outcomes 

 Children‟s Emergent Literacy Outcomes 

 

Story 

Comp 

Picture 

Seq 

SG 

Global 

Ratings 

SG  

Goal 

SG 

Obstacle 

SG  

Repair 

SG Total 

Episodic 

Coherence 

Goal  .08  .12  .46**  .03    

Obstacle  .01 -.17 -.06  -.16   

Repair -.04 -.08  .13   .02  

Total Episodic 

Coherence 

 .04 -.06  .27    -.03 

Note. Story Comp = Story Comprehension; Picture Seq = Picture Sequencing. *p < .05; **p < 

.01.  

 

 

Note. AM = Autobiographical Memory; PPVT = Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test; EVT = 

Expressive Vocabulary Test. *p < .05; **p < .01.  

 

 

 

 

Table 4-29. Relation among mothers‟ AM goal comments and control variables 

Control Variables   Mothers‟ Goal Comments 

Children‟s Age                                    .27 

Children‟s Language PPVT Raw Scores                                   .19 

 EVT Raw Scores                                   .11 

Socioeconomic Status Mothers‟ Education                                   .14 

 Income to Needs Ratio                                  -.04 

Affect Mothers‟ AM Affect -.34* 

 Children‟s AM Involvement                                  -.33 

Home Literacy Environment Mother-Child Home Interaction                                   .28 

 Mother-Child Outside Activities                                   .10 

 Classroom Involvement                                   .17 

 Child‟s Enjoyment of Reading                                  -.25 

 Home Literacy History                                   .16 

 Mom‟s Reading Behavior                                   .23 
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Table 4-30. Results of hierarchical regression predicting global ratings of children‟s story 

generation from mothers‟ AM goal comments 

 Story Generation Global Ratings 

Predictor B SE B β ΔR² 

Step 1     

      Children‟s Age in Months            .31         .16           .33  

      Mothers‟ AM Affect          -.37         .56          -.11           .15 

Step 2      

      Children‟s Age in Months           .24          .16           .25  

      Mothers‟ AM Affect          -.02           .55          -.01  

      Mothers‟ AM Goal Comments 49.02* 20.73*  .39* .13* 

Note. AM = Autobiographical Memory; PPVT = Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test. *p < .05; 

**p < .01.  

 

Table 4-31. Relations among global ratings of mothers‟ narratives and children‟s emergent 

literacy outcomes 

 Ratings of Mothers in AM Context 

Story Comprehension                                                     .20 

Picture Sequencing                                                 .01 

SG: Elaborations                                                -.08 

SG: Total Cohesion                                                 .15 

SG: Total Narrative Coherence                                                 -.39* 

SG: Total Episodic Coherence  .46** 

SG Global Rating                                               -.23 

Note. SG = Story Generation; AM = Autobiographical Memory. *p < .05; **p < .01.  
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Table 4-32. Relations among global ratings of mothers‟ narratives and control variables 

Control Variables   Global Ratings of 

Mothers in AM Context 

Children‟s Age   .04 

Children‟s Language PPVT Raw Scores .21 

 EVT Raw Scores .39* 

Socioeconomic Status Mothers‟ Education .15 

 Income to Needs Ratio -.06 

Affect Mothers‟ AM Affect .34* 

 Children‟s AM Involvement  .58** 

Home Literacy Environment Mother-Child Home Interaction -.22 

 Mother-Child Outside Activities .27 

 Number of Literacy Materials -.12 

 Classroom Involvement .07 

 Child‟s Enjoyment of Reading  .57** 

 Home Literacy History .13 

 Mom‟s Reading Behavior -.18 

Note. PPVT = Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test; EVT = Expressive Vocabulary Test; AM = 

Autobiographical Memory. 

 

Table 4-33. Relations among children‟s story generation variables and control variables 

Control Variables   SG: Total    

    Narrative  

    Coherence 

SG: Total  

    Episodic  

    Coherence 

Children‟s Age  -.24           .25 

Children‟s Language PPVT Raw Scores -.15  .47** 

 EVT Raw Scores -.27  .46** 

Socioeconomic Status Mothers‟ Education -.27  .45** 

 Income to Needs Ratio -.28           .27 

Affect Mothers‟ AM Affect -.01          -.02 

 Children‟s AM Involvement -.13           .25 

Home Literacy 

Environment 

Mother-Child Home Interaction -.15           .03 

 Mother-Child Outside Activities -.18          .26 

 Classroom Involvement .19         -.20 

 Child‟s Enjoyment of Reading -.10          .07  

 Home Literacy History .07          .06 

 Mom‟s Reading Behavior .21          .04 

Note: SG = Story Generation; PPVT = Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test; EVT = Expressive 

Vocabulary Test; AM = Autobiographical Memory. 
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Table 4-34. Results of hierarchical regression predicting children‟s story generation total 

narrative coherence from global ratings of mothers‟ AM narratives 

 Story Generation Total Narrative 

Coherence   

Predictor B SE B β ΔR² 

Step 1     

      Raw EVT Scores  .01 .01 -.22  

      Child‟s Enjoyment of Reading -.01 .02 -.04  

      Mothers‟ AM Affect  .01 .01  .03  

      Children‟s AM Involvement -.01 .03 -.09 .07 

Step 2     

      Raw EVT Scores  .00 .01 -.08  

      Child‟s Enjoyment of Reading  .02 .03  .17  

      Mothers‟ AM Affect  .01 .01  .08  

      Children‟s AM Involvement  .01 .03  .09  

      Global Ratings of Mothers‟ AM Narratives -.01 .01 -.52 .12 

Note. EVT = Expressive Vocabulary Test; AM = Autobiographical Memory. *p < .05, **p < .01. 

 

Table 4-35. Results of hierarchical regression predicting children‟s story generation total 

episodic coherence from global ratings of mothers‟ AM narratives 

 Story Generation Total Episodic Coherence   

Predictor B SE B β ΔR² 

Step 1     

      Raw PPVT Scores          .01        .01        .33  

      Mothers‟ Education  .02* .01*  .35*  

      Child‟s Enjoyment of Reading          .01        .02        .03  

      Mothers‟ AM Affect        -.01        .01       -.16  

      Children‟s AM Involvement         .04        .03        .22 .37* 

Step 2     

      Raw PPVT Scores         .01        .01        .30  

      Mothers‟ Education         .01        .01        .31  

      Child‟s Enjoyment of Reading       -.02         .02       -.19  

      Mothers‟ AM Affect       -.01        .01       -.17  

      Children‟s AM Involvement         .01        .03        .05  

      Global Ratings of Mothers‟ AM 

Narratives 

 .01* .01*  .49* .12* 

Note. EVT = Expressive Vocabulary Test; AM = Autobiographical Memory. *p < .05, **p < .01. 
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Table 4-36. Relations among mothers‟ book coherence and emergent literacy outcomes 

 Children‟s Emergent Literacy Outcomes 

 Story 

Comp 

Picture 

Seq 

SG 

Global 

Ratings 

SG 

Action  

SG 

Character  

SG 

Dialogue  

SG 

Internal 

State  

SG   

Spatial 

Orientation  

SG 

Temporal 

Orientations 

 

SG Total 

Narrative 

Coherence 

Mothers‟ Book  

    Coherence  

          

Action  .13   .18 -.14 .04       

Character  .12 .34*  .13  .03      

Dialogue -.01   .13 -.05   .14     

Internal States  .23   .01  .06    .03    

Spatial  

    Orientations 

 .19   .15 -.17     .18   

Temporal     

    Orientations 

 .12   .26  .12      -.06  

Total Narrative  

    Coherence 

 .19   .29 -.10       -.03 

Note. Story Comp = Story Comprehension; Picture Seq = Picture Sequencing. *p < .05; **p < .01. 
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Table 4-37. Relations among mothers‟ book global coherence and emergent literacy outcomes 

 Children‟s Emergent Literacy Outcomes 

 Story 

Comp 

Picture 

Seq 

SG 

Global 

Ratings 

SG  

Goal 

SG 

Obstacle 

SG  

Repair 

SG Total 

Episodic 

Coherence 

Goal -.04   .01 -.15 -.24    

Obstacle  .21  .48**  .02  .04   

Repair -.11 -.01 -.29   .09  

Total Episodic  

    Coherence 

 .04  .25 -.19    .08 

Note. Story Comp = Story Comprehension; Picture Seq = Picture Sequencing. *p < .05; **p < 

.01.  

 

Table 4-38. Relations among mothers‟ book global coherence and control variables 

Control Variables   Mothers‟ Obstacle Comments 

Children‟s Age   .38* 

Children‟s Language PPVT Raw Scores                                         .18 

 EVT Raw Scores                                         .29 

Socioeconomic Status Mothers‟ Education                                         .08 

 Income to Needs Ratio                                        -.01 

Affect Mothers‟ Book Affect                                        -.07 

 Children‟s Book Involvement                                          .01 

Home Literacy Environment Mother-Child Home Interaction                                        -.20 

 Mother-Child Outside Activities                              -.28 

 Classroom Involvement                                         .11 

 Child‟s Enjoyment of Reading                                        -.11 

 Home Literacy History                                         -.13 

 Mom‟s Reading Behavior                                         -.17 

Note. AM = Autobiographical Memory; PPVT = Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test; EVT = 

Expressive Vocabulary Test. *p < .05; **p < .01.  
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Table 4-39. Results of hierarchical regression predicting children‟s picture sequencing from 

mothers‟ book obstacle comments 

 Picture Sequencing  

Predictor B SE B β ΔR² 

Step 1     

      Children‟s Age in Months         .06        .08          .15  

      Raw PPVT Scores         .02        .02          .16  

      Mothers‟ Education         .23        .19          .20  

      Family Income           .59*            .21*  .44* .43** 

Step 2     

      Children‟s Age in Months          .01        .07         .02  

      Raw PPVT Scores          .02        .02         .18  

      Mothers‟ Education          .23        .17         .20  

      Family Income          .40        .20         .30  

      Mothers‟ Book Obstacle Comments 34.51*      12.74*  .41*         .13* 

Note. PPVT = Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test. Using transformed Picture Sequencing scores 

as the dependent variable resulted in ΔR² = .11, p = .04 at step 2. *p < .05, **p < .01. 

 

Table 4-40. Relations among global ratings of mothers‟ narratives and children‟s emergent 

literacy outcomes 

 Ratings of Mothers in Book Context 

Story Comprehension  .20 

Picture Sequencing  .22 

SG: Elaborations -.22 

SG: Total Cohesion -.14 

SG: Total Narrative Coherence  .05 

SG: Total Episodic Coherence  .14 

SG Global Rating -.16 

Note. SG = Story Generation. *p < .05; **p < .01.  
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Table 4-41. Relations among mothers‟ AM style and cohesion 

  Mothers‟ Cohesion 

  Additive 

Comments 

Causal 

Comments 

Temporal 

Comments 

Mothers‟ Style Elaborative Statements  .42*  .19             .30 

 Elaborative Tag-Questions           .32  .25   .34* 

 Elaborative Wh-Questions         -.23 -.13            .03 

 Elaborative Yes-No Questions         -.08 -.18            .03 

 Evaluations            -.24  .09 -.33* 

 Repetitive Statements          -.05 -.17           -.06 

 Repetitive Wh-Questions          -.07 -.14           -.11 

 Repetitive Yes-No Questions          -.09  .10           -.10 

 Prompts          -.09 -.20           -.30 

Note. AM = Autobiographical Memory. *p < .05; **p < .01.  

 

Table 4-42. Relations among mothers‟ AM style and narrative coherence 

 Mothers‟ Narrative Coherence 

Mothers‟ Style Action  Character  Dialogue Internal 

States 

Spatial 

Orienta-

tions 

Temporal 

Orienta-

tions 

Elaborative Statements  .20 -.13  .12  .37*  .18  .13 

Elaborative Tag-Questions  -.06 -.14  .43**  .38* -.16  .21 

Elaborative Wh-Questions -.20  .43** -.13 -.33*  .14 -.19 

Elaborative Yes-No Questions  .13  .08 -.08 -.31  .07  .11 

Evaluations -.22  .02 -.04  .05 -.26 -.16 

Repetitive Statements  .17 -.33* -.09 -.03 -.05  .17 

Repetitive Wh-Questions  .09  .14  .11 -.09  .03 -.04 

Repetitive Yes-No Questions -.20  .09 -.07  .11 -.04  .15 

Prompts -.05 -.13 -.13 -.21 -.11  .06 

Note. AM = Autobiographical Memory. *p < .05; **p < .01.  
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Table 4-43. Relations among mothers‟ AM style and episodic coherence 

  Mothers‟ Episodic Coherence 

  Goal  Obstacle Repair 

Mothers‟ Style Elaborative Statements  .34*  .12             -.14 

 Elaborative Tag-Questions           -.30  .08             -.08 

 Elaborative Wh-Questions            -.14 -.27             -.15 

 Elaborative Yes-No Questions  .33* -.09             -.02 

 Evaluations          -.28  .04              .07 

 Repetitive Statements          -.11  .19  .39* 

 Repetitive Wh-Questions         -.17 -.13              .12 

 Repetitive Yes-No Questions          -.10  .15              .11 

 Prompts          -.23 -.17             -.12 

Note. AM = Autobiographical Memory. *p < .05; **p < .01.  

 

Table 4-44. Relations among mothers‟ book style and cohesion 

  Mothers‟ Cohesion 

  Additive 

Comments 

Causal 

Comments 

Temporal 

Comments 

Mothers‟ Style Elaborative Statements  .71**  .55**  .45** 

 Elaborative Tag-Questions  .02  .16  .05 

 Elaborative Wh-Questions -.37* -.25 -.32 

 Elaborative Yes-No Questions -.29 -.23 -.16 

 Evaluations .48** -.13 -.37* 

 Repetitive Statements -.22  .01 -.12 

 Repetitive Wh-Questions -.30 -.29 -.08 

 Repetitive Yes-No Questions -.28 -.29  .09 

 Prompts -.24  .06 -.24 

Note. *p < .05; **p < .01.  
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Table 4-45. Relations among mothers‟ book style and narrative coherence 

 Mothers‟ Narrative Coherence    

Mothers‟ Book Style Action  Character  Dialogue Internal 

States 

Spatial 

Orienta-

tions 

Temporal 

Orienta-

tions 

Elaborative Statements  .54**  .57**  .33*  .43**  .51**  .42* 

Elaborative Tag-Questions    .13    .18       .16     .11     -.02       -.04 

Elaborative Wh-Questions    .02    .16      -.21    -.20     -.09       -.06 

Elaborative Yes-No Questions   -.18    .01      -.30 .04       .18       -.17 

Evaluations   -.18   -.24       .04 -.44**     -.16       -.06 

Repetitive Statements   -.07   -.07      -.11    -.03       .12       -.17 

Repetitive Wh-Questions   -.03     -.33*       .01    -.16  -.31       -.15 

Repetitive Yes-No Questions   -.13   -.14      -.07    -.22  -.04        -.37* 

Prompts   -.02   -.13      -.23    -.07  -.11       .17 

Note. *p < .05; **p < .01.  

 

Table 4-46. Relations among mothers‟ book style and episodic coherence 

  Mothers‟ Episodic Coherence 

  Goal  Obstacle Repair 

Mothers‟ Style Elaborative Statements  .23  .62**  .50** 

 Elaborative Tag-Questions   .16       -.16       .08 

 Elaborative Wh-Questions  .17       -.11       .09 

 Elaborative Yes-No Questions  .05       -.33      -.14 

 Evaluations -.02        .01       .01 

 Repetitive Statements  .23       -.05       .12 

 Repetitive Wh-Questions  .20         -.42*      -.13 

 Repetitive Yes-No Questions -.11 -.53**      -.15 

 Prompts  .03        .12      -.06 

Note. *p < .05; **p < .01.  
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Table 4-47. Relations among mothers‟ narrative style and children‟s TERA scores 

  TERA Scores  TERA Scores 

Mothers‟ AM Style   Mothers‟ Book Style  

Elaborative Statements  .03 Elaborative Statements -.03 

Elaborative Tag-Questions  .22 Elaborative Tag-Questions -.12 

Elaborative Wh-Questions -.31 Elaborative Wh-Questions -.14 

Elaborative Yes-no Questions -.03 Elaborative Yes-no Questions -.06 

Evaluations  .29 Evaluations  .12 

Repetitive Statement  .05 Repetitive Statement -.04 

Repetitive Wh-Questions -.07 Repetitive Wh-Questions -.19 

Repetitive Yes-No Questions  .01 Repetitive Yes-No Questions -.13 

Prompts -.09 Prompts  .10 

Note. TERA = Test of Early Reading Ability; AM = Autobiographical Memory. *p < .05; **p < 

.01.  

 

Table 4-48. Relations among mothers‟ narrative cohesion and children‟s TERA scores 

  TERA Scores  TERA Scores 

Mothers‟ AM Cohesion  Mothers‟ Book Cohesion  

Additive comments -.13 Additive comments -.03 

Causal comments  .18 Causal comments -.18 

Temporal comments -.08 Temporal comments -.06 

Total Cohesion -.04 Total Cohesion -.09 

Note. TERA = Test of Early Reading Ability; AM = Autobiographical Memory. *p < .05; **p < 

.01.  

 

Table 4-49. Relations among mothers‟ coherence and children‟s TERA scores 

  TERA Scores  TERA Scores 

Mothers‟ AM Coherence  Mothers‟ Book Coherence  

Action  .16 Action -.14 

Character -.22 Character -.14 

Dialogue  .12 Dialogue -.29 

Internal States  .08 Internal States  .14 

Spatial Orientations  .07 Spatial Orientations  .11 

Temporal Orientations  .16 Temporal Orientations  .16 

Total Narrative Coherence  .13 Total Narrative Coherence -.07 

Goal  .08 Goal -.11 

Obstacle -.01 Obstacle  .04 

Repair -.12 Repair -.12 

Total Episodic Coherence  .01 Total Episodic Coherence -.04 

Note. TERA = Test of Early Reading Ability; AM = Autobiographical Memory. *p < .05; **p < 

.01.  
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Table 4-50. Results of hierarchical regression predicting children‟s story comprehension from 

multiple predictors 

 Story Comprehension  

Predictor B SE B β ΔR² 

Step 1     

      Children‟s Age in Months          .15      .11     .25  

      Raw PPVT Scores          .04      .03     .20  .16 

Step 2     

      Children‟s Age in Months      .06      .10     .09  

      Raw PPVT Scores      .01      .03     .03  

      Mothers‟ AM Elaborative Statements          .71    4.02     .03  

      Mothers‟ AM Elaborative Tag-Questions   50.35*    23.34*       .34*  

      Mothers‟ Book Repetitive Wh-questions -109.22** 35.70** -.47** .29** 

Note. PPVT = Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test; AM = Autobiographical Memory. *p < .05, 

**p < .01. 

 

 

Table 4-51. Results of hierarchical regression predicting children‟s picture sequencing from 

multiple predictors 

 Picture Sequencing  

Predictor B SE B β ΔR² 

Step 1     

      Raw PPVT Scores        .03       .02      .24  

      Mothers‟ Education        .24       .19      .21  

      Family Income     .60**     .21** .45** .42** 

Step 2     

      Raw PPVT Scores           .01       .02      .05  

      Mothers‟ Education          .24       .15      .21  

      Family Income           .48*         .18*       .36*  

      Mothers‟ AM Causal Comments       18.24*       6.99*       .37*  

      Mothers‟ Book Obstacle Comments        23.92*      11.63*       .29* .24** 

Note. PPVT = Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test; AM = Autobiographical Memory. Using 

transformed Picture Sequencing scores as the dependent variable resulted in ΔR² = .15, p = .05 at 

step 2. *p < .05, **p < .01. 
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Figure 4-1. Summary of Relations that Remained between Predictor Variables and Outcome 

Variables after Control Variables were Entered into Hierarchical Regressions 
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Predictor Variables Control Variables 

AM Elaborative 

Statements 

AM Affect 

AM Elaborative Tag-

Questions 

Expressive Vocabulary 

 Child‟s Enjoyment of Reading 

Book Repetitive Wh-

Questions 

Age 

 Receptive Vocabulary 

 Expressive Vocabulary 

AM Causal 

Comments 

Receptive Vocabulary 

 Expressive Vocabulary 

 Family Income 

Book Obstacle 

Comments 

Age 

  

AM Goal Comments Mothers‟ Affect 

AM Narrative Quality Expressive Vocabulary 

 Child‟s Enjoyment of Reading 

 

 Mothers‟ AM Affect 

 Child‟s AM Involvement 

 

Figure 4-2. Summary of Control Variables Related to the Predictor and Outcome Variables in 

Figure 4-1 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

The overarching purpose of this study was to examine how mothers‟ contribution during 

mother-child narratives predicted children‟s independent emergent literacy skills. This study was 

very comprehensive in that multiple aspects of children‟s emergent literacy skills were 

measured; several variables were controlled for; mothers and children participated in two 

narrative contexts; and mothers‟ narratives were assessed in multiple ways (i.e., style, cohesion, 

coherence, globally). The results will be discussed in terms of children‟s emergent literacy 

skills—story comprehension, picture sequencing, and story generation; and the aspects of 

mothers‟ narratives that predicted these outcomes. Recall that the first three hypotheses of this 

study were that mothers‟ style and structure during their AM and book narratives with children 

would be related to children‟s emergent literacy outcomes. 

Children’s Story Comprehension 

In terms of children‟s story comprehension, mothers‟ narrative style appeared to be the 

best predictor. Mothers‟ AM elaborative statements and elaborative tag-questions were 

significant predictors of children‟s story comprehension. Additionally, mothers who used fewer 

repetitive wh-questions in the book context had children with better story comprehension scores. 

Mothers‟ narrative structure (i.e., cohesion, narrative and episodic coherence, and global ratings) 

on the other hand, did not predict children‟s story comprehension scores.  

Mothers’ AM Elaborative Style and Children’s Story Comprehension 

 One of the main findings from this study was that mothers‟ elaborative statements and 

elaborative tag-questions during mother-child AM narratives significantly predicted children‟s 

story comprehension scores. As mentioned above, there is limited research on the role of 

mothers‟ AM narratives in children‟s emergent literacy. Beals (2001) found that mothers‟ 
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narrative talk during mealtimes was related to children‟s story comprehension. However, 

narrative talk included both past events and future events and was not coded based on utterance 

type. In the only study to directly examine the relationship between mothers‟ AM talk and 

children‟s story comprehension, Elaine Reese (1995) found that elaborations played an important 

role in children‟s story comprehension. Reese (1995) examined mother-child AM narratives and 

mother-child book narratives when children were 40, 46, and 58 months old, as well as literacy 

outcomes at 70 months. She found that mothers‟ average use of elaborations during AM talk 

over time did not predict children‟s story comprehension; however mothers‟ change in use of 

elaborations during AM talk over time did significantly predicted children‟s story 

comprehension, even after controlling for children‟s own changing participation in AM 

narratives.  

 The current study adds to Reese‟s findings in some important ways. First, the current 

study examined mother-child AM narratives concurrently with children‟s emergent literacy 

skills. Although the longitudinal relationship between mothers‟ narrative style and children‟s 

later literacy skills is important, it is also valuable to understand how mothers directly influence 

children‟s literacy at the same time point. Additionally, there are several factors that were 

controlled for in the current study that were not assessed in Reese‟s study. Thus, the current 

study provides even stronger support for the independent role of mothers‟ AM narratives in 

children‟s story comprehension. In addition to the factors that were controlled for in both studies 

(i.e., children‟s age and children‟s own participation in AM narratives), the current study also 

took into account mothers‟ affect during AM narratives, and several aspects of the child‟s home 

literacy environment that have been argued to be important in children‟s emergent literacy. 

Reese (1995) pointed out that the relationship between mothers‟ elaborations and children‟s 
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literacy outcomes may reflect a more general style of mothers‟ engagement and encouragement 

of children‟s participation. In the current study, mothers‟ affect during AM narratives was 

controlled for; additionally, elaborations in another narrative context—mother-child book 

narratives—did not predict children‟s literacy outcomes. Thus, the current study extends the 

findings of Reese (1995) and provides even stronger support for the unique influence of mothers‟ 

AM elaborations in children‟s story comprehension.  

Another contribution of the current study is the detailed analysis of mothers‟ elaborations 

in relation to children‟s emergent literacy outcomes. Several studies of mother-child AM 

narratives have distinguished between statements and questions and found that mothers‟ 

elaborative wh-questions seem to be particularly facilitative of children‟s participation in 

memory talk (e.g., Farrant and Reese, 2000; Reese & Fivush, 1993; Reese et al., 1993); whereas 

there are mixed results regarding the role of mothers‟ elaborative statements (e.g., Farrant & 

Reese, 2000; Reese & Brown, 2000). Thus, Reese (1995) may have found that mothers‟ average 

use of elaborations did not predict children‟s story comprehension (whereas mothers‟ changing 

use of elaborations did) because the relative role of questions and statements may be masked 

when combined. In fact, in the current study when elaborations were collapsed into the same 

category, the relationship between mothers‟ elaborations and children‟s story comprehension 

was no longer significant.  

In addition to the distinction between elaborative statements and elaborative questions, 

the current study also further examined elaborative questions as wh-, yes-no, or tag-questions. 

Researchers have not examined elaborative tag-questions independently. Rather, they typically 

have been coded as elaborative yes-no questions (e.g., Farrant & Reese, 2000; Reese & Brown, 

2000). The current results indicated that mothers‟ AM elaborative tag-questions, but not 
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elaborative wh- or yes-no questions, were significantly related to children‟s story 

comprehension. These finding highlight the importance of distinguishing between different types 

of elaborative questions. Additionally, mothers‟ elaborative statements were also predictive of 

children‟s story comprehension skills. Elaborative statements and tag-questions are functionally 

very similar. Elaborative statements simply provide the child with a new piece of information 

without requiring a response (e.g., We went to the beach); and elaborative tag-questions also 

provide the child with a new piece of information, but request confirmation of that information 

(e.g., We went to the beach, didn’t we?). The current results show the importance of examining 

these types of questions individually. In fact, when elaborative statements and elaborative tag-

questions were examined simultaneously, elaborative tag-questions were a better predictor of 

children‟s story comprehension scores even though both types of utterance independently 

predicted story comprehension when examined in separate regressions. 

These results suggest that elaborative tag-questions during AM talk play a special role in 

children‟s story comprehension skills. When mothers ask elaborative tag-questions during AM 

talk, they are providing children with new information about the event which places little 

demand children. In this way, parents are simply “telling” the story, much like parents do when 

they read books with text. However, the addition of the tag question may function to engage 

children in the conversation. Interestingly, mothers did not tend to use many of these utterances 

in their talk about the past. As shown in Table 3, mothers asked an average of 1.08 elaborative 

tag-questions per AM event, which was far fewer than the number of elaborative statements; 

however, these questions ranged from 0-10. Thus, even if few on average, mothers produced a 

range of these types of questions. And when mothers asked more of these types of questions, 

children had better story comprehension scores. Mothers may be using these questions to gauge 
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children‟s interest in the story, and to ensure that they are attending to what is being said. Thus, 

mothers who monitor their children‟s comprehension of an AM event may be setting the stage 

for how to listen to a story and comprehend what is being said—much like children were asked 

to do in the story comprehension task.  

Mothers‟ elaborative statements and tag-questions during AM conversations with 

children may also be important for children‟s story comprehension because it is these utterances 

that draw children‟s attention to the structure of the story. Researchers have argued that in the 

preschool years, children rely more heavily on mothers‟ scaffolding of AM narratives than in 

later years. Preschoolers need the support of mothers to fill in the information that children may 

not readily remember (Fivush et al., 2006). In this way, mother-child AM narratives and adult-

child book reading interactions may be very similar in that a more knowledgeable partner 

provides the majority of the information through statements, and periodically stops to request 

children‟s input.  

The difference in these contexts, however, is that adult-child book reading does not 

necessarily have to involve mother and child. Regardless of who the adult is, the adult will be a 

more knowledgeable partner because they can read the text and guide the child through the story. 

There are several studies of how other adults, such as preschool teachers, can facilitate children‟s 

understanding of and participation in storybooks (e.g., Albanese & Antoniotti, 1997; Dickinson 

& Smith, 1994). AM narratives, however, do require the mothers‟ participation, or at least 

another adult who was also there during the event. Because these narratives are personally 

meaningful, factual events, preschool children rely on the scaffolding of a more experienced 

partner who also experienced the event. Only someone who experienced the event with the child 

can provide them with the specific information about what happened, who was there, etc. During 
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narratives of past events, then, mothers are providing another context for children to learn about 

storytelling, but in a personally meaningful way. Mothers who are more elaborative during these 

narratives may promote children‟s understanding of stories in general—even when the story is 

told by someone who they do not sustained contact with (an experimenter).  

The current results did suggest that the two contexts examined were distinct narrative 

contexts. Reese (1995) argued that [mother-child AM narratives] “have nothing to do with 

storybooks or print.” However, above it was argued that these two contexts share important 

characteristics. As two different types of narrative, they both involve the temporal sequencing of 

events; explanation of causal relationships; and inclusion of important information, such as who 

was there and where the event took place. So how can these two arguments be reconciled? 

Although the only narrative variable that mothers used consistently between contexts was total 

cohesion, and not narrative or episodic coherence, this does not mean that these two contexts do 

not have common characteristics. Mothers‟ use of narrative structure in these two contexts may 

just play different roles in children‟s emergent literacy. For example, episodic coherence in the 

book context (i.e., obstacle comments); and episodic coherence in the AM context (i.e., goal 

comments) both predicted children‟s emergent literacy outcomes, just in different ways. 

Mothers’ Book Repetitive Wh-Questions and Children’s Story Comprehension 

Interestingly, mothers‟ elaborations during the mother-child book reading context were 

not related to any of the emergent literacy outcomes. However, mothers‟ repetitive wh-questions 

were negatively related to children‟s story comprehension scores, indicating that mothers who 

asked fewer repetitive wh-questions had children who performed better on the story 

comprehension task. Even after controlling for children‟s age and receptive vocabulary scores, 

mothers‟ repetitive wh-questions added unique variance to children‟s story comprehension 

scores. Many studies have also examined parents‟ use of questions to facilitate children‟s 
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participation during storybook interactions. However, unlike the coding scheme used in the 

current study, the studies of book reading interactions do not typically examine elaborative 

versus repetitive questions. Researchers argue that questions, particularly wh-questions, facilitate 

children‟s participation during parent-child book reading and lead to increases in children‟s 

language abilities. In fact, as mentioned above, a particular approach to adult-child reading—

dialogical reading—emphasizes asking children wh-questions during book reading to facilitate 

their participation as part of an overall interactive approach to reading with children. This 

approach was first implemented by Whitehurst et al. (1988); and several intervention studies 

have since demonstrated its effectiveness (see Mol, Bus, de Jong, & Smeets, 2008 for a meta-

analysis of dialogic intervention studies).  

The current results suggest that it may be important to measure not only wh-questions, 

but also whether these questions provide new information or repeat prior information. It seems 

that mothers‟ increased use of repetitive wh-questions were related to lower story comprehension 

scores. It may be that when mothers repeat wh-questions, they are not encouraging children‟s 

comprehension of the story. A more beneficial strategy may be to provide an elaborative 

statement rather than continuing to probe children for an expected answer.  

These results also highlight that it is important to examine mothers‟ behaviors in relation 

to children‟s abilities with another adult, much like they are required to do in school. Other 

studies have also found that mothers‟ behaviors during mother-child book reading were not 

related to children‟s story comprehension independent of mothers. Sonnenschein and 

Munsterman (2002) found that children‟s story comprehension in kindergarten was not related to 

mothers‟ immediate, non-immediate, or story structure comments during mother-child book 

reading interactions the year prior. Additionally, in a training study, Reese and Cox (1999) 
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assigned mothers to one of three styles of book reading with their preschoolers—a describer 

style, which focused on describing pictures; a comprehender style, which focused on story 

meaning, making inferences, and predictions; and a performance-oriented style, which focused 

on discussing the story after it was read. Although they hypothesized that mothers‟ use of a 

comprehender style would predict children‟s story comprehension scores (which were assessed 

two weeks after the intervention), none of the styles were related to children‟s story 

comprehension. However, Haden et al. (1996) found that mothers who naturally adopted a 

comprehender style had children with better story comprehension scores 2 ½ years later. The 

results from these studies suggest that the benefit of mother-child book reading on children‟s 

independent story comprehension may not be immediately apparent early in the preschool years. 

Rather, mothers‟ earlier style of reading with children may benefit children in the long run. It 

may be the case that mothers‟ style of reading in the current study would be more influential on 

children‟s later story comprehension.  

There are two key differences, however, in the current study and those just summarized. 

First, the previous studies have examined mother-child book reading with traditional storybooks 

with text, whereas in the current study mothers were asked to narrate a wordless picture book. 

This type of book was chosen because it is a purely narrative task rather than the mother simply 

reading the text. However, mothers‟ elaborativeness in the book context may have been 

unrelated to children‟s story comprehension (or picture sequencing and story generation) because 

this type of book reading is not a task that mothers regularly engage in with children, which 

would limit its usefulness in predicting child outcomes. Although mothers were not explicitly 

asked about their use of such books, several mothers commented that they do not have books like 

this at home. Second, the way in which mother-child narratives were coded differs from the 
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coding typically used in mother-child book reading interactions, such as extra-textual talk. The 

style coding (i.e., elaborations, repetitions) was used in order to have a direct comparison to the 

AM narratives. However, other ways of coding mother-child book narratives may also be 

appropriate with this task. For example, using the classification used by Reese and colleagues 

(e.g., describer, comprehender) may be appropriate here.  

Children’s Picture Sequencing 

Picture sequencing was also used to assess children‟s emergent literacy skills in the current 

study. In terms of the relations between mothers‟ narrative variables and this outcome, mothers‟ 

AM cohesion (i.e., causal comments) and mothers‟ book episodic coherence (obstacle 

comments) uniquely predicted children‟s picture sequencing; however, mothers‟ style, narrative 

coherence, and global ratings did not predict children‟s picture sequencing.  

Mothers’ AM Causal Comments and Children’s Picture Sequencing Scores 

 Mothers‟ causal comments during mother-child AM narratives independently contributed 

to children‟s picture sequencing scores. As already mentioned, only a few studies have examined 

mother-child AM narratives in relation to children‟s emergent literacy; these studies, however, 

have not examined mothers‟ cohesion. Mothers‟ causal comments provide children with 

explanations during the AM narrative and highlight the causal nature of events. The current 

study suggests that these types of comments are related to children‟s understanding of the causal 

sequencing of events that is required to place pictures from a story in the correct order. For 

example, as shown in Appendix E, in this task the child must understand that the boy is looking 

for his frog because the frog escaped the jar; and that the boy must search for the frog before he 

can take him home again. These sequences may seem common sense to an adult; however, 

preschoolers have a difficult time sequencing unfamiliar events (Fivush & Mandler, 1985; Zalla 

et al., 2006).  
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The current results suggest that parents who communicate to children that it is important 

to understand the reasons behind actions, thoughts, or motivations have children who are better 

able to recognize and make sense of causal sequences of events. To my knowledge, no studies 

have examined the role that mothers play in facilitating children‟s picture sequencing 

specifically; although researchers have examined young children‟s independent picture 

sequencing skills (Fivush & Mandler, 1985; Glaubman et al., 2001; Zalla et al., 2006). However, 

researchers have examined the role of mothers‟ causal statements during book reading and how 

they relate to children‟s story comprehension skills. Anne van Kleeck (2008) argues that causal 

inferences (as opposed to other types of inferences such as inferences based on world 

knowledge) are the most important type of inferences that adults can make during book reading 

interactions with preschoolers. She argues that causal inferences are important because they 

establish the causal structure of the text; and help children to think about the causal links in 

stories. Adults are important because preschoolers are not explicitly taught strategies for 

inference making; rather preschoolers learn to focus on causal connections because adults 

naturally interweave questions and statements about causal inferences during book reading with 

young children. The current study suggested that this was true of mothers‟ causal comments in 

the AM context.  

Interestingly, in the current study, mothers‟ AM causal comments were not related to 

children‟s story comprehension. This may be because in most studies of the role of mothers‟ 

causal inferences, children‟s story comprehension is measured directly within the mother-child 

book interaction. In the current study, mothers‟ reading of traditional storybook with text was not 

examined; and children‟s story comprehension was measure independently of mothers. Thus, 

mothers‟ causal comments in mother-child conversations may not extend to children‟s story 
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comprehension skills with another adult. Another possibility is that during the story 

comprehension task, children were asked many questions that do not require knowledge of 

causal inferences, such as “Who are the characters in the story?” or “Where does this story 

happen?” Thus, mothers‟ causal comments may not specifically be related to children‟s 

independent story comprehension; rather a more general narrative variable (i.e., elaborative 

statements) appears to be predictive of children‟s story comprehension. 

Picture sequencing may rely more heavily on making causal connections compared to 

story comprehension. Previous research shows that young children have particular difficulty 

sequencing unfamiliar but logically related events compared to familiar events (e.g., going to the 

supermarket; Fivush & Mandler, 1985). Thus, parents who draw children‟s attention to causal 

connections during familiar AM events may be facilitating children ability to sequence events 

that they are not familiar with because parents who draw children‟s attention to causal 

relationships are highlighting the importance of understanding the underlying connections 

between events. As mentioned above, mothers‟ causal comments during AM narratives have not 

yet been related to children‟s literacy skills. However, Fivush (1991) found that mothers‟ earlier 

use of causal comments (but not temporal comments) during AM narratives with their children 

were related to children‟s later use of causal comments when relating AM events to an 

experimenter. Fivush (1991) argued that causal comments are a more complex way of relating 

events compared to temporal comments which simply link events sequentially. Additionally, 

DeTemple and Beals (1991) found that parents‟ causal explanations during mealtimes were 

related to children‟s ability to tell a story from pictures. Results from these studies as well as the 

current study suggest that parents who draw attention to causal relationships between events 
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facilitate children‟s understanding of causal relationships and use of such understanding 

independent of mothers.   

Mothers’ Book Obstacle Comments and Children’s Picture Sequencing Scores 

Another independent contributor to children‟s picture sequencing scores was mothers‟ 

comments about obstacles in the book context. As mentioned above, the book context provided 

many opportunities for mothers to discuss obstacles to achieving the goal of the story (i.e., to 

make pancakes). These obstacles included running out of eggs, milk, and syrup. Parents who 

talked about these obstacles in a greater proportion in their book narratives had children who had 

better picture sequencing scores. These results suggest that mothers who talk more frequently 

about obstacles in their book narratives with children are drawing children‟s attention to the 

importance of this episodic component, which contributes to their understanding of how an 

obstacle motivates subsequent actions. Without awareness of these obstacles, the resulting action 

may not be as meaningful if it is not understood as having a causal relationship with the 

preceding event. The examples given above of the two mothers—one who did not explicitly 

mention the obstacle of running out of eggs and the other who did—demonstrated how important 

it is to be aware of obstacles in a story because they motivate future actions (e.g., going to the 

hen house to get eggs). Often, mothers even used these obstacles to ask children what would 

happen next (e.g., She’s out of eggs. What is she going to do?).  

This relationship between mothers‟ obstacles comments in the book context and 

children‟s picture sequencing is likely because recognizing the obstacle (i.e., the frog escaped) in 

the five pictures that children were asked to sequence is crucial to understanding the motivation 

behind the subsequent actions (i.e., searching for the frog). Thus, being able to recognize this 

obstacle is critical to being able to sequence the pictures correctly. In the above examples of the 

child who sequenced the events correctly and the child who did not, it was clear that the child 
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who sequenced the events correctly understood these crucial elements in that he explicitly 

mentioned the obstacle (i.e., The frog walked out of the jar) and the subsequent action (i.e., The 

boy was looking for the frog); whereas the other child did not. 

Children’s Story Generation 

The third emergent literacy outcome of interest in the current study was children‟s story 

generation—their ability to narrate a wordless storybook independently. Mothers‟ episodic 

coherence in the AM context (i.e., goal comments) as well as global ratings of mothers‟ AM 

narratives uniquely predicted children story generations in different ways. However, mothers‟ 

style, cohesion, and narrative coherence did not predict children‟s story generation.  

Mothers’ AM Goal Comments and Global Ratings of Children’s Story Generation 

 Another important finding of the current study was that mothers‟ goal comments during 

the AM narratives independently predicted the global ratings of children‟s story generation, 

which included ratings of focus, logic, clarity, and talkativeness. Goals in the AM context 

included mention of the purposes of the event. For example, a mother discussing a trip to an 

amusement park discussed riding the rides and visiting with relatives who lived far away. 

Mothers who provided proportionally more utterances regarding the goals of their past events 

had children whose story generations were rated more positively. Mention of goals may serve an 

important function because these utterances point out to children the purpose of the events, 

which highlights why that particular event is important to talk about.  

Trabasso and Stein (1997) argued that goal plans are important for understanding the 

actions and circumstances of others as well as yourself. Similarly, Bower and Rinck (1999) argue 

that characters‟ goals are the “glue” that holds events together to make a coherent story. In order 

to fully comprehend a narrative, the narrator or listener must be able to reason about the 

connections between goals and other elements of the story. Afterall, a character‟s goal is 
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connected to most of the elements of a single event. Goals also can provide coherence when 

there are multiple episodes within a narrative by establishing a hierarchy among specific 

episodes (Stein & Glenn, 1979). 

Trabasso and Stein (1997) acknowledged the importance of experience for understanding 

goals. They argued that children acquire knowledge of goal plans by experiencing events in 

everyday life; and that children must be able to generalize their knowledge of goal plans across 

different domains. The current results suggest that when mothers talk about the goals of their 

children‟s past events, that they are helping children to learn the skills to tell a “good” story as 

judged by independent raters. Perhaps this is because mothers‟ discussion of goals models good 

episodic structuring of events as goals are what lets the listener know why the event was relevant 

and important to talk about. Although mothers‟ AM goal comments were not directly related to 

children‟s goal comments in the story generation task, the current results suggest that mothers‟ 

goal comments serve a more general function of helping children to understand the episodic 

structure of a good story and relate it to another person in a coherent way.  

Ratings of Mothers’ AM Narratives and Children’s Story Generation Episodic Coherence 

 Another important finding of this study was that global ratings of mothers‟ AM 

narratives, which included ratings of focus, logic, clarity, and talkativeness, predicted children‟s 

mention of episodic components in their story generations, which included goals, obstacles, and 

repairs. Trabasso and Stein (1997) pointed out that very young children first understand events in 

very descriptive terms (e.g., objects, people, and states). This early recognition is important for 

later understanding the episodic structure of events: why an event occurred, what caused it, and 

what will happen next. The current study suggests that when parents‟ AM narratives are of 

higher quality overall, they are promoting children‟s understanding of episodic coherence. This 

makes sense considering that global ratings included aspects such as the logic of the narrative. 
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Maintaining a logical sequence of events is an important aspect to of creating a coherent 

narrative. Although mothers‟ use of episodic coherence was not directly related to children‟s use 

of episodic coherence, the current results suggest that mothers‟ narratives influence children‟s 

episodic coherence in a more general way—through their global narrative quality (at least in the 

AM context).  

Importance of Control Factors 

The fourth hypothesis of the current study was that the relationships between mothers‟ 

narrative variables and children‟s outcomes would remain significant even after controlling for 

other factors known to be related to children‟s literacy. Thus, an important aspect of the current 

study was the number of factors that were controlled for, including children‟s age and language, 

SES, home literacy environment, and mothers‟ affect. All of the findings discussed thus far were 

significant even after controlling for all of these factors; thus, the fourth hypothesis of this study 

was supported. Children‟s emergent literacy is a complex process in that there are several factors 

that influence this development. Furthermore, different aspects of emergent literacy are the result 

of different processes. Thus, several variables were controlled for to ensure that mothers‟ 

narratives were truly independent predictors of children‟s literacy outcomes, and not the results 

of some other underlying factor. Figure 2 summarized the various control variables that were 

related to the predictor and outcome variables in the current study. 

Language 

Children‟s vocabulary was used as a control variable in the current study as previous 

research has shown that children‟s language level is related to mothers‟ AM narratives (e.g., 

Farrant & Reese, 2000; Newcombe & Reese, 2004) as well as mothers‟ book reading interactions 

(Weigel et al., 2005; Whitehurst et al., 1988) with children. Additionally, several researchers 

have shown a link between children‟s language (i.e., vocabulary) and other literacy skills (e.g., 
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Jordan, Snow, & Porche, 2000; Sénéchal et al., 1998; Weigel et al., 2006). In the current study, 

children‟s language was positively related to several of mothers‟ narrative variables, including 

mothers‟ AM elaborative tag-questions, AM causal comments, and global ratings of mothers‟ 

AM narrative quality; and children‟s language was negatively related to mothers‟ book repetitive 

wh-questions. Additionally, children‟s language was related to their story comprehension, 

picture sequencing, and story generation episodic coherence. Many studies of children‟s 

emergent literacy have included children‟s vocabulary (assessed using the PPVT) as an outcome 

variable rather than a control variable (e.g., Dickinson & DeTemple, 1998; Frijters et al., 2000; 

Reese & Cox, 1999). However, in the current study, children‟s vocabulary was used as a control 

variable to determine whether mothers‟ narrative variables have an effect of children‟s emergent 

literacy outcomes independently of children‟s language skill. It could be that mothers who 

perceive their children as linguistically more competent interact with children in a qualitatively 

different way when creating narratives. The current study suggests, however, that mothers‟ 

narrative variables predicted children‟s emergent literacy skills independently of children‟s 

vocabulary. Thus, it was not just that mothers produced proportionally more of any particular 

type of narrative talk when children had better vocabularies.  

Socioeconomic Status 

Researchers have also shown that SES affects parental behaviors and children‟s literacy 

development. Foster et al. (2005) pointed out that it is important to consider SES because factors 

such as financial resources and attitudes toward education influence how parents structure their 

homes and their daily interactions with children. Additionally, parents‟ education level and 

income is strongly linked to children‟s literacy competence (e.g., Christian, Morrison, & Bryant, 

1998; Duncan & Brooks-Gunn, 2000; Foster et al., 2005; Snow, Burns, & Griffin, 1999; Storch 

& Whitehurst, 2001). In the current study, mothers‟ education was related to the emergent 
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literacy outcomes of picture sequencing and story generation episodic coherence. Additionally, 

family income as measured by an income-to-needs ratio was related to mothers‟ AM causal 

comments and to children‟s picture sequencing. The relationships between mothers‟ narrative 

variables and children‟s emergent literacy outcomes remained significant after controlling for 

SES.  

Home Literacy Environment 

Several aspects of the child‟s home literacy environment were also assessed through 

questionnaires given to mothers. Based on previous research on the importance of different 

aspects of the home environment, these questions were used to create several categories 

including mother-child Home Environment, mother-child Outside Activities, mothers‟ Classroom 

Involvement, Child’s Enjoyment of Reading, Home Literacy History, and Mothers’ Reading 

Behaviors. Of these variables, Children’s Enjoyment of Reading was related to mothers‟ AM 

elaborative tag-questions and global ratings of mothers‟ AM narrative quality. Several 

researchers have pointed to the importance of children‟s enjoyment of reading in predicting 

children‟s emergent literacy (e.g., Crain-Thoreson & Dale, 1992; Payne, Whitehurst, & Angell, 

1994; Scarborough & Dobrich, 1994). Scarborough and Dobrich (1994) even argued that 

children‟s interest in reading was a better predictor of their literacy skills than was the frequency 

of parent-child book reading. Surprisingly, children‟s enjoyment of reading was not related to the 

emergent literacy outcomes, however. Thus, in the current study, mothers‟ perceptions of their 

children‟s enjoyment of reading were related to mothers‟ narratives with children, but not to 

children‟s independent literacy skills.  

Surprisingly, mothers‟ narrative variables and children‟s literacy outcomes were 

unrelated to all other home literacy environment variables that were assessed such as mother-

child interactions (e.g., reading books, singings songs, reciting rhymes) and home literacy history 
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(e.g., age when parents began reading to children). This may be due to the limited range of 

responses given by mothers on the questionnaire, as mothers indicated high ratings on questions 

overall. After all, several other studies have found positive relationships between these variables 

and children‟s early literacy, as mentioned above. Additionally, there may be other aspects of 

children‟s home environment that are important that were not assessed in the current study. For 

example, other researchers have found that parents‟ beliefs and expectations regarding their 

children‟s literacy predict children‟s literacy outcomes (Bennett, Weigel, & Martin, 2002; 

DeBaryshe, 1995; Weigel et al., 2006). Again, however, inclusion of parental beliefs in the 

current study may have been limited in range of responses given that families were from higher 

SES backgrounds. Previous researchers have found that middle-income parents are more likely 

to endorse the belief that literacy is a form of entertainment; whereas low-income parents are 

more likely to endorse the belief that reading is a skill to be taught to children. The significance 

of this difference is that children of parents with an entertainment perspective tend to be more 

interested in reading, engage in more literacy activities at home; and have better print knowledge 

(Baker, Scher, & Mackler, 1997; Serpell, Sonnenschein, Baker, & Ganapathy, 2002; Weigel et 

al., 2006). Thus, the mothers in the current study may have largely come from the perspective 

that literacy is a form of entertainment, and thus reported engaging in certain behaviors with high 

frequencies.  

Affective Quality 

Another important factor to control for was mothers‟ affect during narrative interactions 

with children. In the current study, mothers‟ affect during AM and book narratives with children 

were unrelated to children‟s emergent literacy outcomes. However, AM affect was related to 

mothers‟ AM elaborative statements, comments about goals in the AM context, and their global 

ratings of their AM narratives with children. This suggests that mothers‟ affect may be more 
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important for children‟s participation within the mother-child interaction than it is for children‟s 

literacy skills assessed independently of mothers; and this is supported by research on mothers‟ 

affective quality.  

Several studies have examined how mothers‟ affect is related to children‟s participation 

within mother-child interactions. Baker et al., (2001) found that mothers‟ affective quality of 

reading interactions with their first-graders was related to mothers‟ talk about illustrations and 

their decontextualized talk (making inferences and predictions, critical thinking, and external 

references). However, mothers‟ affect was not related to mothers‟ talk involving explicit aspects 

of the story and talk related to word recognition, suggesting that mothers‟ affect may only be 

related to some aspects of their narrative talk, which is also consistent with the current study. In a 

related line of research, researchers have examined the relationship between mother-child 

attachment status and mothers‟ AM narratives with children. Newcombe and Reese (2004) found 

that securely attached mother-child dyads used more evaluations (e.g., internal states) over time, 

and had more consistent narrative style. Additionally, researchers have found that mothers who 

reported a more secure attachment bond were more elaborative during reminiscing (Farrant & 

Reese, 2000; Fivush & Vasudeva, 2002). Cleveland and Reese (2005) found that maternal 

warmth during AM talk was related to children‟s recall of emotional events, but was not related 

to amount of information children recall in general. 

In line with the current findings, other researchers have also found that mothers‟ affect is 

not directly related to children‟s literacy outcomes independent of mothers. The study from 

which the affect scale used in this study was borrowed found that mothers‟ affective quality 

during book reading interactions was not related children‟s story comprehension, which was 

assessed independently of mothers (Sonnenschein & Munsterman, 2002). Additionally, Baker et 
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al. (2001) found that mothers‟ affect during reading with children in grade 1 was not related to 

children‟s reading comprehension in grade 3. Other researchers have also shown that the social-

emotional quality of literacy interactions is not directly related to children‟s literacy skills (e.g., 

de Jong & Leseman, 2001; Leseman & de Jong, 1998).  

This study combined with the results of the current study suggest that mothers‟ affect 

may have an indirect effect on children‟s literacy in that mother‟s affect is related to mothers‟ 

AM narratives which are in turn related to children‟s literacy outcomes. Controlling for affect in 

the current study was important to determining that the role of mothers‟ narratives for children‟s 

emergent literacy outcomes were not simply due to mothers being more positive in affect.  

Related to mothers‟ affect is children‟s level of involvement, which was assessed using a 

portion of the mother affect scale adopted from Sonnenschein and Munsterman (2002). As was 

shown in Table 4-12, mothers‟ affect and children‟s involvement were related in the AM context, 

but not in the book context. Although mothers‟ affect was related to several of mothers‟ narrative 

variables, children‟s involvement was only related to global ratings of mothers‟ AM narratives. 

This suggests that children‟s AM involvement did not affect mothers‟ use of narrative style or 

structure specifically. And after controlling for child‟s AM involvement, mothers‟ global ratings 

of mothers‟ AM narrative quality still predicted children‟s story generation episodic coherence. 

However, it was important to take into account children‟s involvement in these interactions 

because, as mentioned above, children also play a unique role in their own literacy development; 

thus it was important to ensure that children‟s emergent literacy outcomes were not a result of 

their own engagement in narrative tasks with mothers. 

Regardless of what control variables were or were not related, however, what is 

important is that these variables were accounted for. Reese (1995) acknowledged that narrative 
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style may be indicative of a more general style of maternal engagement, and that this quality is 

what relates to children‟s literacy outcomes. Considering that mothers were not consistent 

between contexts for the most part; and that mothers‟ ratings of their engagement at home and 

their ratings of activities involving children, it seems that a more general style of maternal 

engagement is not responsible for children‟s literacy outcomes in the current study. Rather, there 

were distinct and specific pathways through which mothers‟ narrative variables influenced 

different aspects of children‟s emergent literacy. 

The Role of Different Narrative Contexts for Children’s Emergent Literacy 

Another goal of the current study was to examine the consistency between contexts as 

well as the differences between contexts, which was stated in question 3. Although several 

studies have examined mother-child narratives in multiple contexts (i.e., AM, book reading, and 

play), consistency between contexts is not always examined (Crain-Thoreson et al., 2001; Reese, 

1995; Uccelli et al., 2003; Wang, Leichtman, & Davies, 2000; Yont, Snow, & Vernon-Feagans, 

2003). Results are mixed regarding consistency between contexts when it has been examined 

(Haden & Fivush, 1996; Hoff-Ginsburg, 1991; Laible, 2004); although the majority of studies 

report inconsistency between contexts.  

Only a few studies have examined consistency between the two contexts reported here—

AM and book reading. Laible (2004) found that mothers‟ elaborations during AM talk and book 

reading were not consistent. However, her methodology differed from typical AM studies in that 

she examined elaborations on a 5-point scale rather than in terms of frequency. Also, mothers 

were asked to discuss with their children two events from the previous week—one in which the 

child misbehaved and one in which the child behaved well. This differs from the open-ended 

instructions for recall that are typically used to elicit personally meaningful events that mothers 

shared with their children (e.g., Fivush & Fromhoff, 1998; Reese et al., 1993). Additionally, 
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Curenton, Craig, and Flanigan (2008) examined differences in mothers‟ decontextualized 

language with children in a book reading task and a conversation about a past event in which 

children misbehaved. They found that mothers produced more decontextualized language in the 

AM conversation than in the book reading interaction.  

Results from these studies as well as the current study suggest that AM and book 

narrative contexts represent distinct types of activities in that mothers‟ narrative variables were 

not correlated between contexts for the most part; and certain aspects of narrative style and 

structure were more prevalent in one context versus the other. Additionally, there were important 

relations between both mothers‟ AM and book narratives and children‟s emergent literacy; 

however, what aspects of mothers‟ narratives predicted children‟s emergent literacy differed 

based on the context. These findings highlighted the fact that children‟s emergent literacy skills 

are multifaceted and are a result of multiple processes.  

Also of interest was the relative importance of each context for children‟s emergent 

literacy. The results of this study suggested that mother-child narratives in both AM and book 

contexts played unique roles in children‟s independent literacy skills. However, it could be 

argued that although both AM and book contexts were related in some way to children‟s 

emergent literacy, there were more relations between mothers‟ AM narrative variables and 

children‟s emergent literacy. Mothers‟ elaborative statements and tag-questions, causal 

comments, goal comments, and global ratings of narratives in the AM context were significant 

predictors of children‟s emergent literacy outcomes; whereas only mothers‟ repetitive wh-

questions and obstacle comments in the book context were related to children‟s emergent 

literacy.  
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Reese (1995) has conducted the only study that has examined different narrative contexts 

in relation to children‟s emergent literacy outcomes. She also found evidence that mothers‟ AM 

narratives may be more influential than their book narratives in that changes in mothers‟ AM 

elaborations over time predicted children‟s story comprehension and story generation, whereas 

change over time in mothers‟ book reading interactions predicted neither. Curenton et al. (2008) 

also argued that mother-child stories about the past may be a stronger predictor of children‟s 

literacy than book reading interactions because mothers provide more discourse in stories about 

the past. Whereas Curenton et al. (2008) used a traditional storybook, a wordless storybook was 

used in the current study, which is likely to elicit more discourse than a traditional storybook. 

This suggests that even compared with a book task that should elicit high levels of discourse 

because the story has to be completely constructed by the narrator, AM narratives still emerged 

as a better predictor of children‟s emergent literacy skills.  

Mother-Child Narratives and Children’s Print Concepts 

 The fifth hypothesis of this study was that mothers‟ narrative variables would be 

unrelated to children‟s print concepts. This was confirmed as none of mothers‟ style or structure 

variables in either context were significantly related to children‟s performance on the TERA. The 

current results support previous research from several studies that shows that oral language 

skills, which include narrative ability, are distinct from print concepts during the preschool years. 

Using factor analysis, Lonigan et al., (2000) found that oral language and print knowledge were 

distinct abilities. Similarly, Whitehurst, Epstein et al. (1994) found that oral language and writing 

skills loaded on different factors. More specifically, they found that teaching of letter knowledge 

was related to early reading and writing, whereas parent-child storybook reading was related to 

children‟s gains in vocabulary. Additionally, Sénéchal and colleagues have found that book 

reading interactions predicted young children‟s language development but not their print 
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knowledge; whereas parents‟ reports about teaching children about print predicted children‟s 

print knowledge and not their language (Sénéchal et al., 1998, Sénéchal & LeFevre, 2001).  

Thus, although not central to the current study, the finding that mothers‟ narrative 

interactions with children were not related to children‟s print concepts supports previous findings 

that demonstrate a distinction between oral language skills and print concepts. This lack of a 

relationship shows that mother-child narrative interactions are specific to predicting children‟s 

oral language skills in terms story comprehension, picture sequencing, and story generation; and 

provides further support for the argument that different emergent literacy skills (e.g., oral 

language skills, print concepts) are not the result of the same experiences.  

Children as Active Participants 

Another finding of the current study was that mothers‟ temporal comments during AM 

narratives with children were significantly related to children‟s story comprehension. However, 

once children‟s own temporal comments were controlled for in a hierarchical regression, 

mothers‟ temporal comments were no longer predictive of children‟s story comprehension. This 

finding highlights the importance of taking into account children‟s contribution to their own 

development. AM researchers have acknowledged that children play a role in their own AM 

development as some researchers have found that children‟s earlier participation predicts their 

later contribution to mother-child AM narratives (e.g., Farrant & Reese, 2000). Additionally, 

McGuigan and Salmon (2004) had children participate in a staged event with an experimenter 

and found that when children‟s memory was assessed two weeks after the event that children 

recalled a greater proportion of information that they had talked about compared to the 

experimenters‟ verbalizations during the event.  

Likewise, researchers have also shown that children play a role in their own literacy 

development. Reese (1995) found that children‟s changing participation in mother-child AM and 
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book reading interactions uniquely predicted children‟s later story comprehension skills. 

Additionally, Beals and De Temple (1993) found that children‟s average length of a 

conversational turn at age 3 uniquely predicted their story comprehension at age 5; whereas 

measures of parents‟ narrative and explanatory talk during mealtimes did not. Crain-Thoreson 

and Dale (1992) found that children‟s responses to mothers during book reading interactions 

predicted children‟s later language abilities and print concepts. In a follow-up study, Dale, Crain-

Thoreson, and Robinson (1995) found that children‟s earlier engagement was also related to their 

reading achievement at age 6. Researchers have also shown that children play a role in parents‟ 

literacy behaviors as well. Sénéchal, Cornell, and Broda (1995) found that children who 

produced more vocalizations during book reading interactions were asked more questions and 

given more feedback from parents than children with lower rates of vocalizations. Thus, it is 

clearly important to account for children‟s own contribution to their literacy development when 

examining parents‟ influence on children‟s literacy skills because in some cases children‟s own 

contribution to their development may exceed the influence of their parents‟ contribution. 

Theoretical Perspective 

 The theoretical perspective adopted in the current study was a Vygotskian approach (also 

called social cultural or social interactionist perspective), which argues that children‟s 

understanding is learned through social interaction and communication with those around them 

(Vygotsky, 1978). A great deal of research has used this perspective to explain how parents 

scaffold AM and book narratives with children within the same interaction (e.g., Fivush et al., 

2006; Hudson, 1990; Nelson & Fivush, 2004; Peterson & McCabe, 1994). Researchers have also 

used a Vygotskian perspective to demonstrate how children internalize the skills modeled by 

parents by examining children‟s skills in independent narrative tasks (e.g., Haden et al., 1997; 

Newcombe & Reese, 2004; Peterson & McCabe, 1994). The latter approach was taken in the 
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current study in order to illustrate how mothers‟ scaffolding of children‟s narratives is related to 

children‟s independent emergent literacy skills—both in terms of their own narratives, as well as 

other skills, such as story comprehension and picture sequencing.  

According to a Vygotskian approach to narrative development, the narrative interactions 

that parents engage in with children play a key role in facilitating children‟s narrative 

development. In the current study, this argument was taken one step further to demonstrate how 

parents‟ narratives with children are related not only to children‟s independent narrative skills 

(i.e., story generation task), but also to other tasks that require narrative understanding—story 

comprehension and picture sequencing. Vygotsky argued that individual differences in the 

quality of parent-child narrative interactions predicts child outcomes, which was supported by 

the results of this study in that there was a great deal of variability in mothers‟ narratives with 

children; and these differences predicted children‟s emergent literacy outcomes.  

 One surprising finding was that there were no significant relationships between mothers‟ 

narrative coherence (e.g., spatial and temporal orientations) and children‟s use of the same types 

of structure in their independent narratives. This may seem to go against a Vygotskian approach 

to narrative development. However, the concept of internalization is viewed as a process; thus, 

the influence of parents‟ scaffolding is not always seen in children‟s independent skills 

immediately. In fact, researchers have shown that mothers‟ provision of orienting and evaluative 

information in AM narratives with their children predicted children‟s use of the same type of 

information in narratives with an experimenter at a later point in time; whereas the relationship 

between mother‟ and children‟s narrative structure at the same time point were not always 

significant (Haden et al., 1997; Newcombe & Reese, 2004; Peterson & McCabe, 1994). Clearly, 
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a longitudinal component of the current study would determine whether mothers‟ earlier 

narrative structure predicts children‟s later structure in their independent narratives. 

 Another important finding of the current study was that children‟s own participation in 

mother-child narratives was related to children‟s emergent literacy outcomes in terms of story 

comprehension scores. In all analyses, children‟s own participation in terms of their contribution 

to the narrative as well as their engagement in the task was taken into account. In most instances, 

children‟s participation was either unrelated to their literacy outcomes, or once controlled for, 

mothers‟ narrative variables still significantly predicted children‟s literacy outcomes. However, 

the relationship between mothers‟ temporal orientations in the AM narratives and children‟s 

story comprehension was no longer significant once controlling for children‟s own comments 

about time during the same conversation. Although Vygotsky focused largely on the role of 

parents in shaping children‟s language and narrative development, he also acknowledged that 

children are active in their own development. He argued that an active interplay exists between 

the individual and the surrounding context of her or his environment. Thus, this finding 

highlights the importance of taking into account children‟s own participation in narrative 

interactions in order to confidently conclude that mothers exert a unique influence on children‟s 

development. 

Contributions of the Current Study 

This study aimed to further elucidate the role of mother-supported contexts for children‟s 

emergent literacy, and extended the existing literature in several ways. Many of these points have 

already been discussed; however, they will be briefly restated below. The first aim was to 

provide further evidence for the limited support that mothers‟ scaffolding during AM narratives 

with children contributes to their emergent literacy skills. The current study provided convincing 

evidence for this argument considering that even after controlling for several control variables, 
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aspects of mothers‟ AM narrative style (i.e., elaborations), cohesion (i.e., causal comments) 

episodic coherence (i.e., goal comments), and global ratings significantly predicted children‟s 

emergent literacy outcomes. Additionally, wordless storybooks were used to assess mother-child 

narratives in relation to children‟s independent literacy skills. This study provided evidence that 

this may be a valuable interaction in that mothers can promote children‟s understanding of the 

sequencing of events by way of mothers‟ modeling of episodic structure (i.e., obstacle 

comments). Importantly, this study went beyond the style coding used by Reese (1995) to 

include coding of narrative structure (i.e., cohesion, narrative and episodic coherence, global 

ratings), which has not yet been done. This was important because with the exception of 

narrative coherence, each one of these aspects of mothers‟ narratives with children were related 

to children‟s emergent literacy in some way. 

Secondly, mother-child AM narratives were compared to mother-child wordless 

storybook narratives in order to examine the relative influence of these contexts using consistent 

coding schemes between contexts. The results showed that mothers‟ scaffolding in the AM 

context was more predictive than mothers‟ scaffolding in the wordless book context as there 

were more significant relations between the AM context and children‟s emergent literacy 

outcomes. Additionally, this comparison was made in order to determine whether there were 

unique influences of either context on children‟s emergent literacy skills rather than a more 

general interactional style used consistently between contexts. The results from this study 

suggested that mothers do show unique styles of talking with children in different contexts as 

different relations emerged between mothers‟ narrative variables and children‟s emergent 

literacy skills depending on the context. Additionally, with the exception of total cohesion, 

mothers were not consistent in style or structure between contexts. These results suggest that 
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these contexts represent unique opportunities for mothers to promote children‟s emergent 

literacy, and are valuable to study in their own right rather than assuming that mothers‟ behaviors 

in one narrative context signify how they interact with children in another context. As mentioned 

above, however, the wordless book context may not be as valuable of a predictor if mothers do 

not naturally engage in this type of interaction naturally. Clearly, then, mothers‟ frequency of 

interacting with children using such books needs to be examined in future studies. 

A third issue that was addressed in this study was that previous researchers have not 

always taken into account other factors that may underlie the relationship between mothers‟ 

narratives with children and children‟s outcomes, such as socioeconomic status, mothers‟ affect, 

the home literacy environment of the child, or the child‟s own language skills. In almost all of 

the analyses in the current study, the relations between mothers‟ narrative variables and 

children‟s emergent literacy outcomes remained after controlling for these variables. Thus, this 

study provides strong support for the viewpoint that mothers exert a strong influence on 

children‟s early literacy.  

Fourth, several studies of mother-child book interactions have examined how mothers‟ 

behaviors affect children‟s behaviors within the mother-child interaction of reading a book (e.g., 

vocabulary, participation). However, these studies do not always assess how mothers‟ behaviors 

affect children‟s literacy abilities independently of mothers (i.e., as assessed by an experimenter, 

or the child‟s performance in the classroom). This is important to determining whether mothers‟ 

interactions have a genuine impact on children‟s skills, which has important implications for how 

mothers‟ behaviors may affect children‟s performance in the classroom. Thus, the fourth aim of 

this study was to independently assess children‟s emergent literacy skills in a variety of ways, 

including children‟s comprehension of a story as it is read to them, the ability to sequence 
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pictures, and the ability to generate a narrative independently. Examining not only narratives as 

they were naturally told by children, but also by giving the same measure of story 

comprehension to all children, allowed for the assessment of how mothers‟ scaffolding in 

narrative interactions with children are related to children‟s ability to answer story 

comprehension questions, much like they would be asked to do in school. For each of these 

tasks, mothers‟ narratives contributed in unique ways showing that it is useful to examine 

children‟s emergent literacy skills independently. 

Finally, by also assessing children‟s print concepts, as measured by the TERA, this study 

provided further evidence that children‟s emergent literacy skills are the result of different 

experiences in that mothers‟ narratives with children (regardless of how they were examined) did 

not predict children‟s print concepts.  

Limitations and Future Directions 

There are several ways in which the current study provided valuable contributions to the 

study of children‟s literacy development. However, there are some limitations to the current 

study that are important to highlight as well. Additionally, future directions will be suggested 

where relevant. 

Coding of Mother-Child Storybook Interactions 

 One limitation of the current study may be in the coding scheme used to code mother-

child storybook narratives. The coding scheme from AM research was applied to the wordless 

storybook narrative interaction in order to have a direct comparison between contexts. However, 

research on mother-child storybook interactions typically codes mothers‟ utterances in other 

ways. These studies differ, though, in that storybooks are typically traditional storybooks with 

text whereas in the current study mothers were asked to co-construct a story from a wordless 

picture book. As mentioned above, this type of storybook was chosen because the goal was for 
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mothers to create a true narrative rather than relying on print for the story. The coding schemes 

from studies of traditional storybooks could be used for wordless book too, however. For 

example, some studies have examined mothers‟ extra-textual utterances in terms of their 

functions (e.g., labeling, predicting what will happen next, relating the story to the child‟s 

experience, requesting children‟s comprehension of the story). In the current study, however, 

mothers‟ comments were coded in terms of elaborativeness and whether utterances were 

questions or statements. However, elaborative wh-questions for example could include a wide 

range of requests from mothers. Coded in a different way, the mothers‟ utterances in the mother-

child book interaction may show a stronger relationship to children‟s emergent literacy 

outcomes.  

Lack of Traditional Storybook Task 

 Another limitation of this study is the lack of a traditional storybook task with which to 

compare the AM and wordless storybook tasks to. The wordless storybook task was chosen in 

order to elicit a purely narrative interaction from mothers and children. However, it may be 

informative to compare how mothers read a traditional storybook with children to how mothers 

co-construct a wordless book with children as the majority of studies have used the traditional 

storybook task. As the current study suggested, mothers may show distinct narrative styles in an 

AM versus a book context. It would be interesting to examine whether mothers are more 

consistent between different types of book reading interactions, and whether mothers‟ behaviors 

with these two types of tasks are differentially related to children‟s literacy skills.  

 The inclusion of a traditional storybook task may also be important because this type of 

interaction is much more typical of the child‟s home literacy environment compared to creating 

narratives using a wordless picture book. Although children‟s exposure to wordless books in the 

home was not assessed on the parent questionnaire, many mothers conversationally reported that 
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they do not have these types of books in their homes. Thus, the wordless storybook task may not 

be as ecologically valid as the traditional storybooks with text. 

Further Specification of Style Coding  

Another avenue for future research concerns the way in which mothers‟ style (e.g., 

elaborations) is coded. Recall that mothers‟ narrative coherence (e.g., temporal orientations) was 

not related to any of the emergent literacy outcomes. However, coding of these types of 

comments was coded as a separate dimension from elaborativeness. That is, comments coded as 

narrative coherence were not necessarily the same comments that were coded as elaborations. 

AM researchers have begun to recognize that studies of mother-child AM narratives need to go 

beyond measuring elaborations to measuring what mothers are elaborating on (Fivush et al., 

2006). The style categories are mutually exclusive: every utterance gets a code and each 

independent clause only gets one code. As a result, every utterance coded as a type of narrative 

coherence also received a style code. One possibility is that narrative coherence is related to 

children‟s emergent literacy outcomes, but only when they are elaborative utterances. Thus, 

future studies could further classify the types of narrative coherence into the various style 

categories to determine if children‟s emergent literacy outcomes are related only to mothers‟ 

narrative coherence of a particular style. 

Children’s Picture Sequencing Task 

 Although the picture sequencing task that was used in this study was significantly related 

to mothers‟ AM causal comments and to mothers‟ book obstacle comments regardless of 

whether raw scores or transformed picture sequencing scores were used, the difficulty of this 

task presents another limitation of the current study. This task appeared to be harder for 

preschoolers than originally anticipated. As a result, this variable was positively skewed, with 

most children scoring low on this task. Transforming this variable improved the skewness and 
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kurtosis, but did not completely correct it. Ideally, one would want the outcome measures used to 

be normally distributed for the particular age range being examined. 

Picture sequencing may be particularly difficult for young children. As mentioned above, 

Fivush and Mandler (1985) found that young children have difficulty ordering sequences of 

logically related, but unfamiliar, events, but are better able to sequence events when they follow 

a script for an event that they are already familiar with (e.g., going to a restaurant). Additionally, 

Zalla et al., (2006) found similar results in that participants made more errors on picture 

sequencing tasks requiring understanding of causal events (e.g., vase falls off a table) compared 

to simple action sequences (e.g., going to bed). Naremore (1997) also argues that the 

combination of a script and a story framework provides children with the optimal circumstances 

for organizing stories. Thus, the task used in the present study may have been difficult in part 

because it was an unfamiliar sequence—a boy losing his pet frog and finding it behind a log. 

Providing children with a scripted event also has a drawback, however. Fivush and Mandler 

(1985) pointed out that assessing children‟s abilities to sequence these types of events does not 

actually assess their understanding of causal relations as they may just be relying on their 

memory for how a specific type of event usually unfolds. For young children, a better task may 

be one which presents an unexpected event within the context of something familiar so that 

young children are not limited by the unknown context, but are also not able to simply rely on 

their script for a particular event. Despite the apparent difficulty, however, mothers‟ causal 

comments and goal comments during AM conversations did predict children‟s picture 

sequencing scores. This suggests that although this task may have been difficult for children, 

performance was related to mothers‟ tendency to draw attention to causal relationships.  
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Future picture sequencing tasks for young children clearly need to be age-appropriate in 

order to determine children‟s range of skills. One possible way to improve performance on such 

a task is to label pictures for children before they are asked to sequence them, as Fivush and 

Mandler (1985) did as some of the pictures may have been ambiguous for young children. In 

fact, in their narrations of the picture sequence in the current study, some children incorrectly 

labeled the jar in pictures 1 through 3 as other terms such as sink, butter, and cup. Another 

possibility is reducing the number of pictures that children must sequence. Although the first 

picture was placed in the correct order for children, it may be difficult for young children to 

reason about the relations among five other events. Although Fivush and Mandler (1985) also 

used six pictures in their task, others have used fewer pictures (e.g., Baron-Cohen, Leslie, & 

Frith, 1986).  

The task used in the present study may have also been difficult because it relied on 

understanding of causal relationships. The ability to sequence events like those used in the 

current study depends on the understanding of another‟s actions depending on inferences made 

about the character‟s motives, goals, and intentions. However, young children may have 

difficulty identifying the character‟s goal in the picture sequencing task that was used. As Zalla 

et al., (2006) point out, determining the final goal of a character is essential to understanding the 

action sequencing of that character. In the task used here, the goal—finding his frog—may have 

been overseen in the pictures where the frog was absent (pictures 3 and 4). In fact, Trabasso et 

al., (1992) examined preschoolers‟ narratives of Frog, Where are You?, which was used for the 

picture sequencing task in the present study, and found that 4-year-olds rarely followed their goal 

comments with attempts to achieve the goal. They suggested that this was because the goal 

object of the action (i.e., the frog) was physically absent in many of the pictures. In the second 
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experiment of their study, Trabasso et al. (1992) addressed this issue by having children narrate a 

similar book, A boy, a Dog, and a Frog, which is a wordless storybook by the same author in 

which the frog is present in the pictures. They found that the presence of the frog in this picture 

book significantly increased the likelihood that 4-year-olds followed their goal comments with 

attempts to achieve the goal. Thus, in future studies, a more distributed range of scores may 

result if the experimenter labels the objects in the pictures, uses fewer pictures, or includes 

sequences in which the goal is present in each picture.  

Parent Questionnaire Self Report 

Another potential limitation of this study was that children‟s home literacy environment 

was assessed only by mothers‟ self report on a questionnaire. Although the variables derived 

from this questionnaire were not central to the study, they were used as control variables. Of all 

these variables, only mothers‟ reports of Children’s Enjoyment of Reading (e.g., how often child 

asks to be read to) were related to any of the variables in this study. As already mentioned, 

mothers reported high frequencies of many of the aspects of children‟s home literacy 

environment that were assessed, such as Mother-Child Home Interaction, which included 

frequency of engaging in activities such as reading with children and telling stories. The limited 

variability in mothers‟ responses on these questions is likely why few of these variables were 

related to mothers‟ narrative variables as well as children‟s emergent literacy outcomes. The 

issue, however, is whether these maternal reports are an accurate representation of children‟s 

home literacy environment. Given that mothers in this sample were highly educated, it is 

reasonable to expect that the children in this sample did have a rich literacy environment, as 

previous researchers have shown a link between maternal education and home literacy 

environment (e.g., Pucell-Gates; 1996; Weigel et al., 2006). Alternatively, however, mothers 

who are more highly educated may be more aware than less educated mothers of the 
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expectations for what constitutes a rich home literacy environment and respond in a socially 

desirable way. A related concern is that certain questions may be more likely to elicit a social 

desirability effect. Dickinson and DeTemple (1998) suggest that parents may be more biased 

when asked questions about their own behavior (e.g., how often they read to their children) 

compared to questions that ask about children‟s own behaviors or abilities. Interestingly, in the 

current study, one of the few variables from the questionnaire that was related to the study 

variables was Child’s Enjoyment of Reading, which is not a reflection of parenting behaviors. 

Socially desirable responses would be problematic if aspects of children‟s home environment do 

indeed impact either mothers‟ narratives or children‟s outcome variables in a way that would 

diminish the significant relations we found between the two after controlling for children‟s home 

literacy environment.  

However, results from previous research suggest that mothers‟ reports of children‟s home 

literacy environment may not be problematic. Dickinson and DeTemple (1998) argued that, 

although parental report should not be the only way of assessing children‟s literacy skills, they 

can serve as good predictors of children‟s literacy skills. They found that parental reports of 

book-reading experiences with their preschoolers‟ predicted children‟s story comprehension, 

knowledge of definitions, and vocabulary in kindergarten as well as teachers‟ evaluations of 

children‟s literacy skill level and predictions for the child‟s future success in grade1. Similarly, 

de Jong and Leseman (2001) found that parental reports of reading to their preschoolers 

predicted their vocabulary and word decoding skills in grade 1. Furthermore, in a five year 

longitudinal study, Sénéchal and LeFevre (2002) found that parents‟ reports of storybook 

exposure when children were preschoolers significantly predicted children‟s reading abilities in 

grade 1 and grade 3. Thus, several other studies have used parental reports to successfully predict 
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children‟s later literacy achievement, which would not be expected if parents were responding to 

such measures with inaccurate information.  

Generalizability of Findings 

As already mentioned, mothers in the current sample were highly educated for the most 

part. This may limit the generalizability of the findings from the current study to other 

populations. Mothers‟ education may be particularly important because several researchers have 

found differences in children‟s home literacy environment based on this factor. Weigel et al. 

(2006) found that mothers could be categorized based on their beliefs about their preschool 

children‟s literacy development. Facilitative mothers endorsed a view that it is their 

responsibility to take an active role teaching their children to read. Conventional mothers, on the 

other hand, endorsed the belief that preschoolers are too young to learn about reading, and that 

teaching children to read is the responsibility of school teachers. Of particular relevance is that 

mothers classified as facilitative had significantly greater levels of educational attainment. They 

also found that facilitative mothers spent more time engaging in language activities such as 

singing songs, telling stories, and playing games with their children. This is relevant because 

Baker et al., (1997) found that mothers who believe that reading is a source of entertainment had 

children with more positive views about reading compared to children of parents who 

emphasized reading as a skill to be learned. Thus, mothers in the current study may be more 

likely to maintain the view that reading is a source of entertainment, which may impact their 

literacy-related behaviors in ways that differ from other less-educated mothers. Future studies 

could examine this possibility by including families from a broader range of backgrounds to 

determine if the relationships that were found in the current study are consistent across families 

from varying socioeconomic backgrounds. 
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Quantity of Correlations and Sample Size 

Another limitation of this study is the sheer number of correlational analyses that were 

conducted. With such a large number of correlations, one would expect to find some significant 

findings. This is problematic because it may increase the incidence of Type I errors. That is, any 

significant correlations that are found may not necessarily reflect true relations between the 

variables of interest. However, the correlations that were examined were planned; they were not 

used to search for significant relationships. Additionally, the correlations that were found to be 

significant in the current study were in accordance with the hypotheses. Although not all of the 

relationships that were hypothesized to be significant were (e.g., the relationship between 

mothers‟ narrative coherence and children‟s emergent literacy), there were no relations between 

variables that were unexpected. Related to this limitation is the size of the current sample. With a 

larger sample size, more stringent criteria could be used to distinguish between significant and 

non-significant results. For example, the use of Bonferroni corrections could alleviate the 

concern of using multiple correlations.  

Correlational Design 

Although this study was not longitudinal, and relied mostly on correlational analyses, 

which limited the ability to make causal claims about mothers‟ influence on children‟s narrative 

and story comprehension skills, this study still provided valuable information. As with many 

large-scale longitudinal studies, a good starting point is to conduct a smaller scale study to 

determine the relevant intercorrelations before addressing long-term change and causality. Thus, 

the current study can guide the design of future studies of this type. Clearly, an important next 

step is to examine the relationship between mother-supported narratives in these contexts and 

children‟s later emergent literacy outcomes. It may be that some of these relations that failed to 

reach significance in the current study would be significant across time. Indeed, several studies 
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of children‟s narrative abilities have shown that parents‟ earlier narratives (in both AM and book 

contexts) predict children‟s later independent abilities (e.g., Farrant & Reese, 2000; Fivush, 

1991; Lonigan, 1994).  

Implications for Education 

In 1998, the National Research Council stated that, “Reducing the number of children 

who enter school with inadequate literacy-related knowledge and skills is an important primary 

step toward preventing reading difficulties.” Students enter kindergarten with differing levels of 

literacy readiness as entrance into kindergarten is age-based rather than ability-based, and 

children must attain certain levels before they can fully achieve later stages in reading 

development. Thus, assessment of the developmental precursors to literacy achievement before 

children begin school and experience academic difficulty is a very practical area of research. 

Several researchers have found that children‟s initial literacy skill levels are predictive of their 

reading performance and oral language skills in later grade school years (e.g., Foster & Miller, 

2007; Griffin et al., 2004; Storch & Whitehurst, 2001), In particular, children‟s narrative abilities 

have been identified as an important indicator of children‟s literacy skills. For example, Griffin 

et al., 2004 found that the structure of children‟s play and book narratives at age 5 predicted their 

reading comprehension at age 8. Additionally, the narrative skills of preschool children is one of 

the best predictors of later school outcomes for children at risk for academic and language 

problems (Paul & Smith, 1993).  

Because of the importance of children‟s early literacy abilities, it is essential that we 

understand the conditions that promote this early literacy awareness. Researchers working on the 

Home-School Study of Language and Literacy Development project found that children‟s early 

home and classroom experiences strongly predicted their initial starting point in terms of early 

literacy, and that children‟s literacy abilities remained fairly stable from kindergarten through 7
th
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grade (Dickinson & Tabors, 2001). Additionally, Foster and Miller (2007) argued that students 

who enter school with enriched literacy skills or who are given the opportunity to gain these 

skills early on are able to access the general curriculum more effectively than those with poor 

literacy knowledge. Thus, children‟ early experiences with literacy are essential to setting them 

on the right path for success in reading. The current study provides valuable information about 

the specific types of scaffolding that may be important to specific emergent literacy outcomes. 

Additionally, several researchers have found that literacy interventions are most effective 

when they take place early in the school years, and that when students in need of literacy 

intervention are not addressed, they quickly fall behind their peers in terms of emergent literacy 

skills (Wren, 2003). Some researchers have claimed that parents‟ narrative interactions have a 

greater impact than teachers‟ interactions on young children‟s narrative skills because parents 

have the sustained interaction with their children which is necessary to internalize these 

interactions (e.g., Peterson, Jesso, & McCabe, 1999). Peterson et al. (1999) pointed out that in 

order for parent-child conversations to affect child outcomes, they must occur frequently and 

over a long period of time. Teachers do not realistically have this time for one-on-one extended 

discourse, which most likely accounts for why some interventions targeting narrative interactions 

of low-income children have failed with preschool teachers but succeeded when parents were 

involved in the intervention (Peterson et al., 1999; Lonigan & Whitehurst, 1998). These studies 

suggest that early parent-child interactions are very important for children‟s emergent literacy, 

and that for children who may be at risk for developing reading difficulties, the best intervention 

strategy is to start young and to start with parents. Studies such as the current one which identify 

the specific parenting behaviors that promote specific literacy outcomes can increase our 
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understanding of narrative skill as an important aspect of emergent literacy and provide valuable 

information that can be applied to further intervention strategies. 
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APPENDIX A 

AFFECTIVE QUALITY CODING 

Coding criteria for affective quality ratings (Sonnenschein & Munsterman, 2002) 

 

Category     Scoring and criteria 

 

Narrative expression 1—Monotonous, flat storytelling, little attention to 

punctuation 

 2—Some tonal change, no imitation of voices; 

moderate expression 

 3—Expressive, multi-tonal reading; imitation of 

character voices, expression suggests suspense, etc. 

Contact with child 1—No or very little contact 

 2—Occasional or very little contact, less than 50% 

of the time 

 3—Contact greater than 50% of the time (e.g., arm 

around child, child on lap) 

Narrators‟s appearance of involvement 1—Distracted behavior, little smiling or laughing 

related to story, irrelevant questions 

 2—Looks at book/child 25-75% of the time, some 

appropriate laughing, smiling, asking questions 

 3—Attends to story most of the time, appears to 

enjoy story most of the time, asks questions, smiles, 

laughs 

Child‟s appearance of involvement 1—Distracted behavior, little smiling or laughing 

related to story, irrelevant questions 
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  2—Looks at book/mother 25-75% of the time, some 

appropriate laughing, smiling, asking questions 

 3—Attends to story most of the time, appears to 

enjoy story most of the time, asks questions, smiles, 

laughs 

Mothers‟ sensitivity to child‟s engagement 1—Displays none of behaviors listed below 

 2—Displays 1 or 2 of the following behaviors: asks 

child if enjoying story, acknowledges child‟s 

feelings, periodic eye contact to gauge child‟s 

interest, attempts to recapture child‟ attention if 

waning 

 3—Displays 3 or more of the listed behaviors 
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APPENDIX B 

STYLE CODING 

Style Coding (Reese & Fivush, 1993) 

Mothers’ narrative talk  Elaborations: Mothers introduce the event to the 

child or add more information to the narrative in the 

form of a question or statement.  

    M: What did we do? 

    C: We jumped in the water? 

    M. And the water was so cold! 

   Evaluations: Mothers‟ utterances that either confirm 

or negate the child‟s narrative response.  

    M: Do you remember where? 

    C: From Georgia? 

    M. Georgia. Very Good! 

   Repetitions: Mothers either repeat the exact content 

or the gist of a previous utterance made by either 

herself or the child. 

    M: No, what was his name? 

    C: I forget his name. 

    M. Do you remember his name? 

   Prompts: Mothers ask the child to say more without 

providing any information about the narrative.  

  M: Tell me about it.  
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Children’s narrative talk  Elaborations: Children provide new information or 

elaborate on mother‟s previous utterance.  

     M: What did you do while we were there? 

     C: I swimmed! 

   Evaluations: Children‟s utterances that either 

confirm or negate the mothers‟ response, including 

meaningful head nods or shakes. 

     M: Did we go to any shows? 

     C: Yup! 

Repetitions and placeholders: Children repeat 

previous utterance made by mother or child, or 

provide no new information in their utterance (e.g., 

I don’t know).  

M: Remember when we went to the 

mountains? 

     C: Mountains.  
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APPENDIX C 

STRUCTURE CODING 

Coding of Narrative Structure (Shapiro & Hudson, 1991) 

Cohesion  

Interclausal connectives   Additive connectives (e.g., and) 

      Temporal connectives (e.g., then, first, next) 

      Adversative-causal connectives (e.g., because, so) 

Coherence 

 

Basic Narrative Components  

   

Actions Events describing action sequences (e.g., “She‟s 

cooking” or “He built a sandcastle”), not including 

obstacles and repairs, and characters‟ attempts to 

achieve a goal.  

Character description  Introductions (e.g., “There was a girl”) and 

information describing characters (i.e., names, 

physical appearance, and social role). 

Dialogue Conversations between characters in the form of 

quoted speech (e.g., he said, “Let‟s go.”) or as 

indirect statements (e.g., “He told her that…”). 

Internal states References to characters‟ thoughts and emotions 

(e.g., “She was sad.”). 

Spatial orientations  Information about the locale (e.g., “We were at your 

Aunt Linda‟s house.”). 
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Temporal orientations Information about the time frame (“That happened 

last summer.”).  

Episodic Components     

 

Goals Statements of character‟s purpose, plans, or 

intentions (e.g., “He wanted to go swimming”). 

Obstacles Events that interrupt action and include an  

unexpected result or problem (e.g., “The cookies 

got burned” or “They forgot  their towel at the 

beach”). 

Repairs Attempts by the characters to rectify obstacles (e.g., 

“So they went to the store to buy new cookies” or 

“They returned to the beach for their towel”). 
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APPENDIX D 

STORY COMPREHENSION TASK 

 

Story Comprehension Task for Sergio Makes a Splash 

 

1. [p. 10, (Sergio can‟t swim), initiating event] 

Tell me what happens at this point in the story.  

What is Sergio afraid of? 

2. [p. 13, (Mrs. Waddle tells the class that they are going to learn to swim), goal] 

If you were telling someone this story, what would you say is going on now?  

What did Mrs. Waddle tell the class? 

3. [p. 14, (Mrs. Waddle asks Sergio what‟s wrong), dialogue] 

What do you think Sergio is saying here?  

Why would he be saying that? 

4. [p. 20, (friends reassure Sergio), causal inference] 

Why are his friends saying that? 

5. [p. 18, (Sergio looks scared), feelings] 

Tell me what Sergio is feeling in this picture.  

Why do you think so? 

6. [p. 21, (Sergio stands at the top of the cliff), prediction] 

What do you think happens next?  

Why do you think so? 

7. [p. 31, (Sergio is tired but happy) outcome resolution] 

What happened here?  

Why does this happen? 
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8. [Book closed, (Sergio, Mrs. Waddle, classmates) characters] 

Who are the characters in this story? (replacement words: people, animals) 

9. [Book closed,  setting] 

Where does this story happen? (replacement words: setting, take place) 

10. [Book closed, theme] 

In thinking about everything that you learned after reading this book, if you knew that 

your friend couldn‟t swim, what would you tell him/her to make him/her feel better?  

Why would you tell him/her that? (replacement words: advice, warn) 
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APPENDIX E 

PICTURE SEQUENCING TASK 
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